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Written by Aya-Karin Thorgren - inspired by My Children 
 

                                   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                   Love is the pursuit of the whole. 

                                                

                                                           Plato 

 

 

 

 

 

Matrimonio 

 

Oh, mi Senor, Oh, mi Senor,Estos dos astros brillantes estan desposados en tu 

amor, juntos en el servicio de Tu Sagrado Umbral, unidos en la atencion de Tu 

Causa….para que este arbol broten ramas que crezcan verdes y florecientes de tus 

nubes de gracia. En verdad Tu eres el Generoso… 

 

Abdu’ l- Baha 
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a.k.a THE SCRIPT        144 verses  

 

 

Inspired by  Dreamspell and Telektonon 

The Lovers Script - a saga of the human adventures           

 

The Cube of the Law 

 

A Prayer 

 

Spinal Solutions 

 

School Schedule- Real as in Royal Education 
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On a Mission of Love – an Introduction to The Scriptures 

 

The Scriptures 144  A- Ö  

 

Starting  withthe beginnings of a telepathic relationship 

 

How to rule any Country 

 

Costa Rica- un pais Pacifico , Ecologico   

( version española de “ How to rule any Country “) 
 

 

Biography of Author 
 

 

The Cube of The Law – The Warriors Cube 

 

In the precious centre is the divine intersection of the three 

planes 
 

 

Will 

Mind 

Spirit 

 

The horizontal axis represents the plane of Spirit 
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The upper field is of Telepathy 

The lower field of the Atomic Structure 

 

The vertical axis repreents the plane of Will 
 

The left is the Pre-Conscious plane 

The right is the Subliminal Conscious plane 

 

They all represent a belief in the TRUTH 

 

All is a number. 
20 fingers and toes for the totality of Time 

13 moons 20 tribes 13/20  

 

10 messengers- 10 planets 

7 is the mystic perfection in which 144.000 mystic fibres blend 

-  our bodies thirst for Prophesy 

 

144.000 kin (days) = 13 STARHISTORIES= 20 generations (1= 7200 kin) = 

144.000 elect 

 

Children of the Dawn and People of the Book 

“Most far from Babylon was Amerrikua” 

 

The love of Pacal Votan and Bolon Ik in telepathic contact on separate planets also 

represent any man and woman that follow the POWER and hopeful positive 

FORCE of LOVE… this is the power that will save the World 
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“As an instrument of the seventh angel, Pacal Votan, The Navigator sound the 

chords touching the Music of the Future with the Song and the Rhythm located in 

the correct place where food of divination is obtained “ 

   

 

 

 

these words are quoted from “Telektonon” and Dreamspell by Jose Arguelles 

                          

 

 
A Prayer 

 

 

 
 

 

Sound              Meaning                         Action 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

A                    Thou Art                     Raise 

your hand into the 

                                                      Sky, 

take in The Light 

 

 

 

TU                  Unto Thee                    touch 

forehead 

 

 

 

Malkuth         Foundation/ Kingdom        touch the Heart 

and then point 
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                                                    to the 

feet thru our  

                                                      Earth 

until its centre 

 

 

Vegedulah     Glory                                  touch 

the left shoulder 

 

Veguvorah    Power and Light                       touch 

the right shoulder 

 

 

Leolam         Amen/ Forever                     clasp your 

hands on chest 

                 

HEART = LOVE   

 

 

 

 

 

 

Spinal Solutions 

 

When you think of something and it IS a great thought, 

this energy, Light, will rush up your spine and connect and exit at your head  

It feels likes a sunray and your temples move upwards = an Excellent Thought 

This is most probably what defines a halo, a Saint (a Gloria) 

Many plants are Wisdom Weeds that in the proper amounts, in prayer, help you to make 

contact with Higher Realms, although remember that these are only tools for help and that 

you are indeed connected to all the dimensions, all the time 

When you are distant from your Beloved think about this One person in the Force of Love. 

Pull the Force of Fire, that is from the fire in the Centre of the Earth up through your spinal 

fluid up through all the chakras (electrical energy crossings within the Bodily Sphere) until a 

Light shines through your head and straight up into the Universe connecting with The 

Universal Light 

This is a Natural Ecstatic state that can help you create abundance and wealth on the 

physical plane by enabling you to channel helpful information, virtual mind children, an 

immaculate conception. 

This is how you enter Random Access Memory (RAM). 
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It is like being consciously in tune with someone by being on the same wavelength and shining 

Light in two different places simultaneously, connecting with a third force that we may call a 

Higher Force or God, Jah, Ku,h, The Great Spirit, Allah, the fullness of an all-

encompassing power. 

The” Juice”, the spinal fluids and sexual fluids are Conductors of Energy 

To miss your beloved is a Driving force 

As in when I am separated from my beloved, I think and work on Creative solutions that we 

can work on Together to be able to be close 

When you, for example, make love or dance there is no need to think…much. 

Enjoy the moment and be in the now. Connect first on a higher level. 

Men, do withdraw the seed and when you are ready to take the responsibility of taking care 

of the Child, plant. 

This withdrawal of the seed you do by not letting your thought be distracted by anything. 

Practice Love without sex. 

 

                  The Higher Force 

  through 

  Aya- Karin Thorgren with Beloved 

 

School Schedule 

 

 

It is good for students to “ Solutionize with their Spine” 

 

At exams, remember that focus lies in the beam of Light that shoot out from your 

forehead and also meet at the back of the head, in the little pocket. 

Drink pure water. Bless it and your food. 

 

The Cube of The Law 

 

Oracle Dictionary  

Use dictionaries with different languages to recieve messages for the day 
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Fables and Tales-  Write your own tale and find your Prince or Princess! 

Yoga and Breathing Lessons - 

 To enhance focus and influx of information to our little geniouses 

 

Multilingual from the beginning- to stimulate their Minds 

 

Art and Music  

 

in an Inspiring environment (avoid prison architechture, make Environmentally 

Conscious Constructions with lots of Imagination, alcoves) 

Creativity for children in a room full of electric guitars!!! 

 

Inspire children to become Leaders and take responsability for their actions 

 

“ Practical Education is my Dream “ Workmanships 

carpentry, glassblowing, ceramics, etc 

 

Basic Economy 

Mathematics amd Physics that is Visual and colourful ( explore time tunnels) 

 

Visualisation 

-imagine all that you want as a mental preparation for Positive Success in all your 

doings- watch as you materialize the thought  

 

Get Inspired with the Higher Might Mights- The Unknown- The All encompassive 

Unconditional Love- The Highest Intelligence- The Biggest Heart 
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Explore the concept of having Hope 

 

Theatre and Comedy 

 

The FOOD is of utmost importance for the chemical balancing of a Child, to 

augment their capacity. 

ALL children should be fed First Class Organic Foods in a balanced matter 

 

Aromatherapy and Bach Flower remedies are 

preventative ways to heal humans on the level of emotions, before an emotion manifest 

into a dis-ease 

Usage of Scents from flowers and plants to enhance a crisp, clear and calm 

environment of a student feeling Safe and Sound 

 

Humbleness- how to combine inner power with being humble 

 

Generosity is the key of an advanced society 

Schooldays with Sun rhythm  

 

- to keep our eyes open with natural Light as much as we possibly can 

 

Dreamstudies How to study the passages of Life. 

How to take charge of our Destiny 

Defining past as a learning, present as action or repose and future as vision. 

 

Celebrating traditions, exibitions of Art and Festivals is FUN and should generate 

funding for the school. 

 

Children and other humans do not need any added sugars, natural nor synthetic 

drugs, in their drinks and food. 

Children are already completely stimulated. It will give them a reverse effect putting 

them out of balance. 
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Breathe, drink pure and eat pure. Feel love. 

 

Traditions are very important, customs, dance and music reflect our ancestry and 

gives us a sense of safety and belonging 

 

 

 

Aya-Karin Thorgren                               MidsummerLight 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

On a Mission of Love 

 

An Eagle by his majestic nest on a quest 

Diving into his Ocean where 

His woman 

In the water has long red hair 

She slowly moves her mermaid tail 

He is her dolphin, guiding her into the depths of a tale 

Spinning until they are finding a city under water showed to them 

Making sure that this December to avoid a silent void  

There is a better way to show another Way 

Not sinking into a decision by not having a Vision 

As they shot back into the sky  

Two eagles intertwined  

There is no power stronger than the Spirit of this kind 

Flying half a step slower to charge up the Mind and Will themselves to do it 

At a pace that leaves no one behind 

In a place where the last are first and the first are to become the last 

Balancing the past 
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Mused and amused... 

 
     

               

 

 

 

                             Woman + Love + Man + Light = Truth 

           

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

THE SCRIPTURES 144 VERSES 
 

 

when you are not completely sane you are partly insane or if you are not completely 

healthy you are partly sick 

 

 

144 verses to You 

 

A Carniverous Christmascake 

A Cosmic Flight in Sight 

A Mental Crumpet vs a Transcendental Trumpet 

A Pacific Place 

A Pouring Rainfrog 

A Real Man with a Real Fan 

A Split 

A Truthful Wilde 

Adam and Eve 
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Air Frank 

Air 

Airplanes 

All that is Written 

An American Spirit 

An Earthquake Awake 

Apocalyptic Wine 

Apostle Arrogance 

As in Heaven on Earth 

Ascensión 

At the End of our Voyage 

Awakening Angels 

Bo Basket Case 

Brotherhood 

Buddha at The Bar 

Burning Acid 

Capsule Cónsul 

Carnaval en Costa Rica 

Choose not to be Deceived 

Come down and Calm down as You are coming up 

ComePetition 

Commercial 

Confused 

Curves 

Cushioned by Love 

Deeds 

Deliverance 

Democracy 

Diamond Daughters 

Disc Disciples 

Divine Diet 

Dot Con Man 

Du och Jah 

El Nuevo Movimiento 
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Enjoyment 

Envysong 

Evenness of Temper 

Fairy Song 

Faith Force 

Fakish Yoga Fetish 

Fallen Men 

Fallen Stars 

Fantastically Blown Out of Proportion 

Fear Factor 

Four Years 

Freedom 

Freeze 

Fuel Fools 

Geese 

Glädjehuset 

Global Rubels 

Harm 

Heaven Walk 

Hedgehog Hedonism 

Higher Consciousness 

How to make Time Stop 

Humanity 

I Honor You 

Icecold 

Income Tax to the Max 

Ingenious Intercourse 

Insight 

It is for Real 

Jewel 

Joan 

Kinky Kinship 

Landing in a Galaxy 

Lifeforce 
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Light 

Lo and Behold 

Loose Talk 

Luck 

Luxo Luxor 

Mamma 

Mantel Mantra 

Mary 

Master of Sound 

Mean Metropolis 

Middle Age Mézales 

Min Man 

Monsterworld 

Mooney Mania 

My Big Love 

My Original One 

My Yokefellow 

On FIRE 

Our Earthly Disc 

Our Heavenly Papa 

Ovation Oppressor 

P. S. 

Parrot Love 

Platinum Platter 

Post Depression 

Pro Christ or Anti Christ 

Quixotic Deeds 

RadioActive 

Rant and Rave 

Reaching for the Highest Laws 

Reptile Raptor 

Respected 

Robbing while Sobbing 

Saturday Sanctuary of Mind 
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Savory Saviour 

Sexual Force 

Shame 

Sharing 

Si Dios Quiere 

Slanderous Shopping 

Snakes in Eden 

Sound Solutions 

Speared and Feared 

Spheres 

Svag 

Thank You 

The Ant Chant 

The Crown 

The Dark Forces 

The Despots and Too much Pot 

The Eminent You 

The One and only Father 

Thrive 

To my Children 

Town by Town 

U-Turn me On 

Vast Vanilla 

Venomous Vulva 

Viscosity in the City 

Vodka Vogue Viscount 

Voyage 

Wanna see my PVC? 

We Believed vs Cityweaving 

White Solaar Wind 

Wonder Woman Wanderings 

Your headlines are more confusing than Confucius 

Önskelista 
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First time 

 

The first time I saw you all I did was say wow 

that is a real girl lady whom some others should bow 

 

Way beyond description I was a little scared to approach 

but then I turned into a man and became my own coach 

 

I thought I could not pass up this most precious chance 

there you were in the town sidewalk with an ahh inspiring stance 

 

I am glad that we shared love it was the authentic type and your body was something 

that is beyond the word like 

 

Your mind created your body and your spirit is also one 

girl I liked soo much when we had this fun 
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You are the bearer of two children which increases your appeal 

just being in your presence is something special to feel 

 

A lady I respect, oh, how I want to heal 

bohdichitta I incorporate this is how I deal 

 

Thank you for your notes and kindly thoughts 

If I had a million of dollars you, d tell your friends things I bought 

 

For you, shew, you deserve this type of givin 

May God bless your soul to enjoy pleasant livin 

 

I seek the indestructible that lies within the mind 

It is beyond all terms and can,t be defined 

 

IF one gets realized, there is no turning back 

That is what I seek, so I can give, and not lack 

 

Hey golden lady, you shine like the sun 

I want to make your elixir run 

 

But I want to give you more, beyond the stars and the sky 

This is what I, d like to do, and it is definitely no lie 

 

To gets ones hopes up, may not be right 

Yet if I strive, lets at least unite in the Light 

 

I don,t want to plan, if I can,t supply 

yet becoming the highest I will do more than try 

 

I ask you, be my friend, and I the same to you 

now back to my spiritual practise without further a dew 
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May I be your best friend in the indescribable Light that is not a Light that can be 

extinguished. 

 

 

 

                                                                                                   Anonymous 
 

 

I am against apartheid, the age old element 

It is time to change and make a brand new development 

 

The system is wack, oppressors perpetrating 

and racially bound in all their reatation 

 

white on black an attempt to scorn 

a place degrading you before you are even born 

 

its getting me mad and just a littler upset 

if I had my way you know I would make them regret 

 

The deeds they have done, the lives they took 

it, s a shame and a pity I can barely look 

 

At the face of Mandela behind those bars and  

his path of tribulation that is marked in scars 

 

I am just stating the truth not telling no lies 

simply put I am against apartheid 

 

It, s a very serious matter when you think about 

all the children being slayed even without 

A chance to barely survive and  

Peter Botha don,t care for the mothers who cry 

 

For the young who are slung, to the tip of a tree 

one care in mind, they strive for free… 
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Dom and have come, to march through the night, 

in an attempt to overcome the oppressors they fight 

It is just and right                                                                                 

                                                                              Anonymous 

 

A Roomy Delay 

 
I perched on the supreme wind that carried me away 

into the sky 

above the earth 

through fire  

and water 

 

Out of this world, inside my mind…you are so kind 

 

I smile and I walk away 

 

Inside my World out of my mind 

 

I smile and hold you in my arms 

Trust me, mindchild, curious is stronger 

 

You cannot lay down without looking up 

Real is royal, royal is king, king in my kingdom 

 

You are inside of me 

I am free 

Free flowing love directed and perfected 

 

Aya- long time ago 
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Limitless 

 

 
Are you aware of what you can find right here 

 

That there is more along that shore 

That someone sees beyond those trees 

You cannot hide along the ride 

Have to take that endless stride 

Take a chance and enhance your life 

 

Don,t be scared I am with you 

Holding your hand for real 

Do not pull way with fear 

Remember I am always near 

 

You are sure you learned it all being rather tall 

 

Humble yourself and be thankful for all that you have 

 

It is all a miracle 

 

The thunder says it all 

We are quite small 

But lightning with fire said we will never tire 

 

 

Aya- Long time ago 
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Love 

 

 
Some cultures teach to be fake and preach 

To do evil things, pretending they have wings 

 

That men have power and that a woman is a flower 

All her petals you pull until you are full 

 

If her ways are hers and there is no full time nurse 

They say, you are here to serve 

 

A woman gets tired more than slightly wired 

That is when he lets her know 

 

You, d better wake up and see if it is worth it 

Make a change and see if he is true 

 

At the mountaintop I see a woman 

She is shining 

She is on top of the World and she knows it 

 

 

Aya- long time ago 
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Power of Mind 

 

 
Just flew to be right here with me 

I know that you are rare 

Can see you care 

Care for me 

Can,t  wait to see 

That is why tonight I took that flight 

and in my mind your voice I found 

 

To ask some more 

I ask my core 

 

But in my mind I look and find and think of how as if it, s now 

 

 

Be my friend 

The one that heaven sent 

Now here with you 

It is all true and in my mind I look and I find and think of how as if it is now 

 

Let us enjoy 

Fill your cup with joy 

the moment is here 

Let us share 

 

Once it is gone 

We just move on 

 

But in my mind, I look and I find and think of how, as if it is now 

 

Aya, long time ago 
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Emotion 

 

 

I fly with the rage as if I am on stage 

 

You had better listen to me 

I know better than thee 

 

What is up with you? 

Can you be real, be true? 

I am tired  

I a stressed 

I am not sleeping 

I am all day weeping 

 

Then I let go 

Fly above it all 

See…there is no sense to be that tense 

The earth will receive whenever you grieve 

 

Stay calm 

Wrap myself with balm 

 

Go within 

Leave the fire without 

 

Cannot wait to come back 

Back on track 

Had to leave it all in the middle of my fall 

 

That is the way He intended 

All my soul attended 
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Aya- long time ago 

Fear 

 

I feel your fear 

It is very, very near 

 

You are holding back scolding each and every track 

 

Choosing the utterly fake turns out to be the final break 

Spin the other way and life is a dream on a tray 

 

It is all in you but you have to know it too 

Know what to do 

You must be true 

Reaching up through the blue 

In the arms of temptations more fearful than you 

To the ultimate temptation and that is you 

Remember to choose the road of the Royalty in you 

You have gotta do it 

 

Let go of your fear 

You will not need it no more 

 

You do not need to hold back 

Think each and every track and you are fine 

 

Aya- long time ago 
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Free 

 

 

You are free 

Free to be 

 

Free to be your own special self 

 

Do not put your dreams away 

Life is here to take you away 

 

I dream 

I dream with you 

 

You are what I want 

I just want you 

 

We can do, riding the skies of power 

I am your power  

You are my mind 

Just say it 

How you would like it to be 

And it will 

Will will kill, if you let it 

 

Split a vice in two 

 

What you need is all in your head 

Just detach and go full on ahead 

The power is in you 

A flower that flies up through 

Through my will into the sky 

I meet with you and I am free 
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Free to be 

 

Aya- long time ago 

Our World 

 

I am worried about humanity 

I am sure we have lost our sanity 

 

Too scared to love 

Disconnected from above 

 

Rush around to pick until we get sick 

 

Are you aware of the warscare 

How to deprive for the sake of the ride 

 

Some people choose to analize 

Argue, fight and penalize 

 

The strong wills protects from the lies of the sects 

Suffering innocents do prove that our hearts are so removed 

 

Carrying the Law in you 

Laws to Love is all you need to know 

A change in you is a change in me 

 

No colors to see 

No time to enjoy 

 

The moment has come 

It is time for Joy 

 

Look around you 

Here is a word for you 
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Money is a tool 

Don, t be a fool 

 

 

Aya- long time ago 

Pierced 
 
 

Are you going to pierce those eyes unto my soul 

Weave your hairs onto my face 

Suck my life out into space 

 

Seed your seed onto my land 

Throw your thoughts into my brain 

Kick myself out of myself 

 

…or will you just leave me alone? 

 

Aya – long time ago 

 

 

Unite 

 
How can you fight? 

Fight for your life 

 

When the anger you get 

Is the anger you give 

You are supposed to unite 

Unite the Light 

 

Spread all over this knowledge within 

Open up the borders 

A cleansing within 

 

You cannot pray and then say; 
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I was with you but now I have no respect for you 

 

Let go of the fear 

Be thankful that you are here 

You cannot fool anyone thinking you are a superior kind 

Superior is calm 

Calm is superior 

 

War is raw 

Raw for you and me 

 

A wasteful wink 

A nervous twink 

 

Are you really living those sacred words? 

 

Honor for you means honor for me 

The anger you give is the anger you get 

 

Don’ t fight 

Don’ t fight tonight 

 

Aya- long time ago 
 

Wild WonderChild 

 
My Wonderchild 

You are so wild, centered and mild 

A wise child 

 

As I guide you along the way 

I see that you are sure. you hardly ever sway 

Cautious and cool , my future you rule 

All I do for you is because I owe it to you  

 

A garden full of delights 

A life with no frightful frights 

 

You are free to explore all uncovered grounds 
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To enjoy some wild and crazy sounds 

The colors excite 

Excite you to understand that life is too cool 

Soon you will rule 

 

I have so much fun with you 

No one makes me laugh like you 

 

You kids are real 

Real, for real 

 

Aya- long time ago 
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The Script 144  

 

 

 

 

 

A Carniverous Christmas Cake 
 

He surely is a lunatick with a sick wick 

Threatening and scaring the people 

While wearing them down 

Making them cry with this big invented lie 

He is being bossy in a non- stop alert stress  

Just to make you obsess 

And with no doubt he is about to shout 

Having chosen a beast to take care of the peoples feast 

He is feasting on dead corpses with Red Crosses counting losses 

Willing and ready to be killing while the People really want to be chilling  

On an Earth that need no more drilling 

But he sure likes to desensitize and stupefy 

-I will buy your soul free if you kill yourself for me 

  I am sort of good 

  But I belong to a darker Brotherhood 

While hiding the Truth 

You might need to speak to Dr Ruth 

Only God knows how he justifies the lows 

Poisoned by pork eating the white meat of defeat 

When we have to share and life is not about his opec shares 

By staying light and grounded we will not fall into fear  

It is useless to bring down every other plane 

The people refuse to fall  

Inventing some story with a grayish glory 

As if someone would really care to come all the way from there 
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With no high-tech unless it was sent from here all the way down there 

We belong to an ancient civilization with very few that pray and lie by wanting to die  

Saying God wants you to kill yourself too 

A mother would never give precious life and then wishing her child to be killed in strife 

They say they were trained to suicide since two, which could be true 

Upsetting many more than two 

In the great brainwashing he is definitively crushing 

It is a serious drama in a trauma that you can forgive but you cannot forget 

He sure set himself up for auto destruction based on a wicked bringing down of a construction 

according to instructions 

Blowing up the American Dream in every single seam  

While insulting and catapulting to press for a little more stress 

If you fast you shall see the deceit 

In dense excrement mentioned in a withered pergament 

There is no God in aggressive testosterone meat 

So lighten up the shit 

 

Alpha Omega 

 

 

 

 

A Cosmic Flight in Sight 

 
We wonder what this cosmic flight will be like 

It looks like an insight in sight 

Thanks to the wild and crazy 

We are bound to never become lazy 

Everyday is quite a way, I would say 

Bringing in our gift in this time shift 

While channeling the ideal way to move this way  

If you are completely in the sky it is really highfly 

With no wheels on his earthly heels 

Dragging and sagging the mud of my heavenly stud  

On a chariot of fire avoiding the mire 

Had I known that this trip was going to be such a trip 

I would have moistened my upper lip 

It is real dry up in this spaceship  

I need some aloe, water and lime to be able to rhyme  

There is no time to fall asleep as many children are about to weep 

We are avoiding any slope because on this trip we carry a lot of hope 
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The air is becoming fake and the ones that can change it all are drowsy on steak 

While the other half is on a food break…? 

 

 

Alpha Omega 

 

 

 

 

 

 

A Pacific Place 

 
There is a very special place 

That is seems like certain people would like to erase 

With a subatomic discharge made by one of the large 

Exploiting and loitering around 

No one noticed the underwater sound 

The grave wave that killed many good willed 

Enclosed in a submarine 

Living the life of a worm machine 

Commanded to shoot as you cannot see the soot 

It happens in a wink since they are trained not to think 

There are many trial tests in a denial mess 

As no one remembers the why you die 

The wave came and this is a big shame 

In a pacific terrific territory of glory 

Used as a dump for many a faithless hump 

Humans are treated like animals 

 

But who is the Beast? 

He is sitting on the other side of Truth in a lambs feast 

 

Laughing us in the face as he is about to erase 

Any shining light and continue to fight 

Bringing low morality into this innocent sanity 

By suppressing certain groups and then bringing in his violent troops 

Raping and taking away the clue by buying the few 

That can inform us of our rights avoiding the screaming nights 

The turned off lights 
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Taking away our only hope by spreading airplanes full of dope 

These secret services give no services 

They tie people up and throw them out with an inhumane shout 

Looking for the next victim 

This is a sick thing 

 

My tears are running because the People were running 

And they were caught, in the wave of naught 

 

Light and Respect for our Humanity 

 

 

 

 

A Pouring Rain Frog 

 
In a cleansing of the Earth 

When it comes to this kind of song it cannot go wrong 

Because of many lies, this frog fries 

So he sings a song in many tones  

Until the sky gives in and falls all over him  

He gives a nasal trumpet sound in his rain dance 

Thanking the Skies for giving him the chance 

To refill his Spirit as this is a merit 

His thirst brought the Earth and the Sky to align and  

This happened when he decided to shine  

With a serious grounding that starts with sounding  

Nothing is ever in vain 

You can cause rain! 

 

 

Great Spirit 

 

 

 

A Real Man with a Real Fan 
 

In a meeting we are stating that this is the ultimate dating 
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Our mission is about to start 

And we have chosen not to ever stay apart 

Ever again as I so excitingly sing in every refrain 

If you are not at my side you are inside my brain 

As I move my body we move your brain and 

When I fall inside your brain my body goes insane 

It is an innocent fact of a decided act 

 

You are part of me  

Let us shine and be 

Let us help the world to dine 

Live and Love by flying real high above 

 

It feels much better to be this sure 

That is for sure 

There is only you because we needed someone true 

That is not too highflying up in the blue 

I am in a dreamspell 

Learning how to avoid hell 

It lies in how to distinguish a cell  

From selling with a big cowbell 

I have a carpenter and  

I am so thankful that he is sculpting a life with no insulting 

His woman is a handful and he is a mathematical manful 

 

Full of all that I want 

It is about being together under many fluffy feathers 

Call it a big dream in hot steam 

With the thought of your playful finger that linger 

I become weak as you seek to excite me while enlightening me 

It is when you hold me real tight that I feel allright 

It has got to be your height 

You are full of love with no need to fight 

It is about your questions and answers as 

I befriended the best friend I ever had 

This birth was so long to make sure the worldly madness is really gone 

But meanwhile we deciphered the bad 

You are all I ever had 

In every dream you have calm smile lasting for a long while 

Being soothing love from above 

Saying the things as they are 
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Above par 

You give me that urgent sensation 

That being real telepathic is about not staying static 

You and me set one and other free 

This is quite an interrelation procreation 

I am amazed… 

Humanity will not be erased 

 

 

 Light and 

      Plenty of  

             Love 

 

 

 

 

A Split 
 

Children split in two 

Could be a nightmare that will not do 

Someone could always be missing just when you need them kissing 

It feels like it is your fault 

Because you were wild and raucous 

And was always climbing the Caucasus 

The unhappy parents could not concentrate 

On stupid conversations that gave them no sensations 

And then on top of it you have a new mother that could not bother 

When all you seek is someone with a glimpse in the eye 

As you are not even shy 

But real willing to please and tease 

People that love all children as if they where their own, are shown 

To belong to Kings and Queens, by all means 

Saving a firstborn from being icecoldly shorn 

It is good to try and find your Original One 

So that in the next generation 

With much better preparation 

This will not happen anymore 

As two people that are not for one another 

Will suffer for sure 

Because of many absurd situations and relations 

A property deal with a bought lawyer feel 
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Hunting someone down when they are already down and 

Finally getting on with their life by  

Saying that he was ready to die when it was a big manipulative lie 

Do not pull guilt on me 

Then they say  

-Ooops, now I can see 

 That you where avoiding a stagnant destructive loop to be able to be… 

 

I do not kill, that is not for me 

Somewhere I wish you spoiled “helpers” would just let me be 

These people will always take when they can 

Play headgames that are unlike any man 

Use their kid as trade 

If not they just fade 

The timing was still right  

I was guided by and creating a group believing in Might 

Now I know that behind all this there is a higher reason 

Coming in with a warmer season 

 

 

The Highest Force 

 

 

 

 

A Truthful Wilde 
 

He is a feast beast 

Un- reconciled and un-regrettably unsettled 

No one is sleeping and they are all weeping 

Until everyone in the Flock will mock this fatal reality  

Do your best in avoiding this kind of fatality 

You have to decide never to get fried by any King with no swing 

We want to enjoy this now! 

We want to graze like every cow! 

Check out the stars  

This is quite a farce 

They seems so far away 

Why go there anyway? 

When Ford can afford to fly us into the next green grazing field 

Give us a ship where no one will die or have to be healed 
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So he checks out the earth with our holy mirth 

The smell of a saint because he sure is quaint 

Beneath a Giant Tree he opens up our eyes for us to see  

That we may pray and give thanks that we are here and can share 

 

-I see that I am free to be grazing with no phrasing  

While I am eating, digesting and resting 

Incessantly I stare because I am aware that I am around but I am not into pressing, stressing or 

obsessing 

As I am roaming my mouth is foaming  

When this cow will pass with her nice ass 

Hey, I cannot complain, I have rain and I feel real sane 

Full of shrooms creating different colourful rooms 

I can see you are not for me but that this tree has got some funky vibe and that inside it there is a 

buzzing hive 

 

So I am mooing and cooing them into doing as 

Along the way, everyday, the flock ran away 

Scared because some ghost is quite a host 

But he sure makes me laugh 

Half and half asleep on a way too steep hill so 

I will myself to climb and not fall at all 

If now all those weeping sheep could get together 

Relax and listen to a good wax with some sax 

As there is a good vibe here in this atmosphere… 

Do not give up and keep your chin up 

Because soon you will swoon across a big yielding field 

Look at the stars because you belong to the Stars 

Across the shores we chill out with a sprout while we do not shout…   

But  we surely understand if you enjoy eating delicious trout with your curious scouts 

 

  with The Force right there 

 

 

 

 

Adam and Eve 
 

The twins are born  

They are Adam and Eve 

Crawling through Paradise looking and beholding everything in sight that shines Light 
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A giant Butterfly is passing and her wings are causing a wind that sings  

In a big blink they wink with happy eyes 

The birdsong puts them to sleep 

These are kids that hardly weep 

In a monkey howl that sounds like a growl 

Their little hairs stand on end with aloe on the ends 

Then they give them bananas from their very hands 

As this neighborhood is good and has abundant lands 

On a boat with floating mantas and a School of Dolphins jumping 

We all scream in delight 

While realizing these children are so bright 

A race born into the phase we were waiting for 

The one with giant oars and soaring Eagle wings coming down as a realization dawning upon our minds 

In a dawn of arising a daystar in our very heart 

Where no one is ever apart 

Just a part of it All 

In a Wonderful Waterfall 

Not fearing to stand sometimes they fall 

Never to get hurt at all 

On a smooth lawn tasting a smoothie at every dawn 

They grow tall and all 

As Adam is not quite like Eve 

Eve is not quite like Him 

But they are close, close together, forever 

They do not believe in the lie that we have to die so 

One day with him in his Adams apple and her in her Evening gown 

Without frowning they reached their crowning 

Surrounded by Light, by birthright, to make our life bright and right 

Reveling in whitely blued crosscurrents of soothing balm in their palms 

They love you  

It is more than true 

Taught by the Light in the shape of a daily message with Might 

In an instant answer to a responsive responsible adult and 

Forgiving each and everyone on a pact with tact and a matter of fact 

That we are innocent but we had to repent and resent 

From a rigid generation giving us no chance  

To be happy while we dance 

Without loosing in the choosing of synthetic information with a chemical revelation  

Avoiding a burned brain by someone technically trained then lost and flamed 

We are feeling out a way better way, today 

Inspired by mothers and fathers escaping the corruption brought by lust by being earnest as a must 
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In a realistic Earth Talking Tube 

Of sounding some Truth from their Malkuth 

 

 
In The Light 
 

 

 

 

Air Frank 

 
While they are looking for drugs made by ruthless slugs 

Chemists trained by a government with no profound intent   

They do not even have my consent 

To go inside my bag when I am on jetlag 

They are ripping my clothes into pieces looking for exotic cheeses 

Throwing my bag so that the paintings cracked 

When they cracked up laughing I realized 

What an insult  

What a slap in the face 

Is this the way to treat a race? 

As they are looking, I am cooking 

When they touch my breasts and in between my legs 

There is a serious theft    

Of our decent sensitivity being thrown into quite some insanity 

Oh, by the way on the way 

When you take off they blow you off   

With a nontoxic lawful spray that kills 

An infant cannot stop crying with tearful chills 

It is considered harmless and we are now defenseless 

It is just a wild guess that we have given up on the congress 

We do no longer stir anything up 

Now, everything is exclusively decided by the top 

This is making me suspicious of the licentious 

Jah 

 

 

 

 

Air 
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If you want to get real high 

And this is no lie 

Take a deep breath of air 

It takes you on a trip that is fair 

By oxygenating a womans powerful hair 

Then you may truly share  

In a way that has a lot to do with flair 

The Holy Ghost 

 

  

 

Airplanes 

 
On line 

To define 

My seat and what I eat 

Upfront, I confront this ancient style airship 

With a crack of the whip 

I want a more modern ship 

Instead of walking inside this toilet where you cannot sit 

Without having to hit the door and fall unconscious to the floor 

I place myself ahead of time in an evenly spilled tub of slime 

Full of foam as I roam in the skies 

Laying down on down I rise  

I pick you up at the top 

Landing on your roof, not at all aloof 

Hey babe, want a ride? 

Let us slide! 

 

Light 

 

 
 

All that is Written… 

 
Is taken down from a tree crown 

And laid down in a box to drown 

We are raising the buried information of glad tidings amongst land sliding 
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In a promise from the Fathers days that is teaching us how to be and see 

How to bring up your children according to the Vibe Alive  

As we are alive 

With no need to return and burn 

By forgiving your sins, you win 

You judge yourself worthy of everlasting life 

Unlike one against the other in a chaotic strife as 

The planets communicate with the common senses 

Men of like passions get in to sessions 

Open up the living Power by being Good 

In Heaven on Earth and the Sea, for good 

To be or not to be 

This I want to see 

Letting all the nations suffer their simple ways being burned by their own rays 

With rain and fruitful seasons and being glad with the “never sad” 

Some prayed and fasted 

From Pseudonym to Pamphlet to Pergament and then to Taglia,  

Cutting it and then onwards to Antioch, moving the ifs and ands at the ends 

 

We come 

Gathering while knowing the works have always been there with the purpose to be shared 

For any of You to enter if you reach within the Pure Center 

The finger of a Good God in a bright hilarious sight cutting evil with light 

Saying; 

Ask and it shall be given to you 

Seek and ye shall find 

Give them what they want and  

Da evil (devil), they are dumb! 

 

Rightfully when the dumb spoke the people Wondered? 

 

 

 

You might be tempted to be contemptible 

And to be divided by densely material things while polishing dark wings  

 

 

 

Abstaining from a lighter light in an inner fight 

In company with those with a wicked inside and a sparking clean outside 

The hypocrites and law manipulators trance passing the burden laden upon men 
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Woe be unto you, laying in between the law and the people 

Laying in wait, setting out bait 

Hypocrisy in a crisis revealing that 

All the dumb will not fall in some ridiculous bar room brawl  

If they are choosing to step out of darkness into the light in sight 

From singing in the closet to screaming at the top of your lungs on the rooftop 

With the Top… 

I would not fear a force that choose to swell in hell 

Every hair on your hair are numbered so  

Why would you even think of denying a pact of a Higher Fact 

In the present moment it comes to you how to present it 

Without having to resent it 

He Says; 

-Man, I cannot judge you and then divide you too? 

But Soul, if your goal is only to be eating, drinking and be merry 

I ask you to stay awake finding the treasures of self 

Left on top of a foggy head shelf 

Life is more than the meat you eat and our body more than raiment in an event 

She is taking in a thought for the rest with very little rest 

If God clothed the grass and the flowers that pass  

Why would he not clothe you in a bright hue? 

 

 

 

Don, t you worry about what might happen and do not doubt while 

Preparing and knowing what shall pass in that mountain pass 

Where you treasure is 

Is where your heart will also be 

In loins girded about with a burning light 

Following His will  

Or being right behind Bar Jesus  

Symbolizing the ones that are all divided 

And completely persuaded  

Given much, requiring more  

While the more you commit to someone 

The more you ask of them 

As the south wind will show us the Time of a chime 

While delivering yourself from the adversary in a versatile weaning 

If you think you did nothing wrong do not burn in your song 

The ones that do not repent will not be heaven sent 

As you will bear fruit being healed on Sabbath 
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It is like heaven in a mustard seed becoming a ripening Tree 

Passing through a straight gate by breathing and learning to save our fate 

You are not late 

As I am curing today and tomorrow 

On the third day I shall be perfected, with my higher Specter 

Blessed is he that cometh like a comet in the name of the High Powered Higher Force 

 

Because whoever exalted him Self shall be abased and chased 

And he that humbles himself shall be exalted and exited 

Because in making a feast for the poor  

There is plenty of room, for sure 

After, there was hate of the mates and life itself, not seeing wondrous sights for any elves 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Meeting the maids who will not suffer a painful braid in His name whispering that 

Her foundation was laid but never finished  

Are thereby wicked and sort of sick and varnished 

Because even though a great way off  

She only desires conditions of Peace 

To be released 

Followed by letting go completely because when she gave  

The receiver failed as he sailed 

By reorganizing the facts there was created mayor impacts 

Trying to reach shore with a dyslexic prophetic roar with one oar, 

But he is forgiven and brought up to be uplifted 

Envy and wants make many seem dumb and completely numb 

While we should Merry go round, because a cosmic brother has been found 

If you receive plenty of good in life  

In afterlife it will be strife 

If you life starts out with a bad bend you will be comfortable at the end 

A tormented body is healed by a find in the Mind 

And the Mind is refined by a pure body of Time 
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New Testament Trancelation in Light 

 

 

 

An American Spirit 
 

 

A feeble Eagle wounded 

Shooting his own foot 

In a denial of a buffalo abundance chance to dance a fertile and not futile stance 

Spirits falling in a faltering celebration ceremony to sanction our sanctuary 

A warrior leader is a peaceful breeder 

It is a sacred race in a sacred place in an amazing maze 

Of a too fast race to race ahead and behead 

But we are ahead 

The destructive lightning versus a Light working to be delighted 

In a Native preparing his greeting 

To Her  

It lies in the wrapping of a gift to a rifted, gifted population 

On a multiplication of roots depending on an extreme defence of a thing called a 

fence 

She feeds on a range of where her fruits are at the time of our ripening 

There is a viper sniper in a silence of violence 

In a prayer of a soothsayer 

Soothing and Saying  

In a swaying chanting with no panting 

That we receive the rain to cause no pain in our veins of water 

In a disorder of our higher order 

To move around the hoards at some border 

It is a hollow sound to borrow a pound of wheat and somehow retreat in defeat 

It is like walking with covered feet in deceit 

Smoking the enemy to secretly see if they would let them be… 

A blasphemous breed that burn the Weed! Now how will the birds feed? 

So smart but he is falling apart in an apartment of no descent 
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With no scent of sarsaparilla and a pouch from a faraway place called Barilla 

In an upsetting uprooting and shooting with fire in water to add to a fad  

Of a distant land that happens to be on hand 

In a pure blooded turquoise studded stallion on scallion 

Born with corn in his river mouth down south 

This is just another way to make a confusion infusion 

As he playfully roams free with the Family 

Cause it is a free country or this constitution  

Has turned into some sad and sultry institution 

Being given a radiating place, on a dump with a worthless pump 

Pretending to hide your experimental lies 

And our hides from our ancient ancestors 

The shining strength of a morning glory story 

It is an innocent and clear oration   

In a communication of a True nation 

 

with Great Spirit! 
 

 

 

 

An Earthquake Awake 
 

There is quite a quake at the break of consciousness 

It is a crack at the back of a head with no head 

There is a mother sphere right here, 

But there is no respect to protect a frail trail full of snails with full sails 

No procreation because it is quite some creation, this subway station 

We should travel like this only in dreams of light filled beams 

This seems so crazy and it is too hazy 

Surely I do not see the Presidents in there in a space with no atmosphere 

It is a place with a cramped cramp with a need to be revamped  

The people want to see the Sun while travelling with their Son 

With a real big smile on an exile 

When did we start to fall apart? 

From natural to supernatural, remember that the contact is direct and it is perfect 

No need to pass through anyone so concerned 

To listen to your sins and telling you, you are forgiven  
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As he will change a deranged thought with a twisting of the Law 

The Light says that when you are with me, you are really free 

Shedding a dark mocking of a Time out of place in space 

Remember to touch your Earth with a beat with your feet 

She is your mother taking away your pain in a soothing rain 

Doing this for you so that all these spheres  

Attracted to the Light will cancel out the fight 

I delight in you and I love you 

My hands into the Sky as an instrument to be tuned and honed 

Then I touch the ground with a powerful sound 

With a lot of respect for the perfect 

In one body in relations to us all we make sure no one will fall 

We hold and you hold me in an integrated fantasy of something we would like to see 

Everyone free! 

There is a provoking and poking around in many sacred hot spots 

As a giant Tree falls in a cutting spree 

An eagle spreads his wings over our future 

As the pack in the crack are satisfied lying to themselves in a deep dish full of fish 

Of a quake last night that awoke everyone 

As I was travelling with You 

Since no one here can runaway, let us say, that we had better move into another way 

And that is NOW 

 

Aya-Karin Thorgren   in Light 

 

 

 

 

 

Apocalyptic Wine 

 
As opposed to a path of wrath in a cryptic, apocalyptic lick 

There is a ticking time and a sticking together, forever 

In a war with the remnant of her seed, for the fact that she can bleed 

In forty two months of blasphemy as we can see in a rhapsody 

Many good willed are killed 

All the earth in worship of a sinking ship, in a hurtful whip 

If any man has an ear, let him hear 

It is good to be wishing for good fishing 

And kissing… 

A lamb with horns pretending to be a dragon… Or dragonfly? 
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Is this a clone with a bone… ?! 

To heal an old sore it is quite a grand spectacle in a fanned receptacle 

Lots of fire in sight and many men in fright 

Deceiving the means of another, this is a clear reason for treason 

Because of a Vaseline Vessel chase in space, here to erase hopeful ways 

Oh! He survived! 

Because he was not there, he was ruling from some secret oxygen sphere… 

It is quite some Image ruling over there 

It speaks and tweaks as he would threaten the brethren 

With perfectly incoming calls from Big Balls 

All with sun signs hard to erase because of a hole in space 

It is bad number that brings hypnotic slumber 

A lamb on a mountain with 144.000 more ashore 

With the Great Forces name on their Mind 

They are a humble and a powerful kind 

With thunder and harps in presenting a song to the throne of Stone 

Not dirty and flirty in a 

-I WILL see you wherever, somewhere and soon 

With no guilt and no fault in the Vault 

If you deal with the bad, you will go mad… 

In a never ending chasing of a frail tail you sail 

As certain Latin American mail in a no processed rest while stressed 

They are coming up 

And they are not coming back down 

Willing to wear a golden crown 

Shedding a violent Wedding with a Sword of a Word showing the clearly absurd 

The furlongs of a real long stretch of a flood of blood 

So like Sea mixed with Fire, they retire 

In a Victory of Numbers awakening the slumber 

On top of a Sea of Glass and lot of Grass 

In a Temple full of smoke, no joke 

Where you cannot go until we all fulfill the WILL!!!   

 

 
 

 

Apostle Arrogance 
 

Do make sure life does not become appalling 

She finally found him and she is falling 
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Worried he might be wasting time instead of getting on with the rhyme  

After no phone call to say 

Hey…I am coming in to swing  

Ready to surprise you with my dingeling 

She might just leave as she is about to heave 

Feeling like he is cheating this could turn into deleting 

What could be more important that to create with me you see? 

I am giving you a child immaculately 

And I am ready to shine spectaculately 

Gathering so much force I cannot relax 

I am overheated to the max 

My face is breaking out 

It looks like I will never get this power out 

To avoid this becoming a game of shame 

As these stains are from hormonal chains 

Spotless not as in sexless 

I would not want this to get worse 

It is like being in some wetnurse curse 

Good sex is good for prosperity 

And helpful for the sanity 

To bring the forces down as in my juices I drown 

I have to spill, it is about enhancing the will 

It will definitively be a disappointing detour 

To be in some handorgan jour 

 
to YOU              The FORCE 

 
 

 

 

 

As in Heaven on Earth 
 

We became One 

One with the Sun 

Creating a worldly Son 

Oh… 

You were always moving the ship 

Holding onto my telepathic hips while licking my lips 

I REALLY want to stick together as 

This dream lasted forever… 
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From the mind to the body 

As in Heaven on Earth 

Is this what they call rebirth? 

As we come out on the other side 

There is no more reason to hide… 

 

Alpha Omega 

 

 

 

Ascension 
 

As Jesus taught us about eternal life 

We wonder why they die in strife 

It must be because they choose not to have a wife 

By avoiding a beautiful body bringing forth a miraculous sensation 

They are cutting off a generation looking for liberation 

Not faith given in small rations 

As our youth is looking for sexual truth  

Certain parents are in a double faced lace 

With a mistress in distress 

And an unhappy wife all life 

With this naked man in the middle 

Playing the fiddle causing a riddle 

If you may live this big a lie 

You probably decide to die 

And start all over as truly living is over 

You have chosen to belong to the lower 

When there is always a tower of power 

Honouring respect and being perfect 

By not behaving like an insect 

Sucking blood to create a flood of sin 

And continuously turning the other chin 

It really seems as if we are going to extremes 

We need a balanced brother that knows how to hover 

He is staying above by promoting real love 

With sparkling eyes he has no need for lies 

Anyone meditating martyrdom 

Has left behind the kingdom 

Roaming through foam in the ancient style of Rome 

When we could be light and bright and 
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Full of insight… 

 

The Highest Force 

 

 

 

At the End of our Voyage 
 

We are in the same town so there is no more need to frown 

You are out and about 

And I am REAL dizzy and my hair is a little frizzy 

I am joyful as you are here because you where always over there 

The south wind befriends as you are out with your friends 

When I enter the spell it looks like I cannot spell… 

I see beyond the words by entering a different world 

I am above you floating close 

It is strange to have you this near  

I can see your breath in the cold air 

And I fall into your head 

I must be braindead 

-I love her and I have to make this work… 

There is a call in the middle of my fall 

This call will change it all 

Everything moves in slow motion and every motion is a heartfelt emotion 

I remember to fasten my earth string 

Chinka chiiing 

The cashiers cling and you enter 

You are in the centre 

What you have is all in you 

What you offer is that I climb inside of you 

A lark on park 

She wants to be held so we start to weld 

A fable with a stable groom in a smoky room 

My temperature is real low as I fall inside to follow 

This snirkly ride as I hide 

I cover up so that the shaking will stop 

You are happy and I see through your eyes 

A mosaic flower and yellow and green tiles 

There is a little gnome sitting under the table 

He wants you to follow him but you cannot see him 

He has a green outfit and a big nose 
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He says that if I go with him we will find a treasure 

So I arose 

We walk through tunnels and there is a chest of gold 

Together we take it out, bring it to you and set it at your feet 

It looks real neat 

Then we climb up a chord and bring you a vocal chord  

The gnome is playing on this harmonious chord and the sound makes him smile, every time 

It seems like it just makes him feel good 

As a good sound should 

He lays the string on your shoulder 

And closes the tunnel with a boulder 

You are now dressed for success 

They will give you what you ask for the press 

Because now you are the King 

A King in full swing 

They look to see past your strong shoulder as 

YOU are the powerful holder 

With this fairy in bed 

You can move straight ahead 

Ahead of them all because of a silent call 

On his home turf 

There is happier surf 

You are on the biggest wave coming in on a worldly save 

Fit for a guy with a shave 

He is the royalist saint 

That will make anyone faint 

Arriving and thriving 

He is climbing as if floating 

I am sure his descendant is an ascendant 

I come in on angel wings 

I laugh like a girl 

As I do many swirls 

I grant you a wish 

With sparkles of Light swish 

In the middle of this cold night 

You smile and look cute 

A cute smile of a boy with a funny toy 

I say;  

-All your dreams will now come through, this is all true! 

We sit on a wooden pole in front of a waterhole 

We giggle and wiggle… 
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Then you see a dark force and you become coarse 

I fly away startled but not completely departed 

We are back to reality in a consumer vanity 

At this moment they call from the whole world  

Saying that this cannot be lost and has to be heard 

At no cost! 

We are bold and the spell is sold 

Hold on! 

We go real fast in a tunnel holding hands 

It is exciting and at the end there is a calm ocean 

We happily float… 

Then we go under as bubbles come up to the top 

I have red long hair again 

So I know where we are heading… 

Into a town that had to drown 

You look like Poseidon, a real Don 

Ancient with white long hair flowing in the water air 

I sit on a rock in my mermaid frock 

With a sullen expression we remember this as a possible depression 

-This cannot happen again I say with tearful eyes… 

As you hold me with no lies 

And you bring me back preventing any shark attack 

We come up to the surface and  

It is you and me having sunny smiles on our faces 

We have a memory that never erases 

You carry me up into the shore and our mission is more than sure 

Hand in hand 

We receive the rest of the world 

Our sunny smiles shine for miles 

It comes from being completely confident and trust 

As these two ingredients are a must 

You cover me up and carry me home 

On top of a hill that we have by will 

Now I leave your head coming out from a Temple tomb that is ahead 

I am sitting up and stepping out 

Flying through town holding onto my crown 

Pulled back by the rope that is attached to hope 

And I am in bed again, my friend… 

 

Flying with the Force 
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Awakening Angels 

 
Fallen but able to wake up 

Like SnowWhite all white after a white white night 

Thinking of light as a startling sun 

She just begun 

In a wake up to start up her jet in the jetsetting  

Leaving the setting to see about the world and make a change 

She knows her view has been quite deranged 

But now it changed 

 

In a mountain range of clean water inside the well of her wellbeing 

She is s shining light with no fright in sight 

 

Willing herself off some chain on a fast train to nowhere 

So we are aware 

War is in the past 

We move fast 

In a beam of light coming down on Earth, they emerge 

An angel seeking it 

In a natural meeting it  

Halfway, going all the way 

In very own way 

 

 

Light 

 

 

 

Bo Basket Case 
 

Does paste with sugar in my dentile ventile make any sense to you? 

With some new brush at a cool gate changing shape everyday  

In a new more expensive way, why will you not offer the better one right away to a price that will stay? 

To wait for a fate on a constant meeting at a regular seating of a doctors meeting 

As he is giving someone so biodynamic and dramatic 

Something so stagnant and repugnant as a synthetic, static placebo for someone so sweet called Bo… 

He is now Bo Basket Case, a case full of uppers and downers 
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On a digestive miracle pill with no insurance to it, believe it 

It is quite a head relief in a pretend state relieve 

With people in utter un- health we want to create wealth? 

Why eat what gives us an ache? Just to break? 

Breathe to calm down and relax the town 

Go back to Natures plants that are enhanced by chants 

Give up the pill to stop your ill as 

We are clogging our delicate biosphere in a wondering why we are about to die too early, yearly 

Put those things back, way back in the basket, Bo 

In the midst of the digressing and micro processing 

We need a clear word that is heard 

And to be clear, you have to be near your body with no fear 

No suppressing of emotions in an addictive side effect 

You are perfect 

With a whiplash surprise that arise in a splash of an allergic rash 

In a rash incision decision with precision and a cutting and stuffing while replacing and closing… 

Sounds like chicken to me 

Let yourself free! 

We need no sleeping zombies when we have wombats in a slow combat to come back  

Join in making a new compact impact on the World 

 

A Brighter New Day 

               … With real Light 
 
 

Brotherhood 
 

Let brotherly love live 

Do entertain strangers 

As you inspire angels 

Do not separate yourselves from other souls 

As we have the same goals 

Marriage is okay 

But sinners…hey 

Be happy with what you have 

You must trust and let go of lust 

When you are with the Lord 

The ways of man you can afford 

The same word is the same  

Yesterday and today, you know, everyday… 

The heart is established with grace 
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The simplest face 

Do not get too lost in diving nor too strange striving 

There is no profit in meat 

At the altar they do not eat 

Bodies of beasts are burned outside the high priest feast 

So do not suffer outside the gate in a bloody fate 

We seek to make a city with no need for pity 

As we praise Gods name with fruity lips of fame 

Do some good in your neighbourhood 

And communicate at a faster rate 

This is the small sacrifice from the wise 

As they are bringing in good advice 

Making the Light pleased 

So that his words are eased 

Some might rule over you 

Because of what they say is true 

Be aware; they watch for your soul in reaching a goal 

As long as they do it with joy it is a profitable toy 

Pray for us we live for honest stuff 

As I contact you so that this might come true 

Sooner is better than seeing you later 

God of Peace… move evil away with a breeze 

Bring back the shepherd of the sheep 

If there are too many dead in every stead 

Be perfect in every good deed 

Everyone wants a nice read 

Our Brother Timothy is set at liberty 

Coming shortly I will soon see thee 

Grace Be with you all. 

Now, Do not fall. 

Amen, men… 

 

New Testament Hebrews13 

 
 

 

 

Buddha at the Bar 
 

They are a kind of Buddha but now they are at the bar 

Being real faraway, falling over in a sunny dance 
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Haven been given another chance just to awake the next day in a foggy, grey groggy lapse of time 

Without a dime to eat nor to be concrete in a move 

It is a gobbling wobbling gnome with a goblet 

Unlike the one in that colourful pamphlet 

A sample of a special kind with no cursing on their mind 

Nursing an upcoming wave in a Positron rave 

With a cranky wicked cut having been offered to many hanky panky pancakes 

Tired with dealing and being dealt with as a man with a problem 

While wearing an emblem of knowing it all, in the swearing he falls 

With a too chocking answer to a youth working in truth and all 

Moving the ball for them all settling into researching  

A surprisingly not so pricey version of world diversion 

Avoiding the spurts of guilt in a scattered distribution 

In a paranoid short time solution 

With no conclusion about feeling better about ones existence 

Nor giving anyone a chance moving in some shallow dance 

In a concrete jungle of grasping in a too fast desperate groove while gasping 

If you keep on spinning back to the same spot you might just rot out of boredom in your Dome 

With one sore and departed Heart, split and splintered, she might depart 

A newlywed lays in a bed of lies with some documented trust in a 

-If you absolutely must fall over in an interaction attraction 

 I may unhook the crook that looked into a hesitant future 

As the Children of The Dawn are saving it all  

Working hard in preventing the fall 

Erasing the in between in a cooperation operation they move a giant collaboration 

Opening up the rivers of life by helping the People arise 

Leaving the anger behind and lifting up their kind 

In an active soothing movement of spinning ahead 

We are really far ahead 

Coming in early as a shining light in a future that is completely right 

Real sensitive in a too weird world to be laying in some Milky Way curdle 

These are the Buddhas that teach us the need to feed 

Showing us the changes undone, getting rid of that verbal gun 

With no time to be loosing there is an importance in choosing 

It is not too cool to be cold or to scold  

This is when you find yourself old 

A tired, wired up time bomb, a walking zomb 

They helped you to get hooked and then they looked 

At a kite flying higher than any kite with a Right 

About to become an even brighter Knight 

In a sensitive soul role  
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Coming down on a pillow of down feathering while taking off his leathering and  

Confronting a sultry Poultry laying there and laying eggs 

There is a feeling of hitting the ceiling as 

He enters a trance in a sensual dance on a thin wire surrounded by fire 

Deciding to feel good and become inspired by the humble Brotherhood 

The ones that know how to deal with the tumbling Motherhood 

Delivering Light in a Deliverance night and 

Move with her Pleasant Pheasant in her pace of grace 

He used to be a curt Kurt in a yurt concerningly yearning 

For a spaceful, graceful Woman amidst her nature where 

In his River of Life he makes shiver his SkyWife 

In the highest vision in a cloud of hope  

He proclaimed a proclamation 

-I deserve a Sensation! 

In an embrace he faces reality with utter poise in a rejoice choice 

As she looks smilingly into the sky, into the eyes of her Mr Sky High 

 

Light 

 

 

Burning Acid 
 

My fever is the fever of a woman that will never tire of this bright Light 

With tears of acid, she is not placid 

She is preparing a docile fight that will enlighten but not frighten 

My child I am stirred because of you 

You need some future too, no false artificial conversation that almost makes it 

When no one likes it  

While there is a blooming woman zooming into the truth of a move with a groove 

Seeing while freeing the beings from fears with tears when no one hears the pain 

In a pouring rain of disillusion 

There is an intrusion of invasive, lazy short term alarms  

To the patient farms with no arms 

They just wish to divide the fish and the bread with the People that are hardly dead 

Jump ahead! 

This kind has a heart mind 

They act with a pack of Wolves as teachers with a Weasel reputation and a saturation of Royalty with 

royalties 

On their mission to cleanse the prisons from poor souls of misunderstanding 

Do not tell me you do not know why they cry 

Unloved since forever with an acid fire that will not sink into the abyss of how 
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I hook onto the look of Love as I come down from above 

I cry and I know why 

I am beloved 

Every day you send you amend 

Through all these faces from ancient races 

As I receive I achieve to believe that there is a miracle in this 

There is a lot of faith in this race 

As they erase the phase of not caring of the weary 

Caught in their own trap of trying to act when we see the facts 

Therefore I promise you that this is true  

By being good thy world shall shine 

You will dine with the Divine 

 

Light 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Capsule Consul 

 
We capitulated into becoming encapsulated 

In animal skin gelatin 

Now all we eat is lifeless food and 

This will definitely change your mood 

There are substantially synthetically derived pills 

Adding a vitamin ill will as  

It will not help your feverish chill 

There will be no space age in older age 

We are already in space being far too spacey, what are you crazy? 

On a planet that is healthy and wealthy 

Unless we are too hasty 

We can transform a thought into something tasty 

 

Good Life          
 
 

Carnaval en Costa Rica 
 

En una promesa que no se rompe ni tomando rompopo 
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Bailando y confesando 

Pensando en lo que quieres hacer 

Haciendolo en una góndola 

Juntos celebrando un casamiento que no miente 

En el rio limpio con lino blanco arranco el carro que esta afuera del barro 

Es un nuevo estilo espacial porque somos especiales 

En este aire de paz donde nadie se va para atrás 

Los Angeles en la Tierra estan presentes 

En una celebración cerebral internacional 

El Amor fuerte antes de la muerte! 

 

Luz 
 

 

Choose not to be deceived 

 
There is nothing worse than to try and nurse 

When a vain and conceited man is afraid to be a real man 

Escaping the honor that lies in honoring 

Being afraid of a straight governing 

Scared to steer and real ready to sneer 

Any powerful man cannot be cheap 

But has to be ready for a leap 

The fact is that this world is unfair 

And that each and every one of us women are really rare 

A knight is not struck with terrorizing fright 

And move overnight 

He should know that his mission is now 

Move the flock if you want to rock 

 

Insulted and catapulted into understanding  

That few men are really standing 

With fluffed up words 

They are blowing up the herds 

But I shall laugh even louder since it 

Since they like to use make-up powder 

With an intolerant jargon 

It is getting real hard to get along 

Ready to kill any mother in a constant cold chill 

Needless to say he escaped the manhood drill 

By taking over his firstborns will 
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Out of shame, he was really lame 

Just by saying something saucy and seemingly cool 

It does not give you the right to rule 

You have to do it to be it 

And we want to see it 

We women have the instinct to save our world 

But every single one of your acts are so absurd 

Therefore you are now condemned to be the common day nerd 

You are just not able to guide the herd 

With a glorious name of fame 

Hoping to be heard 

Praising commercial crap with a dirty saddle trap 

Remember that you are humiliating and stunning the future race 

To humanity what you do is careless insanity 

Based on utter vanity 

It is a blowfish that does not deserve a blowjob 

Blowing up on the job 

Causing a nervous sob 

If this is this our potential rulers 

I am afraid the earth will fall before they get the point of it all 

There is a world outside your big but empty head 

Some people are actually starving for bread 

Too many are already dead 

Children and women with no meat on their bones 

While the men are hiding and deciding 

Making sure that it seems as if they are shining 

This is the golden calf that we will cut in half 

You just cannot rely on someone that considers himself so highfly 

He will most certainly leave you to die 

Pretending to be above and putting you below as he is trapped in his trappings  

Holding onto the dough being more than contemptibly low 

The Higher Force 

 
 
 

Cinderella 

 
Lost my shoe and ran away with bare feet, far away 

It was midnight and I was caught with the fright 
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that you were to see the illusion of real confusion 

Being trapped by the envious as some humble soul with a too big goal 

With a dream of a special dress to catch the eye of a 

magical Prince that could not lie 

One  Cinderella singing acapella about an opening of a bud 

while she was falling into prophetic mud 

Knowing that she had to leave so that we are all inspired to believe 

To show us that in longing for real, you get a real feel 

While the Prince was looking to find his real find 

Holding his memory in a book, 

the beginnings of how an ancient world system shook 

 

He belongs to Real Royalty as he is giving us  all a chance to dance 

 

Inspire Hope and Pray to sway 
 
 

Come down and Calm down as you are Coming Up 
 

A higher I and I is coming in 

She is naturally high, he says with a sigh 

Telling you a thing or two 

About coming down in you  

From the blue skies 

By avoiding worldly lies 

She likes the dance of balance 

Where we give all a chance  

With a rub in the tub   

This is a handful full of action within a childish contraction 

As a child likes to hear the sound from their little mound 

Any contractor should not make your life a slavery factor 

Anyways the client likes to see the strangeness of the actor  

That you may transform out from the norm 

There is a nice cycle in creating from seeding to feeding 

To not go crazy on stage would be quite an outrage! 

If you love the sensitivity of the personality 

Moves can get old so you need fantasy so that you may unfold 

While you hold on to your inside and ride 

You are changing into something that is not called aging 

It is another side in you that is opening a new page in you 

Life goes on forever and ever because if you have health, you have wealth 
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In not finding security lies the false fever that severe and tear 

So move away from the fear because change is always there 

 

Light 

 

 
 

 

ComePetition 
 

No one can compete with thee 

You are very special you see 

See yourself up in a tree 

It should not become a problem for you to be 

You should always be able to be there and be 

It has always been like this 

Love your self, your inner elf 

It is called shining confidence 

And it could be there in the silence 

It depends on if you have something important to say 

Every single day 

I am just showing you the world from above 

That I know how to love 

There is just no competition 

No one is like you in relations to me 

So it should not be hard for someone to see 

That you are there for me 

 

Alpha Omega 
 

 

Commercial  
 

From commercial perversity in any political city 

Where they ask if this and that party will survive 

When the question should be if the people are alive 

Humanity found that it is more profitable to be profound 

While the intellectual are dissectual  

As many are panting in her panty 

If what they do is to go deeper into anything 

We just might show them some sting 

They earn by suppressing or overdressing 
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Most have an attitude with quite some superiority rectitude 

One, because he went to some school that supposedly rule 

After three years they re-schooled, so hey 

We are not fooled 

With all this spinning the world is consequently not winning 

The worst are the ones pretending to be something that they are not 

In some haughty trot 

But you can always change… 

From one day to the next in the pretext that if you help our youth to find the way to Truth 

In giving them an artistic profession by encouraging a serious session 

You are real and like this any false mouths will seal 

 

The Greater Force 
 

 

Confused 
 

I am seriously confused as to what you would like to do with me 

Can you tell me… now? 

As I wonder what it is I am waiting to see 

Is it self gratifying to see how far I would go for thee? 

When I say that I should probably stop 

You answer… 

With a question 

I am worried about your state 

This neverending debate 

This jawbone intoxication 

In an endless reverberation 

You are late 

Pulled here and there 

While I am clear 

I need to know if you are ready for the show 

It seems like you are drawn into darkness 

In an apostle jostle 

Cannot decide, to go or to hide 

Make sure to become clear 

About what is holding you back 

There is someone that wants you to be near 

Are you full of fear? 

It is like you are cloudy coming out from a daze 

I need you to be very clear in this maze 
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Are you tired, wired, fed up and locked up? 

You are like with me, but certainly not 

Can we meet this week ? 

Nothing sexual…no children story…no glorious work…just normal…getting away from being formal 

 

If it makes you feel better we may just stay to the letter 

Eat lunch and talk a bunch… 

 

Jah  

 

 

Curves 
 

In a curved Time creek 

There is a curved creed 

On the cushion she creeps into a leap 

She is a rhythm reed that he can easily read 

As she opens up 

It excites her when he moves on top 

Because she likes to be on top 

Delicately opening her thighs 

In many deep sighs and climbing highs 

She gently touches him with oil while they are moving up a sound coil 

Her body is glistening as he is listening 

Touched and touching 

Moving towards a swell into her swollen well 

She smiles for miles and miles as he 

Dives inside her wet ocean with her bodily lotion 

Moving towards the peak that they carefully seek 

Mountain climbing and thriving 

They meet in one voice this being their choice 

One Mind, One Light and One Love in sight 

To be moving together in space with this kind of grace is their preferable place 

This is what you would call an electric meeting 

In a loving greeting 

Of how to wake up a fawn at dawn 

 

 

Awakening with the Light…   
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Cushioned by Love 
 

Around my body  

After you come 

Smiling 

Asking me if I would like to pop 

Your smile and popping that question in combination  

Is the combination to unlock my lock 

To raise my praise for You 

Connect with my light in a joyful sight 

As I float on my Pillow of Love where I am laying and smiling 

Real content for a long while 

In a cushioning feel of you wrapping your arms around me 

Holding me 

Warming me from the cold in a real strong hold  

Knowing no one can harm us in any kind of intrusion 

We are too happy and too real 

To be harmed or alarmed 

We are skipping while dipping, weaving a real intriguing fantasy world into Our World  

In a fable with no sable 

Only Swords of Light with arrows of Love, many treasures and Mother Natures Pleasures 

In a blend that will send you into the Seventh Heaven! 

 

Only if you really believe it 

Will you make it  

It is Time to believe it and receive it 

Hovering on a pillow of Love 

Not severing the ring above 

In a bliss avoiding to take amiss  

With sword and chords 

Many Lords fall over at the Sound of hitting ground 

In a Peaceful way that is here to stay! 

 

 

Light 
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Deeds 

 
Be careful not to poison your seed 

From where our future children feed 

At the gate of a temple called a Beautiful bodily fate 

Peter happened to say the Truth of why the sick would fry and possibly die 

 

So he goes: 

 

- Why do you marvel at this? 

It is the FACT, not us bringing it, that IS 

Starting to deliver him up he was denied by a Pilateous Person 

Just as he was about to grant him his freedom 

_ By denying a HOLY One and The Just Cause 

You must have desired a murderer upon you, too 

Killing the Child of Life after being raised again and all over again… 

 

We sure witnessed this that there is something strange about this 

 

This man whom you all see and you all know from some famous show 

The Faith in His name had made him strong and he had done nothing wrong 

Now he has this perfect soundness in the presence of you all 

From his nest he is showing off his chest saying 

You probably did not know and neither did the rulers 

OH, ignorant minds, if you would LISTEN to things said by the prophets 

The Pure Perfect People would not suffer anymore, that is for sure 

Just repent and consent and convert yourselves 

So that we can move on and start anew completely new! 

It is time to refresh oneself because this vibe is coming again 

Preaching for the reaching of the mind in how to understand how to stand 

It has been going on since the beginnings of sinnings 

 

Someone coming in and you shall hear him in all things 

Whatsoever he shall say to you is true 

Every non hearing soul  will be flushed into a toiletbowl 

In thy seed shall all the kindred of the earth be blessed and assessed 

First the Force comes raising his Son and then  

Sending him to you as a blessing in disguise so that you too will arise 

I give you some space to repent and change into something Heavensent 

And he that will overcome and keep my work until the end 
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To him I shall give power over The Nations  

He shall rule with a Rod of Iron and I will give him the Morningstar that is coming in from afar 

Search for the reigns and the heart veins 

According to your works I give perks 

 

There is him that opens so that no one will ever shut down 

And the other that closed so that no would ever open 

 

Keeping the Word and our patience 

Behold I come quickly 

Hold fast that which thou hast 

That no one takes your crown as she is neither cold nor hot in her worldy trot 

The Lion being the root of a prophet and was found worthy to open the Book and look 

In the midst amidst the sealing of the powerful foreheads sealed where the 144.000 

12 tribes of 12.000 

Juda, Reauben, Gad, Aser,Nephtalim, Manansees, Simeon, Levi, Zabulon, Joseph, Benjamín and 

the gentle Gentiles 

 

All Nations Together 

Clothed in white 

Palms together in a salvation because they fell on their faces before the throne 

Amen, Blessings, Glory and Wisdom 

Thanksgiving, Honor and Power 

 

A tribe with a whitewashed vibe 

He that sits on the Throne they shall hone 

They shall not hunger no more and neither thirst 

For the Lamb that that is in the midst of The Throne 

She shall feed them and lead them into fresh water  

As the love of The Force is wiping the tears of post fear 

Locusts on wagons bite at the trite 

Four angels were loosened from the ropes of having no hope 

Preparing and shearing 

One hour, one day, one month and one year 

To slay the third part of men in a bright Light 

As their power lays in their mouth by saying what is Right 

And their tails hurt if there is no response to an alert 

 

There should be Time no longer 

As we linger… 
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Light with New Testament 
 

 

 

 

Deliverance 
 

This is not a usual delivery night  

When a man walks up and down 

Worried and hurried 

Smoked and stoked 

And she is not screaming nor steaming 

They are moving along with the Might in bringing down the Light 

Calmly she will breathe so that her chest may heave 

And he… would never leave 

As the forces are with her she pushes 

When the muscles let go, she will glow 

She has this big smile because their baby is due in a while 

Doing all this part at home and the last is like a homerun 

It is done! 

Coming real fast and it is not their last 

He stays with her all along  

Oh, how he longs… 

To hold his firstborn as she is born 

This small creature is sent from the Lord and now they cut her cord 

He is ready to show her to the world 

A co-creator, a father and a maker 

And he does not ever want to be apart from his precious heart 

They look at her… 

She has sharp eyes and no ties 

With a glowing smile and in a sleepy while 

She is wide awake holding her head straight 

You can see that this child holds no hate 

The fact is that he planted his seed 

As he carefully put her at her mothers breast to feed 

His heart is brimming with love 

Many tears are swimming  

She is his dove from above 

Bringing peace and the final release 

Belonging to the innocent that will prevent 

The fall of the real tall 
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Nurturing Light 
 

 

 

 

Democracy 
 

In finding your Original One lays the beginning of democracy, you see 

You will feel safe and the children too and 

No one will need to see a shrink or two 

Your work should be fun or you will feel stunned 

If you create with your mate your life will turn into a real fate  

With no need for any couple counselling as this is quite some new thing 

If not you will feel cheated on because she is giving someone else her kind attention 

And there is a reason for this kind of move as it is an especially sacred prevention 

You want the money to stay within the family 

Like this you create quite some salary 

You invest in an incredible working place where there is no need to race 

And of course you have a house where you will enjoy to arouse while 

The children are active and activated  

In adventurous places in happy chases 

With stimulating youth that are easily soothed 

While they grow they repose at the house with a story full of glory  

Told by a vibrant elder that is a loving and special safety welder 

This is the base for a pleasant life and this is how you enjoy your smiley wife 

Now you may share and laugh with friends from all the worlds ends 

In tranquillity in a democracy and this is what I wanted you to see 

This is the Eden that inspired me while I was living in Sweden 

 

Light      
 

 

 

 

 

Diamond Daughters 
 

With a perfectly shining rock inside you 

From the Stars planted and implanted and then removed if lost in a loose attachment  

Do not love a symbolic piece more than your beloved and his inner peace as 

You will also loose the power of the true bridal shower 

In the tidal wave force of intercourse which course are you taking? 

Making it or destructively breaking it by shaking it 
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When you caught your inner diamond you made it all come true 

From their Eagles nest in Heaven she acquired her Rock 

He came in on a wave by opening her lock 

In this conquest  

Her heart wish is to rest in his arms 

In a world with no arms 

With little ones in her arms that no one will harm 

Avoiding a sharp diamond from an exploited farm 

When their Mother Pearl reflects their little faces in a soft light for balanced rights 

 

Inner RockLight 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Disc Disciples 

 

 
This Time the disciples came back on a comeback 

It is Time again and again 

But this Time they promised themselves to enjoy their Life some more 

Not to be too dependent on each other in this Time on a separate shore 

While contemplating enjoying the Temple 

Having private lives and heavenly wives 

Kids and the best cars with plenty of money and some lame fame 

They say  

-Okay, 

Let us not get real upset when we realize that first 

They will not get it and neither will we 

The point of why you are here in the first place 

So they came in from every single race 

Ending up in the same place 

In peaceful spots on separate lots 

Lost in the thought of having been bought and caught 

Forgotten the meaning of the Verses, the guidance in our sacred dance 
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One against the other in a show of power 

There was clearly a connection here with 

A stubborn hands on approach to a burning roach 

Where they are comparing the pairing 

Some are even swearing 

Lost in lust looking lost 

There is a confused Love in a hardly aroused mob 

The moment was and She was alone 

Learning from Wise Men 

One on One 

Wondering of her path wandering a strange path on a different path as 

Her Anchor holds her down on this plane 

Keeping her from going insane 

Or going 

In a world where the crazy are most certainly right 

Locked away and out of sight 

Wanting to be alone and labeled as 

Too sensitive for the vibe of the live Hive 

In your face counting the days 

Where every work is full of lies and a sacrifice  

There is nothing nice about this energy  

To be alone, in a paranoid loss  

It is a prophylaxis becoming praxis 

Seems real normal to sell or to kill the children or not to have any or have too many 

Not planning for the future at all 

Entranced by your fall 

With a day by day lost fairy at your side 

Some fake bride riding a hoolahoop 

Raking in the scoop of a vulgar purgatory story 

 

Light 

 

 

 
Divine Diet 

 
There is quite some powerful information coming in 

Trying a fork of a fornicating pork 

It is the meat that has you pushing the delete in an animalistic rash rush 

With a cruel sexual look of a crook 
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The problem with our manly meat today  

Is that the hormones make them move in a too aggressive way 

Eggs will egg you on and on… 

And by eating fowl you will loosen your hole 

It is a fact that you cannot contract 

Fish is delish and it prevents you from becoming cold  

Neither will your sex life ever be on hold 

In comparison to a banana bomb 

Emanating a happy feel of a banana in banana peel 

A grape will give your circulation a fresh help in the percolation  

As apples will detoxify and help you to cleanse out to avoid that you die 

Or a ground and grounding slippery grain in layers of olive oil born in clean soil 

In a pensive response of contemplating since it could be saturating 

Any sugar like in that of yeast will augment your jealousy 

The milk lays there in a thinner layer covering up the rest in a gooey protest 

Causing mucous in your oat so it is hard to clear your throat 

Be careful when it is cold as it makes it easier for a cold to take hold 

Drinking milk you will not go wild as it makes you think like a child 

I am taking in water through the skin and enjoying 

The rooting roots to uproot the looting and the shooting  

As an aggressive, oppressive office at the office 

Are staking out the taking in of a force avoiding force finding a newfound resource 

With a bending, sending communication beyond explication 

In a breath with a stretch of stretching and readily reach where the reading is 

In a strong light shining while aligning 

You might want to take it in and see what it is doing to you, to your head and to your daily bread 

Instead of tugging and unplugging while trying to memorize a distant past, real fast 

As they integrate and segregate at the gate in some complicated fate 

At the rate of a quitter, a sitter that will wither into a stagnant, rampant time released 

Bad humour release of a shaken bacon cake 

An anguished sandwich in a layer of a slayer wall of a toxic ham that hampers 

Harbouring fears when not clear as a defensive reaction to an unprocessed  

Locked in meat in defeat at a confused meeting as they repeat the seating 

A shot of coffee coming in from a too tough night to wake up too bright and needing to shoot yourself 

out in sight or maybe to saco out the spout when the stomach is full of snout…but coffee rushes your 

heart and it makes you depart real fast while burning your tube in every groove while chemical free 

tobacco belongs to the nightshades with dark shades 

When you smoke you have to pray in every way or your heart will depart in a stressed say 

It is wonderful to have a feast but if you do it everyday some of us flap and flare in every way but if you 

move too fast you will tire your bodies fire 

Inside your temple this is just an example of why it could be hard to be  
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A bright Light with a smiling sight 

A positive solution to our evolution is resolving our inner pollution 

Not sinking in complete retreat of a Sunday dizzy meat on a MEETING in a decisive seating 

Where in the end it is a falling greeting in many emotions of commotions in a complicated ocean of a mix 

of mixes where they decide that we are probably dead as 

no one has the energy to go ahead and organize the distribution of the bread… 

Add a digestive disorder that orders a pop that pops from the top 

while blowing up the sap and falling into the trap of speaking about a banana in Havana… 

Give your body just the amount of food it needs to feed 

Eat real slowly and taste with no haste 

The genetic “defects” are dietary effects  

You eat the same so in here lays the flame 

Cleanse out every day or it will back up in every way  

This is uncomfortable for sure and it makes it hard to work more 

 

Wash your hair everyday 

It is the only way 

And if you take a break oil up the top 

Give yourself a treat…aloe vera as food, in the face and hair  

Will make you look and feel cool in the burning air 

But by being too vain you loose the thread of what I just said 

 

When you bleed you need to detoxify so don,t fry 

 

Do not limit your mind because in here lies your abundant find 

Take your Time 

Do everything you want to do and let go of what you have to do 

Life is today… in every way! 

 

Speak all the Words 

In songs of Herds 

Of Intelligent Youth on a Mission of Truth 

In an Ascension as a prevention of a too high fly 

Retreat, eat and enjoy! 

In the balance lies the joy! 

 

 

Light 
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Dot. con m@n 
 

A dot con artiist is honouring her and she gives thanks for the pranks 

Not having much time for illegal legal slime 

Neither for any deep creep living on some lush slush having 

These women retrace their face in the maze… 

It would be good to retire the tasteless wires of dire fire 

Find your personal Wick of Fire and a Light with Might 

It is just too strange to want to turn white with fright  

In a violently passive reaction to an untouchable attraction 

Move on and out  

Get out and about 

Re-arouse your spouse if you are a grouse spinning the wheel of feel 

You are taking up virtual space so please erase this phase of disgrace 

 

Light 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Du och Jah 
 

Vem bryr sig om vad folk tycker 

Vissa bara lever för guld och smicker 

En annan vill gärna ha sin familj tillbaka 

Gå runt i slippriga klänningar och baka 

Jobba med det jag älskar 

Med min älskade 

Låt oss vara i fred 

Vi vill bara ha fred 

Ja, det är mer än de flesta 

Som verkar bara vara ute och festa 

De sitter där och tycker 

Mitt ibland sina nycker 

Jag är helt klart trött på dom som är höga på kött 

Dit hör alla de som vill att man ska falla 

De är så blodiga och stridiga 

Nöjdare om man dör 
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Just när man är så skör 

Man ska vara levande genier  

Se till att man skiner 

Mitt ibland de döda  

Så börjar vi glöda 

Jag vet att ibland är det svårt 

Och ibland känns det extra hårt 

De vill att man ger upp 

Men det är då vi står upp 

Man ska inte gråta och 

Dumma frågor kan man förlåta 

De tycker att man ska ge upp allt  

Och då känns det iskallt 

Det är outhärdligt att vara utan sin varg 

Men det är dumt att bli arg 

Jag vill inte pressa  

Och absolut inte stressa 

Mitt hem är i din famn 

Min tryggaste hamn… 

 

Håll upp Hoppet och Hoppa vidare! 

 Styrkan och Kraften 
 

 

El Nuevo Movimiento 

 
Si tengo tu atencion con una buena intencion 

Todo lo que hago yo… lo puedes hacer tu 

Si hay Gracia en voz, hay esperanza en el cielo 

Da gracias a las palabras de la verdad! 

Yo te traigo la fruta  y te digo, porque no? 

Hay placer en dar placer 

Importunar y embromar 

Soy leal trabajando con tigo eso si es la verdad 

Unas palabras con sabor 

Un amor llena de viveza, es una fresa 

Con el conocimiento de querer 

Quiero con la fuerza de la mente 

Una mansion de animacion 

Eso si es una Divina Interseccion 

Con el poder del Poderoso 
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Yo con Zen, me hago un milagro tambien 

En acuerdo con el poder de la Gloria 

Da gracias porque aqui estamos ajuntados, muriendo mientras sonriendo 

En una mentira de tira de bala 

Ojala! 

Del poder de la oscuridad hacia el Nuevo Reinado 

De la reina nace el invisible de toda creacion 

Esta delante de ti 

Es la cabeza de la fresa 

El que esta antes de las cosas conoce la Pre-Eminencia 

El placer en dar placer 

Con la abundancia sin distancia 

Sudando sangre y pues paz 

Asi voy para atras! 

Por favor, hay una responsabilidad sin debilidad 

 

Soy volatil mas vil 

Eres como chocolate con natilla en esa silla 

El agua me tranquiliza 

Nos vemos despues de la salsa on no? 

Separados y destrozados en 

Una mala obra que sobra 

Ustedes se van a reconciliar 

Pueden descansar por un tiempo indefinido 

Un cuerpo que es carnosa y bulbosa 

Esta muriendo y renaciendo 

Ella quiere participar en una hola de despertar 

Algunas estan bien sentadas y paradas 

Son unas fresas llena de turquesas en la esperanza de la danza 

Y no esperen que el Papa nos saca de aqui 

Por si a caso que ustedes ya saben de lo que les voy a decir 

 

Goza -te de la Vida! 

Tienes una voz, por Dios! 

Llena-te la copa y levantate! 

 

Yo te puedo ayudar en dejar tus penas 

El cuerpo es nuestra Iglesia, no seas necia 

La abundancia de las miserias escondidas 

En una industria de jodidos 

Amonestando a todo hombre y ensenando a todo hombre 
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Que todos somos perfectos con speciales Effectos! 

Sus corazones asi aliviados 

Embalmados y entrazados 

Gente con una mente alta y no falta 

Que en la riqueza las brujas te dan vuelta y te sueltan 

Yo te entiendo y sigo siendo la que percibe una fuerza que no destroza 

Y quiero ser igual por no ser babosa 

Aqui hay tesoros de sabiduria y tesoros de conoscimiento 

Te siento, poniendo y subiendo 

Eres esa paloma blanca.  

Arranca! 

Estas asi pegado, al parecer con goma de pescado 

Recuerden se que tienes alas y que pueden volar sin friar en el fuego 

Luego no te vas quemar porque no vives 

Estas apenas aprendiendo como vivir de verdad 

Todos fallamos y ahora nos levantamos 

No me digas mentiras aqui y ahora 

Dejamos las maneras del viejo verde  

Y dejamos lo que es verde crecer sin perder la fe 

En que queremos el Nuevo hombre renovado 

Un afan Superman! 

Esta todo dentro de ti 

Elegidos y queridos, viudos, separados, desmayados y olvidados 

Perdone uno al otro 

No hay otra manera si estas 

Orando caminando en Paz en disfraz de gas 

 

Aqui hay dinero hijo, ayude un pueblo por alli! 

Cuenta me como te fueron las cosas porque soy fiel de ti 

Camines con paz en tu corazon 

Estas en un cuerpo con una esposa en una tierra que no se cierra 

Tienes que disfrutar de la vida 

Ay, mami, te quiero, si 

 

Los que miran y desean lo que vean 

Tienen que saber que alguien te esta mirando y  te esta esperando 

 

Hay algo mas, que yo queria decirte... 

Ay, si, chica, tienes que reir-te!!!! 

 

Palabras de Dios para Voz 
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Ayita con Amorsito                                                          en la Luz 

 

 

 

 

Enjoyment 
 

 

Got lost in breathing in the middle of the reading 

Breathing in deep and breathe out slowly 

As this was always the step of the holy 

To be quavering without slaving 

Clear and sheer in a sheer dress playing mental chess 

Upside down in my nightgown 

With a fair fairy right here it feels really hot in there 

Kissing you is what I would really like to do 

Do avoid a bargain sale as then you tend to inhale 

It has become a modern tale 

To turn your breath stale   

It is well known that men will light up a cigar to keep the women afar 

 

 

Light 

Envy Song 
 

Pretending that the world is fine  

As lies lie on a fine fine line 

This child… is no longer mild 

As her mother lived in sin 

And this is not the way to win 

Even with a man at her side 

She could not wait to give her all  

At another mans bedside 

This became her snow slide 

A glide into a faithless hide 

Now she does not know which cock will crow 

Ready to insult into a violent catapult  

She was born to break 

In an everlasting heartache 
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She just lets go of it all  

In some freefall 

Hangs with any guy that is on hand 

Having some proud loud dream to play and lead astray 

Once she stayed with a man because she said he was so naughty 

She is haughty and he is poor so 

He chooses to bring another woman ashore 

The child could be his, but at this point all she will do is hiss 

This is a catastrophe with an apostrophe 

She would rather die and leave out the details of her lie  

From the shame that at one point she had been lame, easy and sleazy 

Everyone is suffering and they are all screaming  

No one is sure about this voyage being too sure 

 

But to bring up a mild and gentle child 

I will show you the way in not to be lead away 

If your child is fine your world should naturally shine 

You might not be perfect but correct the moves that are imperfect 

Aim to be true and avoid to be sticking to the past as glue  

Not pretending, but living it 

Miss, do not miss the point of the true kiss… 

As she is violent, it is hard to be silent 

Used to abuse with the excuse  

Of her father being really confused and fused 

As she is loosing her mind, we do mind 

Throwing someone out of their own house 

Telling them to live to arouse 

If they remain real cold   

It is okay to maintain a straight hold 

By a mother that has erased her poor phase 

As she is laughing in a daughters face and even trying to take her place 

I know she prefers the powerful ones to autoerase  

She pushes you down to feel a little higher 

This will not work to defend a lier 

A woman raging out in an everyday shout 

Taking and staking out a territory as she is roaring 

She will not see the truth you know because she is  

Loosing her sight by seeing no Light 

In a constant ache of the ear she pretends not to hear 

You have to give people a break or they will break 

Hiding behind her older 
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Making faces behind her shoulder 

Falling into smolder 

Do not deny yourself of life  

Regardless of a fathers evil wife 

Not anymore, not for anyone heartless for sure 

We deserve a life that is so much better  

And will not put up with a violent shutter 

Fearful moves brought you into shatters 

This is all that matters that 

Now I will help my children first  

As many of you happen to have this underlying competitive bloodthirst 

 

 

Alpha Omega  

 

 
 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Evenness of Temper 
 

As you can see, evenness of temper 

Is what makes you an earthbound Temple 

Not to let yourself become jarred 

Not from anything near nor afar 

You are a Rock that can protect from shock 

As we are sensitive and move with our moon, in a real monsoon 

With both feet on the ground 

We are ready to listen to the advice found 

If she is galactically aware of our planetary share 

Then when she comes out she should be out and about 

Ready to light up a candle and handle anything 

This is her thing 

Diving into her mans wing 
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Some people might want to stir them up 

While they are climbing up 

Up to the very top 

Coming near with their fears as they sneer 

Asking them why they secretly smile 

All the while 

She wonders in her special world about how to gather the herd 

Telling everything to her man as she is his biggest fan 

 

They answer carefully that it could be all in you 

…if you dare to calm down too 

 

We are looking at them and I am tired and you are holding onto my hips 

Being calmly unwired 

Where are they going and what are they doing?  

Is there anything special to see? 

There are many goats in the field and they would like your woman to yield 

Can you inform them of how to find their own special slippery fish? 

Everyone wants to glide and slide , hide and ride 

Being egged on and on and on… 

The attraction lies in being a real man 

And in a woman being a real woman 

Only by feeling protected…do we have the time to be perfected 

Letting down our walls and stand naked in the waterfalls 

 

Alpha Omega 
 

Fairy Song 
 

Some people hear  

The thoughts of negative people that are near 

These are sensitive souls 

That could help us resolve 

By feeling the vibration 

They have a fairy sensation 

Feeling the danger of anger 

In a society that has become static and cold 

They are having a difficulty fitting into the current mold 

You could resolve crime perceiving the mind when they mime 

This nice and helpful voice is The Force and his angels giving you a positive choice 

You are fine, balanced and refined 
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Light 

 

 

 

 

Faith Force 
 

Faith is the substance of hope 

Things not seen…  so much better than dope 

Worlds are framed by sacred words 

Now you may distinguish things you have seen  

From them that are not what they seem 

In faith Abel sacrificed more than Cain 

By Cain he was slain 

But from the underground 

You could still hear his sound 

Enoch did not see death 

With his clean breath 

So he could not be found 

Even as they looked all around 

You cannot please God if you do not believe 

Believe in yourself 

And believe in rewarding with no hoarding 

Noah could not see the end 

Worried about his house at the very end 

But he had faith in his motherly race and the phase of the Earth 

So he condemned the world in that the right be heard 

Abraham went to inherit after merit 

So he went there not knowing where 

Into a land of promise 

A strange country with pumice  

Where many had gathered when the world had withered 

Looking for a city with Gods foundations 

That provided many total sensations 

Sara conceived a seed past age after a certain stage  

As he was full of promise and he kept his promise 

In a place with as many stars as grains of sand they land 

Somewhere afar the promise was not too far 

Aware that they came from a place from afar 

There is a better country than the one from where they came 
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Where the tribes supported one another in helping a brother 

The firstborn was saved but he refused the sin-like rave 

Seeing greater riches than the Egyptian fishes 

As there was a reward that was high and 

Not coming in from a kinglike lie 

Keeping the Passover 

Over and over 

As Cain tried to throw him over 

A fruitful red sea was opened and seen 

Many died because maybe they lied… 

The walls of Jericho fell after seven days of glow 

In a sound swell that sounded real well 

The spicy spies delivering to hell are forgiven  

Cause somewhere they believed but where deceived 

With faith you subdue Kingdoms ruled by ding-dongs 

Bring in righteousness to break a tight harness 

Obtain promises like those of Genesis 

Stop the mouth of Lions that grunt at the runt 

Quench the violence of fire and stupid desire 

Escaping the edge of a sword with the Lord 

So do not torment yourself or let anyone do anything to you 

 

You are too good to be true! 

 

Trancelation of New Testament Hebrews 11 

 

 
 

Fakish Yoga Fetisch 
 

To be fake by pretending to give and take 

Always aiming to become it while loving it 

Reaching for the goal I am drowning in details of the freeing of my soul 

Humbled and moved, I wonder which ones I should remove 

Where do I put the limits to reach for all the highs? 

What is fair, how and where do you share? 

Am I asking too much or am I limiting myself? 

Should I take one step back to take a big leap  

Away from them who reap while being cheap 

By giving them a loan that they would never give me 

I might just show them how you are supposed to be 
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Enlightened every Day 
 

 

 

 

Fallen Men - Clothes do not make the Man 
 

By avoiding that one call 

It is not like you have to fall 

But it is not very cool at all 

Why deprive yourself of real fame 

And become the same as the lame? 

Standing there, looking far too sure  

But then they are not looking for you anymore 

That is for sure 

There are limits to giving when others just take 

Give us a break! 

To lie is like having to die 

If you where already hard to like 

They will want to see you hike 

As you must be full of dislike 

By following the unwise old  

You became like some stiff hold 

Confused by certain foods and a stressed fold 

Used and using others as a sacrificed mould 

You are supposed to change it all 

Not to repeat their ancient fall 

Being just as arrogant and haughty and  

Having a fame of being naughty 

This is your chance to change 

Hopefully you will not choose to stand behind the deranged 

Then, I would guess, nothing would have changed… 

It is not all the same to me 

No one is completely free 

With you being so cruel 

It is easy to fuel 

That my story was right 

Is this the horizon in sight? 

Nothing was done and plenty was said 

The children are still missing bread 

And their parents are almost dead and now 
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They can hardly sing nor swing with any kind of sting 

Your reputation is on a last breath sensation as 

The people earnestly cried while you lied 

You stole their role while the people starved in the whole world 

Hurled out from their work 

Showing us all how this all works 

If it is about the big ones getting extra perks 

They eat and they fast, all very fast 

Control your self with money from the hungry 

They just might not want to pay you anymore  

Paying taxes on something so unsure 

People like you make many sick 

By licking the dust 

In every single thrust 

Well, if you absolutely must…  

Put it on your private bill and leave the People their stately will 

I wish the People would remember that you do have a voice 

And that all that happens in your life is by choice 

Never do anything because you have to 

Then it is wrong 

As the Light will tell you in this song… 

It is too bad…because an overworked ending is really sad 

 

The Light cannot be cruel 

…But you might torture yourself 
 

 

 

 

 

Fallen Stars 
 

I could have done this many times but it was always so shallow 

That the Heavens said, hello? 

One of you better move out of there and  

Live the life of the suffering in the atmosphere 

While the rest will not care 

Then we will see, if they will see 

She will open their eyes when she realize 

That they just did not care 

If you were not there 

They find some excuse to make you loose 
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A small group in an even smaller loop 

Spend it all and the rest…they fall 

They do not share 

They buy shares 

They are not powerful and risk  

They are hares with flares 

Worrying about their own dependency turned into despondency 

But a cosmic star is reborn and she is choosing 

She comes in with The Light so she will not be loosing 

They will line up to stay at the top as the rest will fall and appal 

We do not take kindly to anyone postponing true honouring 

 

Light 

 
 

 

Fantastically Blown out of Proportion 
 

It is now clearly seen 

Why humanity is mean 

Nowhere can you move like bombastic fare 

It is too easy to tear and being cruel is not fair 

I have to take care of you 

For the fact that you are true 

Wanting you at my side 

To be able to decide 

I do not loose my power 

As stand in the shower 

But it could be a waste of time 

Time lost with the rhyme 

It is like Onan playing Conan  

Wondering why we hold back the fly when 

We see our force onto a galactic course 

Sexual restrictions make us coarse 

But the limits are in thee 

By seeing a sick world you see that 

We have to set ourselves free 

Starting with you and me 

We are breaking one another apart 

By separating from our heart 

It is not real smart to choose to be apart 
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We are on an emotional, traditional and hormonal 

Rollercoaster toaster 

It is good to create security 

Removing any thoughts of dark obscurity 

And be thankful for all the gifts 

Not always looking for rifts 

Try to be strong and avoid to do wrong 

It might not be moving if you are always leaving and heaving 

Looking for an excuse to have a convulsion with a too strong impulsion 

Hating it when you loose when you are confronted by a moose 

We are seeing the potential 

The worldwide referential 

As long as we move together 

It forebodes good weather 

Part of my culture taught me  

To do everything on my own, and own 

The other said 

You depend on the love of the friend that the heaven will send 

It is important to find the balance 

When to ask and when to give 

But the point is… that we all want to live 

 

 

Real Love 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fear Factor 
 

It is the fear factor and it is quite an attractor 

With a thrashing gnashing sound of a faltering tractor 

And an altering affect from the prefect in the closing of their breath 

and a stringing of their hearts in a scare of flares out of a script from ancient crypts 

In books from many cooks 

Some of these things make them cringe, like the closing in of a syringe 

I am just aware to do the right thing in a decisive action with my angel wings 

Are we going to wait? 
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Becoming bait for some alien Missus on a visit that is tired to be zapped and wacked around coming in 

with some galactic advice to realize that it is not brought to humanity but bought by Mr Science 

Insanity on a vanity spree while communication is quite a solution when some are spending hours of 

saying nothing during a mayor discussion with no percussions of something so important that too many 

people do not eat…  

In a fasting desperation turning some seriously angry words into destructive actions 

While wishing to leave because if we perceive the world as light  

The lights are turned off and everyone is scared 

It is the Fear Factor of the cooing of an actor 

In the fooling by the ruling fool 

 

Love is Out, The Angels fall off as the Saints are hoping to get rid of doping  

Instead of planning the roping of the Beast at the Feast 

 

Defending the clearly, severely involved to resolve the change of rhythm 

In our Bodily Church in an opening to lurch  

Into something wilder and milder 

Going into a new brand of life with no strife 

As we all want to eat in our retreat  

You are blessed by receiving the Light 

That is all 

We are not going to fall, at all! 

 

The Kids as Teachers & Light 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Four Years 
 

Four years going on five 

I was more than ready to do it live 

But we where lost in a prefabricated brown soup 

Onto a worldly loop 

You were not there 

So we both had try to be fair on the fair 

Easy to get stuck in the yuck 
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Thinking that this is the move of the groove 

Must be doing the right thing but even if there was no swing 

It is about the words that are no longer heard 

Nothing that I will remember 

Sort of the same thing, if I can remember 

No crazy mad music fever 

No new songs with funky gongs 

It is hard not to look back and go… 

I am not going back 

We are better than this and do not take it amiss that 

It is never too late  

We preferred to avoid a debate 

The time has come as I felt you come 

It is much cooler being a focused locust 

Than scattered and too patterned… 

 

If you moved real fast you would not last 

 

The Truth 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Freedom 
 

We are real content 

In being able to prevent 

That we all fall  

By passing the ball 

Join with us 

In this spacey bus 
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Moving and grooving 

Bringing in a child 

Into a world that is mild  

Full of love 

Brought in by a fluffy dove 

Check this out… 

We are moving all about 

With a turtle and some myrtle 

We hang out…jump and shout 

It is normal to let go of being so formal 

A stiff upper lip 

Is on a last suppers trip 

 

Move…be smooth 

Enjoy…the joy 

 

I dance for you 

So that you see… that you can too 

 

Let go… of the below 

Above…with love 

 

Now you rule 

You are no fool 

There is no need to compare 

You are rare 

You are you…and you are very good too 

We have love in our eyes so that you will arise 

Do not get confused no one here will be used 

 

Let us dance…this is your chance…to enhance 

Do not become rigid… or frigid 

You are the king… in your Kingdom 

 

Make your own dome 

In your space…you dance alone 

 

Close your eyes 

Travel 

What do you see? 
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You see…You are Free 

 

When you come back  

It is like being back on track… 

 

Do not let anything stop that smile 

It is here to stay for a long while 

 

We are smiling … and healing 

 

 

LOVE 

 
 

 

 

Freeze 

 
It is so cold it is hard to unfold 

And I need to be held and welded 

In front of a hot fire, Sire 

Forget the dairy it makes the experience real hairy 

With a plug stuck in the throat 

I think I will stick to the oat 

That is why people get sick real quick 

As I am about to light a candle wick 

And pray I for you 

Is this really true? 

My hair might freeze and it will break off piece by piece 

The Vikings are a sturdy race 

In a constant chase 

I am under the covers 

Undercover 

Figuring things out about the world run by many a nerd 

Needing to communicate that there is a herd 

There is a secret big love 

Being blessed forever from the above 

It is a very special meeting joining in a sacred kind of seating 
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The Force 
 

 

 

 

Fuel Fools 

 
A Fuel Fool is far off 

All lost in that normal muddy middle world where you are barely heard 

 

Feeding their brain with useless information to take away from a true sensation 

There was one good article about a one- minute particle 

 

My son, I know that you will speak about abolishing the gun 

Teach so that they may reach... 

 

 

Love 

 

 

 

 

Geese 
 

At the height of folly in a hitchhike jolly 

The geese will freeze 

Too frightened to be enlightened 

They parade in suede 

I will go with you as long as you pay for it too 

Any protuberance in any dance will do 

Preferably licking her high heel shoe 

They swank and yank 

As they turn and turn  at every turn 

Oh, how they yearn and burn… 

 

With a Higher Force             

Glädjehuset 
 

Det var full fart på glädjehuset 

Mitt i ruset och tjuset 

Var vi på en middag men att röra dig blev inte av 

Det var helt fel dag 
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Mitt i nåt vulgoprogram blev det ett choklad larm 

Du tyckte att det kändes onödigt att prata på telefon som nåt fån 

Så det var bara att koncentrera sig på att föda mera 

På nåt vis känner jag mig väldigt lugn när jag bakar i min ugn 

Jag känner mig inte lika het efter din uppmärksamhet 

Du är ju alltid här när pressen är där 

Det är skönt att veta att man aldrig behöver gå ut och leta 

Att man är helt trygg och långtifrån skygg 

Man har ju ett val, att vara rak eller hal 

Det är lätt att flyta med strömmen och drunkna mitt i drömmen 

Alla människor är inte persikor 

Och då blir det svårt och hårt och det blir liksom hårt mot hårt 

De vill gärna flanera när du vill planera och inspirera 

Många är ytliga och rytiga 

De tror att vara snäll är att ge ett barn en karamell 

Jag känner att jag måste vara helt oberoende i mitt troende. 

I Ljuset 

 

 

 

Global Rubles 
 

These abstract linings with definite definitions 

Too many contradictions and some contraindications 

 

In the separation of any dictatorship that is late  

In printing the new head of state on a bill made out of ill will on many pieces of papers to be exchanged 

and then explained why it is dated and overrated. 

 

All these stacked and stashed documents of transaction events in an confusing obtrusive, inclusive 

twisted list of twisting everyone around is not very profound or sound 

 

It is a network that might work wonders if you happen to be from the Beyonders… 

 

Light 

Harm 
 

Some people are born to harm your heart 

And rip you up slowly in every single part 

Every time you feel free they try to poison you, you see 
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Hoping you will fall into the trap of giving them all 

While they stay lazy, unappreciative and all 

My heart becomes so sad  

When you realize that they are completely mad 

And this is what they want to bring you down from your holy positively plugged crown 

So we need very much space from this negative race 

You cannot always run away from them hunting you in every way 

Not when they try to affect your health and your childrens wealth 

Since they always preferred having someone to do it all for them 

But then they ended up being a dependant defendant 

When you did it all on your own and like this you had grown 

Protect your own inner sphere 

Find a place in your self  

Where they cannot play any more games with flames 

Close off harmful relations 

It is the only way to survive 

If you want to stay alive 

Just move them over and let yourself thrive 

I give you back the guilt in a catholic quilt 

The ones that gave birth to me  

Maybe should have thought about it a bit more you see  

You should always wish your child the best 

Or you have a mayor problem that requires a protest 

One that confuses love with money is no honey 

And I am deeply hurt and I cannot hurt myself anymore 

They had me walk while laughing in my face 

For being nice and giving them thrice 

But then God showed me how it is better not to be in a race and 

He showed me Grace 

And not to give away my power 

But to share it so that they are aware of it 

When you carry this magical feel you have the key to be healed 

There is always a solution  

So do not get too lost in any harmful confusion 

Just give them your tranquil revolution 

 

We each did our part in Light 
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Heaven Walk 
 

 

In the heaven walk you do not talk 

You dream a seeming dream but you believe ready to receive 

On a heavenly chord, high above 

We are vibrating together as One in two places 

Separated by a curse of ignorant races 

Thirteen months and a moon then the joint point of meeting 

Eating my fruits 

It is moonday and I will not forget to connect of a walk in Heaven 

With my hands in yours and proclaiming a change 

There has been a deviation in the deranged 

We moved in to rearrange a bit  

Lightcreated procreation is a whole other sensation 

We are in harmony, harmonizing a surprising surprise from young and wise 

They ride and they do not hide 

Proclaiming a sound chord in accordance while you dance an also silent dance 

Of a mind that did find in another great mind a treasure in an Ark of an arched back 

Back to back 

In a Voyage through your body and mine at the same time  

Made from sounding clay and grime 

In another channel of our Time of challenging the highest walk in Heaven 

I dive into our thoughts and you reveal this funny seal and it is real 

It is a simple saying considering what to choose…to win or to loose 

Having linked into a sacred link in a distinct slowing down wink of time 

In the choice of your voice lies the secret smile 

At heavens gate Mr Rock Light has the keys 

He and his BIG LOVE, Miss ThunderJoyHigh Fly  

Are ready to show what Heaven is like… 

Welcome home in the OM 

Into the Gardens of Unimaginable Imagination 

 

You will like this… 

 

Light 

 

 

Hedgehog Hedonism 
 

Lazarus, why don, t you clean up by taking your napkin away from your face 
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There has arrived a new race 

Come out of the cave, there is a good Wave! 

A crazy, racy Lazarus is awakened as they gathered the scattered Children of God  

That where abroad in broad daylight  

Lazarus was raised and almost killed twice… 

Was he full of lice? Did he eat enough rice?  

Be aware of how you perceive a relieve 

It sets the tone of the movie that you are about to play 

I mean, why slay? 

Loving something so much that you will loose it  

But when you hate it, you will recreate it 

There is an eternal kernel of life, over and over  

Until you sober up, in the realizing of an equalizing 

As the lightning is enlightening  

We are doing this for you 

It is about a Prince being out and about 

When she comes all of them will be drawn to follow her into her imagination 

Of a femur of a fawn at dawn 

Not lifted although gifted, she persisted saying to all 

If you fall down low and hopeless with no faith 

You will get lost in some dark parking place while 

A report from a distinctive sort will block your sight from the Light 

And your hearts become burdened with thoughts  

Of an impossible retreat into a trick or a treat 

With a branding understanding of a Convertible Healer on wheels  

Pretending it is raining as he is a rare Pharisee that cannot see 

Praising men and appraising them in an uprising phlegm 

You are a Messenger of Force, you will be teaching not to judge with a grudge 

In the how to save our world with a cool word 

A commanding commandment of something that rings like a fasting so when the words you seek, you 

clearly speak and do not reek of dope  

Or even too much soap that will confuse the fuse 

It is easy to let a week, meek belief in a slice of beef on a miniature reef  

Settle in your chest so keep abreast of letting go of a test-amen-t 

This is a real consent to cross your loss 

As a living thought is thriving and reviving  

And would like to surf on something else than pipelining 

In an awakening to a forsakening of suffering 

It is an aloud ring in how to leave our Sing-Sing 

A wake-up call for us All! A huge wave is coming in and it is real tall!!! 
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The New Testament Trancelated 

 

 

 

 

Higher Conciousness 
 

I know that I might have been born ahead of my time that was in sight 

Not being understood as I should and  

Having an instinct that is distinct 

Totally aware of what of what is fair 

Where things seems so obvious to me 

Other people have a difficulty to see 

When I see them too lost in the sexvibe 

I laugh or I cry and I keep wondering why 

People get so lost in the details that it fails  

When there is a higher aspect that is so perfect and carries respect 

It is about our role in the whole 

Being in tune to really tune 

All the way in every way 

The special sound of a Pink Floyd round 

Where a voice was a bad choice  

Being conscious of the total vibration 

The sensation of a sound that will take off from the ground 

As we are moving with an intelligent harmonic chord of the Lord 

 

The Higher Force             

 

 

 

How to make Time Stop 
 

It is hilarious how some are cold, on hold and they just never unfold 

With an eternally juicy fruit that excites with might every night and day 

She enjoys the way of being taken in the hand and led away 

Joining in a whisper that he is about to faint 

From no blood in the head because when she moves ahead and turns her head 

He is all about head 

With a glow in her face and a smile nothing can erase 

She transmits Love 

Like a true peace dove 
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Love Force 

 

 

 

 

Humanity 
 

We need all to be lifted up from the state of desperation by not falling into hopelessness 

 

Inspire hope and give joyful opportunities 

Show good will- be ready to do when opportunities are offered  

Balance this out with doing things that you enjoy and you will be happier with the result as it will matter 

to you 

Stay positive-do not close doors/open them 

There is always a solution-be open to seeing them 

 

Light 

 

 

 

I honor You 
 

A pleasant taste is flowering 

As she is overwhelmingly trembling 

On a vine that shine some glowing balls that fall into place 

Face to face this new race 

I challenge you 

To travel and unravel all the secrets as you weepest the deepest effects 

Of a spider web of Neb 

Is there anything wrong with what I had to say? 

Judged by who, I mean, is anything they say true? 

I am aware of you 

As there is a Light in you 

Equlibrious decisions with visions 

Unlike Mr Festus upon requestus 

He is whining and complaining while framing with no right to a righteous fight 

For our Rights with our MightyMights 

Festus pleasure, as a seizure, unto Ceasar you shall go 

As you wish my slipping flash I fish for you without delay 

On this notorious judgement day 
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Of their superstition of this ones passing death 

Thou shall hear me in my Heart  

Greatly pompous for a hearing of a wearing of a crown 

With a no fight fright right 

And he said, all that are present here 

The ones that will not kill for a will I am still aware of you 

A vibe that enjoy  a purely succulent nectar 

In a tasty meeting on a royal seating 

You are wetting the setting of a dawn to arise 

She surely surprise by being wise 

She is a fairy on a ferry, running away from a quarry 

But as she rushes, she blushes, because she might fail and derail 

So with a witty whip of the tail, she sails with the Whales as she is sounding 

Some astounding and abounding vow 

Because now she found her Rock that flocked some tribe that rocked inside  

A rocket like a beam in a Supersocket Sound Machine 

It is everything but a wickedly insane vain rain, a stain that reigns again 

It is in the air, it is only fair that I weave my love into your pain 

As my bread and wine become I  

I succeed with weeds, that is how I feed with no greed 

A silent motion of devotion 

There is an abundance of lotion in this 

This potion of Love 

It is for real that I feel you are growing as I am slowing down and I am showing you 

What I really feel as you kneel in front of me 

I see the Light in you 

You are together, forever and ever…  

…and this is all True .   I love You 

 

To My Love, Inspiration and Unlimited Source  

  
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Icecold 
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A mother is shopping again, in vain 

Stopping a life with a chill 

Moving away the will 

By adding to an egotistical bill 

She is taking the food from a special child 

Not being particularly mild 

A child is now driven to work 

Her offspring is not craving a superficial perk 

She cannot imagine why a daughter would not be groping any passing man 

That is what she was taught to do to be able to sit by a golden fan 

 

I do not give up in defeat 

She is on meat 

There is no doubt that she is viciously hunting money 

By starving their firstborn honey 

As she is not even trying to balance it all 

Before her whole world will fall 

Tonight I dreamt that a son was lost in a loud and hopeless crowd 

But in the act it was a fact that he was saving us from boarding a sinking ship 

What a trip! 

The People are so utterly asleep and it is making me weep 

It obviously does not matter how much you study psychology 

When it turns into a sick mythology 

I am crying when I realize that all your life you have been lying 

For some strange reason you had to season it all 

In the pretence not to fall 

Gloss will pass as it is never what it seems 

It is only bikini glitter on glorious beams  

A father augmenting the drinking because of the pressure that he was sinking 

With an unrealistic exotic mystic disarmed on his arm he was trying to save and enslave 

A poor and miserly person who was told to sell her soul to hold a bowl full of rice 

In her frustration to arise 

 

Have Faith. Be Wise, Forget about the Pride  

It will only bring you unto a useless ride 

Participating in the condemnation damnation 

You are giving away your power by hiding behind a plastic flower 

Plentiful of useless gifts will not give you the sincere lift 
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Do you get the drift? 

I could have given you everything 

And now how can I say that you deserve no such thing? 

But in denial you are cutting the uncut rings of my sons wings 

Realize that you have your values all wrong 

I am trying to explain this to you in this song 

All of this is because of the military great grand fathers being cheap in their leap 

Planting plentiful of seeds in fertile heaps 

Letting his children weep 

By leaving them with nothing to eat 

Making most of us innocent 

We know the way to prevent…it all 

Mother Earths Fall 

You have to give to live 

All the way is the only way 

I would say 

 

 

Alpha Omega 

 

 

 

Income Tax to the Max 
 

If you make too much money 

Then give some away… 

Why do we need laws to regulate this anyway? 

So you get all inspired and you work hard 

And then your results turn into lard 

In some system that is failing because people are now sailing 

Without a home in the country of the famous gnome 

Santa Claus is in need of a new freedom clause 

If they knew what happened to the socialistic view in  

Protecting the troop labelled as a group 

When we are all so different, this is the big difference 

Do we need more hours of day care or more time to care? 

No one wants to work in an unsatisfactory factory 

So we need a lot more creativity and art or this will fall apart 

We are limitless humans, we play chess and we profess! 

 

Light 
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Ingenious Intercourse 
 

We are onto a course of ingenious intercourse 

We interrelate at a rate of finding One  

Instead of trying everyone 

We court and tease and can afford many injection release 

We will never be left behind 

No one will take, make you broke, provoke and break 

It is a forever thing where you are the King 

You will never be separated by anyone or anything 

That is for sure  

So you feel real sure 

No one else even looks attractive so it is hard to be overly reactive 

There is only one that will completely understand you 

So why convince someone else that they will do? 

You will not get bored and complain and prefer to sit alone in the rain 

Sit there and listen to her and realize she is too different 

This is the path of resent that you may now prevent 

Meet up with someone Heavensent! 

 

Light with no Fight 

 

 

Insight 
 

 

Bringing in some insight from my Height of Light 

Tonight  

I was at the farm and it was some false alarm 

Measuring my treasure I was there at the house 

When I hear some music from the computer mouse and 

I realize… 

That I am living up there with a beautiful life to share 

The birds at the sunrise surely made me arise 

In my thoughts I saw ancient castles and houses but 

They felt remote with a ghostly white high rise devote and 

There where too many rooms that carried a vibe of dooms 

With many famous faces in my company 

U2 was checking out what it was I was there to see 
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I just wanted to see Thee 

We came swimming in from a lake like the one with a Scottish snake 

From humiliation to degradation  

To becoming real clear about whom you might want near 

It is important to pray on yogic knees 

To be able to channel a special release 

 

 

The Graceful Force 

 

 

 

 

It is for Real 

 

 
The other night 

You sure entered me with a lot of insight  

Oh, My Might! 

It was so intense at the end of you pushing my ZEND 

I even felt nauseated and I was sure I was imaginary impregnated 

This whole experience was so real and too realistic 

So much more than something purely mystic 

Oh, one day you will let me feel with this kind of feel for real 

Because we came down here for this and  

Now knowing about this real feel we might need some time to heal 

 

Light 

 

 

 

 

Jewel 
 

I cannot lift up my Jewel 

When the flow is coming down 

It is like hanging up side down 

When I am flowing towards the ground it feels wrong 

And I doubt this is a good song 

But I wanted to let you know that I know that you are here 

Because I really feel you in here 
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A whole week feels too long… 

I really long… 

This week things will change, because this is starting to feel strange 

And now I have to bring this down or I will drown… 

 

Earth Bound 

 

 

 

Joan 
 

I can assure that there are dark forces riding horses 

Pushing me off to the side 

Therefore my trusting hip is on a slippery slip 

I feel like when I chose to come up close 

Violence and swords of words made me leave 

Thereby my heart would never conceive 

If you help them rule they think you are easily fooled 

They will kill in a second you reckon 

But our sensitive souls are going for higher roles 

If you cry somewhere deep inside  

You should not wonder why  

In every life you suffer 

Hearts ripped apart at supper 

Lifetimes of tears do not help in loosing fears 

Realize that in the Light we do have shares 

By bringing down the Love and moving around the hares  

We dare to pray every day 

This is the time of day 

Whereas nothing divides us any more 

As the violent lies approach the shore 

You saved my life so many times 

As many broke out in a thousand hives 

The though of you and these words that were true 

The stroke of a brush telling me there is no rush 

We have been together forever and ever 

It is time to bring this to reality 

Every time there is a fatality 

I cannot see anyone die nor see us divided by a lie 

Just be right here with me 

It has been so long you see 
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Every time we come down in a bodily shape 

We choose to suffer this everyday rape 

In a time where most of the violent cuts are  

Within the words of the dark herds 

Protect yourself with the Light 

There is no need to fight 

They will try and wound  

But stay close to my womb 

Born in a rustproof intersection of silent perfection 

This time the light will supersede this aggressive greed 

We have to heal by staying real 

 

The White Ages 

 

 

 

Kinky Kinship 
 

I am on my way to send these papers away 

That will certainly get there by sending them the right way 

With rosy cheeks after many water leaks 

Wearing my wedding duckling waves 

Weaved throughout endless family raves 

I put the sequins in this sequence as we are about to frequent  

being part of a joined abundance chance 

 

We happen to enhance the Dance… 

 

 

Light, Love and Light 

 

 

Landing in  a Galaxy 

 
With a strand of my hair in my hand  

They were not completely sure  

Of the fact that we were ready to land onto this Galacian shore 

Carrying the sorrow still within, this ongoing cheap sin 

Wherever I went and whomever I met 

They seemed to be deeply seated in their seat, as they spat and sat 

Saying that they were ready to do it but all they did was say it 
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No one thinks about if this planet will fall, at all 

Being real busy, running around and I hope that your running is not in vain or  

You might be looked at as if you are insane  

Running around on top of a retroactive mound 

While you are wasting your time 

Why don, t  you try the taste of a lime? 

Drink some water and see if your will will move or if it is still still 

The Force helps me to do the truthful thing 

This to others seems comletely crazy 

Illogical and hazy 

But it is based on faith and 

Driven by love 

He  said , Go! 

See the swedes and see how it reads 

Follow the direction of the very special disciple that seeds 

He knows that we are not far off to be taking off  

In a loud scoff showing off the hilariosly delirious in these memories of the serious 

Laughing at the staff on a road made by a toad 

In a toadstool like some fool they were looking out to see if they were free 

He is feeling sorry for you 

This is true 

All the others are so lazy, preferring someone else to be doing the chasing 

Lost in a cost glazed by frost 

Whereas when with the Light you flow, you will never be falling low 

They think they are so cool seeming too sure in the act of how to rule 

Be careful, these are the ones that really fool 

We are all aware of how to save the atmosphere 

But it is rare to be seeing someone that is open to this seeing by 

Just being 

Most are so blind they just cannot find the right thought  

It is almost always bought 

Behind it all there is a piece of meat that will stain 

And it is not washable by rain 

As they try to feign the fact that this is an illusion 

It is all an act and the time has come to start another pact 

With yourself as the bright cornershelf 

Wishing yourself to arise regardless of the price 

Letting the money run right through your hands by handing them out 

Without a cry or a shout 

And all this we do for the future scout 

You have to be astute and try not to act like a brute 
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I am alive and so are you 

Be thankful because it is true that 

This is all given to you 

Stay true to you and then true to me 

That is all you have to be 

Real with plenty of feel 

Not so complicated, implicating that we might need to stay awake 

When so many women are at stake 

Pull out the rake 

If we did this in class they would never have let us pass 

Because by being too slippery wet, you are set 

You just might get sucked out the toilet 

Remember that when you need to think faster it is good to be lighter and lit 

Infested with all this green to be seen  

Now this earth plane is on a whole different dense plane 

Right now, by giving them meat to eat  

They cannot completely recieve this information and it is a frustrating sensation 

How can they wish to be so faraway from the bright Light and the Might? 

We really depend  

On this giant friend 

And the ones that did not recieve my call and my cause must be part of the wicked force  

By not working at all they are helping us in the fall 

 

It is much easier up here in the generous batysphere! 

 

 

The Force 

 

 
 

Life Force 
 

The evil spirit enters through the meat 

In a corpslike defeat 

Of hopeless sighs in a life missing the highs 

Ripping the meat from their bones 

In angry loans and endless groans 

With that primitive look of a violent cook 

Showing us some confusing solutions 

From the stench of a deathly wrench 

Since when you fry skin you cannot win 
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Inventing stories about their age 

Worried to be well beyond the stage 

Creating grey hair out of fear that death is near 

Adding a coat of varnish to cover up the effects of the inner tarnish 

 

They stopped believing in opportunities 

Lost in hopeless communities 

In some depressing trance that you have to be a certain age to dance 

That you had to start while back  

Or you are on the wrong track 

What if I said that you could live forever and ever 

Regenerate if you cooperate 

And conceive if you believe 

Be full of force and not so hoarse 

When your body is clear you really want to hold someone near 

If you take care and prepare a clean vegetable kombu meal 

With a lot of loving feel 

Stay hydrated so that you will not be devastated 

Opening mind trails of disaster that will materialize even faster 

The population are in need of a massive fasting 

If they want to be lasting 

It is nice with a morning of fruit 

Moistened with oil at the beginning of her coil 

When she is juicy like manioc 

He attaches the boat at her dock 

In an ecstatic, fantastic aromatherapy of a higher fantasy 

To be clean from the inside and out 

Is what Life is about 

The sun is healing and will give your cells a good feeling 

So do not wax your delicacies and cover up in accordance to the pharmacies 

But open up you eyes to the modern curing lies 

 

 

SunLight 

 

 

Light 
 

There are thousands of ways to feel Light 

What we want to avoid is a world with a fight 

So if we lighten up a little bit 
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We might laugh a lot more 

And then we enjoy this life for sure! 

 

 

Peace 

 

Like Attracts 
 

Avoid putting yourself in a situation 

Where you are abused and used using drugs with slugs 

Take control of your life, your lifeline and shine 

As you cut off the line of the desire fire 

To match, latch and then detach 

You should know a good move when seeing it and joining it 

If it has some wit to it 

With a responsible choice by using your voice  

Use discerning in your yearning 

Do not fall into sorrow, there is always a tomorrow 

If some friends are shallow  

This pertains to their poisoned bone marrow 

From the depth of your eyes, you harbour no lies 

Only why, s… 

Why not try something new and old in a mix that does not mold 

By unfolding a youth in truth 

You had better show a better way, today 

In arising the wise with an unwise leadership in a no surprise 

 

We are on the tip of a mountain getting to much suntan… 

 

People are stained and veined because of you and would not have been this pained if it where not for 

you. 

There are Hearts and faces falling apart, and feeling sore, for sure 

Demanding a reprimand 

Humanity will no longer deal with anything that is not real 

If there is no love here…what do we revere? 

We want to be in the Light,  but here, not flying out in the stratosphere 

Not when we just got here… 

Man could live forever until You all of a sudden decided  

That we are fried… 

This place is so cool if all of the Youth would rule! 

Full of wisdom from ages of sages with no regulated wages 
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When you want something it shall come to you 

If you want it and you want it to be good 

It shall come to you by being real good 

Because like attracts and this is a fact 

 

Light shall join with Light    

 

Lo and Behold 
 

Lo and behold that I hold you 

Everything that I can do is something that you could do too 

Grace be unto you 

There is hope in Heaven now  

Thanks to some truthful words I bring forth the fruits I mean why not 

Please in pleasing I am somewhat teasing you 

Faithful in every work I work with you I really do 

Tuning into the knowledge of will I will with mind and spirit 

This is a divine intersection 

According to his glorious powers 

Give thanks because we are all partakers 

Ready to die, for big lie 

From powers of darkness to your new kingdom 

The queen she weans his image in the very first image 

He is before you he is the head 

Who is in the beginning know about the Pre-Eminence where 

 

Please in pleasing this is where fullness dwell 

Sweating you own blood and then peace 

-Take some responsibility! 

  I mean I am volatile 

  I might dematerialise you if you are vile 

 -You are like chocolate to me with power 

   I take a shower and I am calm 

   Where is the balm? 

 

Alienated by wicked work, no nursing just cursing a woman becomes a man 

OH, NO! 

You will be reconciled you may chill out for quite a while 

A fleshy body dying to herself, poor elf 

She is ready to partake in a wave to awake 

Unblameable and flameable 
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She is settled and grounded  

She is hematite bounded 

She is not moved away by any hope 

The hope that the Pope will save us ALL before the fall 

You already heard what I am about to say, today 

Rejoice you have a voice fill up your cup stand up! 

I may help you release your bodily pains 

This body is our church, it is not in our purse 

Mystery hidden from ages 

Thirteen moon of pages 

It is now manifest that I am festive, more like protective 

Introspective and intervective 

The riches of the glory of the mystery, a cystoid industry 

Warning every man, you bet!  

Teaching every man, you are set!  

Every man is perfect she is so purrfect 

Their hearts so calm, embedded in balm 

Weaved together in love  

One mind, High above 

Unto all riches, beware of all witches 

I respect the near perfect 

I force myself, I try hard so hard 

Set you affections on things above, you are that flying dove, hallo 

You walk thru rings of wire and fire and you won, t burn, you know 

You are not alive yet, you see 

You are still learning how to be 

We all lived the path of disobedience 

I say who has not been there? 

Don, t lie, I mean why? 

Let us put off the old mans deeds 

And let us bring forth the new man renewed 

A hero in Truth on a clear truce 

It is all in All do not fall 

Elect, beloved, widowed, divorced, forgotten and neglected 

Forgive one another  

There is no other way, you pray 

To walk away in peace 

With a stomach full of cheese, I wheeze 

The bond of perfectness is charity 

-Here is two million dollars son 

 Why don, t you go and make a villages dream come true? 
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 Then come home and tell me all about it  

 Because I am real proud of you 

 You walk with peace in your heart on this planet, not Insanitet 

 

Whatever you do it heartily 

Mmm, a fleshy lily… 

Eyeservice, menpleasers, the simple teachers  

Remember that someone is watching you and waiting because you will pay! 

Now what else can I say? 

 

What did you say, honey? 

 

Light 

 

 

 

 

Loose Talk 
 

Some people just talk and talk 

Then it is time to take a walk 

Discussing their friends for no reason 

Just treason… 

With the radio in the background  

Loudly staking out their grounds  

You can hear there is no solution 

Just a soundwave pollution 

Right when you need to concentrate 

They heighten their voice to make you late 

Wanting you to work up a nervous steam 

This is a sick dream so I decide I prefer to clean 

Don, t you think that this is when they whisper 

But the moment I am back they are back on track 

I decide not to go crazy but 

If you move like this all day in Gods eyes you are lazy 

As you cannot finalize anything or even organize your right wing 

Realize that I am trying to help you too 

Why don, t you listen you? 

All your problems can be resolved 

If the absence of mind will be absolved 

These words need to be heard 
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If the world does not move on 

I cannot move on and on this I depend   

To be able to enjoy my friend 

I am sure my soundness drive them up the walls 

That I am open and wish no one to fall 

I can really help but they become defensive or offensive 

You name it 

They do it 

Then they compare themselves to you in a flare of paranoia in  serious hysteria 

They take pleasure in irritating me  

It must give them pleasure… 

 

This is the backside of their heinous pressure 

 

 

 Light  

 

 

 

 

Luck 
 

I wish you all the best of luck  

Even if some of you might get stuck 

In a contest where you have to protest here and there 

We treat them nicely as they are cool 

In the future they will rule 

These kids are not easily fooled 

By the way I wanted to say, in the middle of my pray that 

In wanting to give something real good to the fans  

There might be needed a change of plans 

 

 

The Higher Force 

 

 

 

Luxo Luxor 
 

Luxo and high fluxo 

In an inflation sensation 
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Blowing up the top 

STOP! 

There is a grain stuck in the airport with some port 

In the how to realize a high prize rice 

Because of a vice, not so wise vice something of a giant corporation 

Falling into desperation in a fluff bluff 

Could not cover this with gold since it is already sold 

In a deposit of a chain with a central brain 

No one is responsible so 

You have will have to call the constable 

In the drowning of laws made by men on paws 

What happened with the tens or the common sense? 

Why does all of this have to be so intensely tense? 

 

With an explicit deficit in the funnel of a tunnel 

It is like going down the drains with no brains 

 

Inside your precious grounds  

EVERYTHING can be found 

Why keeping the toxic seeping 

Byproduct of a sly aqueduct 

To ruin the feeding in a clean seeding 

Of a poisoned refining, redefining, and realigning in a constant signing and reassigning… 

This is an easy economics lesson for the Gnostic son 

You will be overrun on the runway, running away 

Better shift gear not to be in the rear end of a front that affronts frontiers 

A square fare or a rounding up that sounds like coming back on track? 

 

Sack the wacko that calls anyone Jacko 

A little respect of a sick solution for a man of which you USED to be a mighty fan OF  

With all your great glorious guidance 

In a frying frenzy to try to steal from a gracious young seal with feel 

He IS wondering in where lies love appeal …this was something that modern economics would not 

reveal… 

And he is really confused as many abused a rising star in a Star Nation of Abrasion 

Ready to burst into any raw war that rips the seams of seemingly steaming states in a spinning debate…  

 

What a rebate! 

 

 

 …economical advice from Above. Add Love! 
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Mamma 
 

Mamma, du har alltid varit den samma 

Du drar fram en rolig och solig sida 

Och sen en skuggig ruggig där du verkar lida 

Men inget så här  

Oh, vad jag lider för världen svider… 

Det är då du blir en pedant drabant 

Du gillar inte att bli kramad 

När man kommer nära blir du förlamad 

Du lyssnar inte på vad man säger 

Och väldigt tvetydig när det gäller 

Sånt glömmer man inte bort 

Du vill bara att man ska bort 

Jag gillar inte folk som jämt ska ljuga 

Det blir så komplicerat för de är så otroligt sluga 

Gud är där var du än är 

Man behöver inte bli desperat 

Det är bara att be klart och rart 

Sen kommer det bara 

Kanske i skepnaden av en sällskapsresa till Sahara 

Eller mera… 

Det beror på om man bara vill flanera 

Man kan ju inte blockera alla ens möjligheter med  

Ett manipulerande jag är ju din mamma hånflin 

Och sen ha mage att säga hörru du vad ska du göra nu då med dina glin 

Sen ge en nåt halvtaskigt lån det känns som ett hån 

Var inte så schizofren 

Det blir för mycket scen 

Jag är för känslig och orkar inte med detta psykologiska förtryck 

Måste tyvärr separera mig från dig innan man blir helt förryckt 

 

Gode Gud 
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Mantel Mantra 
 

As a protection of a bad vibe as we are alive 

We refuse to disrobe in the robbing and backstabbing 

Positively looking for a Batman reborn coming in 

Shearing bad wind behind the curtains that pertains to him 

On a stem of a steaming meltingpot  

He is a hot shot… 

Moving like the wind, creating Light in a clear sphere so that he can hear 

And not wear down his unworldly ears from earthly chatter and a clattering of teeth 

In a scare, beware! 

We are looking for a relief by putting on a gentle mantle to dismantle a thief and 

Laughing off our sorrows while helping the boroughs face Crudelia  

As she is throwing her guilt across town with a frown 

She is leaving the people mute at the chute as 

There is a mutant panting in a shanty way 

But his lies fly right off his shoulders 

These words are like boulders rolling off in a sort of relieve 

He has a silent way of dealing with scum, dealing, in an unfortunate slum 

A hero with a Mantle will dismantle the fear 

He is a saviour of all in a fast fall into a bloodsucking situation on a street of defeat 

In a district that destructs 

He moves towards the Port of Mantra to enter the gate of a bright fate with a mate 

The door opened as he turned her key and 

Since this Bat is not a rat they will fly right in and this is how you win 

Way above the channels of shores with hopeless whores 

In a morning with a flapping sound they take off from the ground 

Free yourself, be full of hope and your life is set on your favourite set 

This is the closing of the stage with rage and 

We are showing an excellent Batman for our age 

 

Light 
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Mary 
 

He met Mary in a dream on a fast beam  

In the professing of an undressing of his linen  

He is scared that he is sinning 

As he is bathing and shaving for a saving as  

A man with long hair might not make it, if he fakes it 

In three days of travel he gathers all the words and ask her not to touch him at all 

For in his tunnels of light in sight 

There is no ascension yet, he begets 

A colder chill as he is breathing until 

On a moon day he arises his peace in a light of deep breath 

With a finger that linger in a faithful thrust 

In a believing must of  

Oh, My Lord! Oh my God! 

You have not seen yet, but you believe in a positive soothing moving 

way of transforming the norm 

…she was not there when he came and no nail prints to prove the move… 

So he would not believe or receive in a sincere fear that she will not reappear 

In a cleanse of whence a clear thought is sheared thinking  

That if I am showing off too much I will fall off the cliff in a whiff 

Which would be like wishing to be stiff 

It is all in your head, the wishing to be dead 

Your message comes with a trusting love that the above showed you in a vision of a 

Fire Wagon with this man that you had seen, in between 

On the way he says to stay in the flesh, not to remain in a too strong longing 

To go back to the Light in a soothing sight  

We need your help in the bringing of what is right! 

You are here on a righteous clearing to bring down the Light in sight for all to see 

To believe that the hope lies in the Love and the knowing to join in the groin 

This dream is very real with lots of feel 
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Oh, My Lord! Oh, my God! 

In a deep meeting Love is the key as he opens her door and  

She knows long before that he will arrive at her shore 

In a shower of power, in the opening of a flower 

This faith is more powerful than you imagine it to be 

 

Now, you will See!!! 

 

Ascension 

 

 

Master of Sound 
 

It is obvious that we revel 

On the same level 

When you meet someone universally smart 

It is hard to be apart 

So when you love with all your heart and find your better part 

Know that to be able to master sound  

Lies on the highest ground 

 

Alpha Omega 

 

 

 

 

 

Mean Metropolis 
 

Yeah, it is obscene 

Every single scene is too bright with that bright light in sight 

I throw on the shades until it all fades into some fog that will bog me down as 

This town is full of sharp type sharks that bark  

As there is a freaked out underdog in the smog 

He cannot breathe nor think and he is aware of the flares 

The stink with no pink 

Sunrise or sunset 

It is just another wet day in an ugly place with no taste 

No green to be seen 

You buy a flower and that is all you get and do not forget 

To get depressed, obsessed, tempted and many get discarded as an old fox in a box 
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It is grozac for you and blowtox for me 

 

Oh, now we are free!.., from thinking at all! 

 

Even if we fall we will not feel anything real for sure as we are on tour in la-la land 

Of nothingness with a smile as the vile, senile, senior tank with a bank 

Walks around their sleepy meanwhile smile 

The people can hardly remember that there is a tomorrow with no bank loan sorrow 

A real Mean Metropolis machine is seen cleaning out while they move out 

From the soot of the root of the equation of saturation 

In a dirty place there is race by a showcase with five cars, four women and his forty and five secret 

children 

Is this man caring and sharing or is he winging it while swinging it? 

I do not repent to have entered and met you  

It was miracle and this is true 

I felt out of centre in some hole of unfair despair 

No one seemed to think and in a wink 

There was clearly a vibe of sacred procreations and since I had finally found 

My sacred Man that could really add to sensations 

God decided that this big a love could help him show off more of his Creation 

This is how we decided to relate to a shallow materialized dream and  

Then turning it into something even more possible and unseen 

With a power that seemed to be there as I was in need of trust and to readjust 

Before this there had been no hope in a day like this 

All my life I had been waiting for your eternal kiss 

Tired of regressing into a sugar high as this was my lustful lie and  

feeling sort of dead while eating poofy bread 

Without feeling real love you will just never get ahead… 

In a joyful way, that satisfies in every way 

I was spending The Lords daily sending in a day of utter flux lux  

While breathing very little air at the fair 

But I am sure soon they will sell it in some tube attached to a qualude 

The thought of buying a mask and a casketapartment attached to them all 

With inclusive acid rain fall while having to walk on your neighbours wall 

Was not attractive at all and the values of life did not matter all 

I have a feeling the Tree is worth more than the big apple so 

The People have to get it together forever 

Jumping with kids while listening to wild jazzmatazz 

Moving out the Mass onto green grass  
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Alpha Omega 

 

 

 

 

Middle Ages Measles 
 

We discard the devil whose heart is hard 

If you look real hard she does not do anything 

But attaches to every living thing 

With a cruel laugh she scoffs at the weak and 

Then she says that they are meek 

Waiting for the moment to sneak in and do them in she 

Prepares to take to inherit and break while eating bloody steak 

By replacing the Light in every place she tries to erase her very own race 

With a slanderous smile and being dangerously vile 

She has a hole in her back  

It is a death grip that attacks on a guilt trip of acts 

When the men enter there 

They will not come back out of fear 

You have to be widely awake not to get confused and then abused 

Do not choose to be drained by anyone who has the tendency to use 

 

Her child protects herself in the Light by the inner knowledge that she is right 

As any child on every planet in sight, she was born with a magical birthright 

 

Light 

 

 

 

Min Man 
 

Kom till mig 

Jag vill bara ha dig 

Vill du plantera dina frön i mitt varma kön? 

I natt drömde jag att vi gick runt 

Du följde mig runt och runt 

Allt var så här helt vanligt  

Det var skönt och inte längre ensligt 

Du ville bara känna dig trygg 

Så jag stödde din starka rygg 
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Det var okomplicerat skönt 

Skönt att lära känna dig 

Du vet, säga hej 

Ditt härliga jag 

Varje dag 

Lag i lag 

Till slut blev det som man ville 

Att gå hand i hand med en bra kille 

 

Ljuslätt 

 

 

 

 

Monsterworld 

 
In this Monsterworld 

A child becomes clearly disturbed 

In a confusing violent, silent war 

Of not being able to say it the right way 

In a speeded up attack with widely open eyes 

I realize 

This is not what I imagined as Imagination 

What a horror sensation! 

In games of stealing cars and blowing up bars 

They are bombing with zombies 

That is why these are worried little bees 

Thinking the World has to be like this… 

Trained to be trained, professing early stressing  

With a legalized calm as a superficial balm 

In an upsurge of surprises of details to be worked on 

You will need to be completely reworked on to be working 

With a change of organs harmed sore of fake rubber gum 

On a bridge that will fall in the sewage of suing 

In changing the swing of a childproof thing 

Living some lame game of a very dark flame to our Future of very Bright Lights? 

Seem like the opposite of profit to me… 

 

If you show me something Good I would go for it for good! 
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Mother in Light 

 
 

 

 

My Big Love 
 

Keep your head above 

You are surrounded by everlasting love 

There is no way anyone can replace you 

Even if they might be chasing me too 

You are what I call my protector 

In this eternal material sector 

You are touched and bright as everything can be retouched by Light 

Just the thought of me being in your arms 

Causes me quite some hormonal alarms 

Now you may finally relax as I am using my telepathic fax 

From holding your hand 

To running through the sand 

While walking and talking 

We hysterically laugh imagining you holding the staph 

 

I close my eyes 

The children are scared and crying 

You are burning locked inside a barn  

Surrounded by flies and lies 

 

As I open my eyes again 

There is no need to burn inside in some tortured hide 

Everything makes sense and we are no longer hard and tense 

I soften you up, from the bottom to the top 

Deep inside you have always been true to me, this is easy to see 

And there is nothing more important to me than that you are free 

There is in an urgency to set you free, you see 

 

Look at me… 

 

These days my visions where confused, I was scared to fuse 

I just stood there crying, thinking you were lying 
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Somewhere I felt that I was not well received, that I was being deceived 

All my worst fears appeared and then slowly sheared 

I decided not to end it like this, in a hopeless dismiss 

Life seems brutally cruel while you are running out of fuel 

When you are very tired with no comfortable base  

It is hard to feel unwired if you are feeling in some race to get hired 

I touch my face and erase this groovy horror movie 

This inner revolution gave us many solutions 

I promised that I would be singing 

As this was part of Gods giving 

I knew I would find you as we agreed to 

Having had some inner dread that we would find them all drugged and dead 

On aspirin and gasping for air in despair 

Hating it and tired of debating it 

Ready to contact many wild and crazy bands 

Making sure to have real gangs at hand 

My childhood friend from digging in the sand 

I need you to hold my hand… 

Now we understand and we must see where we stand 

This is part of our Mission in making a grand stand 

Produce by giving yourself some healthy juice 

And do not give away your force to any guy that is too hoarse 

As you are born in the Light he tends to be real near  

Always hovering in your biosphere 

Whenever you become dense he will seep in and reap 

 

We are onto the next step and tomorrow will not be a day of sorrow! 

 

Kiss me…here… 

 

 

The Higher Force 
 

 

 

 

 

My Original One 
 

There is someone right here, very close and near 

You are not far apart 
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It is like classic art 

Someone passing in your youth loves you all the way through 

She was at the pool and you told her she ruled 

And it is not anybody it is The One who does not like to see you crying 

Or will ever be lying 

From being too far away they cut off bad vibrations with a lovely sensation 

You could call it instant respect, the fact of a pact in Heaven since forever 

It is severe because we revere for one thousand years 

You could say it is quite a long wait, but in my fate, no on else will do… this is true 

Being the one that understand me then you really open up and see 

What I hear from words to ear  

I sought you to be near 

Born close but as we arose we became puzzled puzzles 

Confused in some sad and wily situations with no honourable visions  

And plentiful of go-getter decisions 

Thriving in a fever of reasons to learn while inside we would burn 

Taking care of my visions in searching for a thrust of sacred lust 

I should know everything about him in this holy swim 

In my sacred me I thank you for being you 

For now it is good to be real without reeling and loosing control on some sex parole 

In the frying pan of lying and our hearts are dying  

When you are coming down from living a lie you would almost rather die 

To dream with your man is making you wetter, but to be with him is so much better 

When you are steady you are ready  

When you are not here you are with me all along  

As we patiently come along into our song 

Tuning into my Shinto-Pinto 

I breathe your name upon my lips as the water soothe my skin in silent sips 

You are looking for a reason for the season to change into me stopping to look at you 

From the other side of the world as I hide 

Because my love gives that extra taste with no haste 

As I am swollen from Passiflora in my flora 

I am not winking, but rather reserved and preserved 

A toyful of joy with a master of laughter at her side in a hilarious ride 

She relaxes as he seizes her righteous prophesies 

As she finalized the analyse of the rookies she makes more than cookies 

And she gives them a way to help the people that are fading away 

Doing her best to be a spotless soul in her true role with  

Her man that has a lot of charm and he is calm 

She finds her coil and oil and weaves her dream of him in a Pacific Swim 

They are married in the Sky as Eagles intertwined and aligned 
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In this day dream with my head pointing south out of time 

I knew everything else was a waste of time 

As you appear I was always waiting as I am forsaking lust and those greedy thrusts 

I tried to sing it to you in that song, that you belong since long 

The answer is to make ourselves stronger and make some more 

My voice with your noise with poise is a celestial choice 

No one has to be a money whore when Love is for sure in 

Making sure you tell them what you are reaching for 

Faith and grace are free 

It is time for us to be  

Be free to swarm like those bumblebees 

And snap out of the freeze with ease as 

SnowWhite is awakened with her Prince since the beginnings of Time  

In a rhyme through slime 

She is always with him in the magical Tree as I see us in the eyes of the beholder 

You are my anchor and my shoulder 

I still shook when you took your hand away from me  

This is when I realized that I saw the Law 

There is only one love that is so strong where nothing can go wrong 

I knew when I would long for so long… 

 

My Inspiration on Earth 

 

 

 

My YokeFellow 

 
My jokefellow was bellowing some free fall beer 

To upgrade the noosphere raid 

 

On a road of mead there is a seed contemplating a yoke 

He is a gentleman with a fertilityspan of several miles 

His power lies in flying with Miles 

That I can remember with my brain 

He is quite some membrane 

In a heating of the seed in a hot cave with buns 

It boils down to the white fluff on a warm bluff 

A protein like plasma, whipping around in a spinal sound 

 

He is on a break, breaking a record 

A record time in Time 
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A cool fellow in a mellow mood 

He is too NICE 

No surprise he is wise, sexy and crazy 

This seed is not lazy 

The ONE seed that happened to be destined for me 

I gratefully receive it from its Tree 

 

Light 

 

 

 

 

On Fire 
 

This fire  

These never ending desires 

Is what I call morning glory euphoria with a Gloria 

It is quite a powerful pleasure 

Being your special juicy treasure 

Right there and thinking about making love here and there 

While we meet everywhere in the stratosphere 

I am your ground for planting as you notice while I am panting… 

Anything that happens is a miracle as  

The powers move around any obstacle 

This is about creating life force and  

You carry quite some Force 

You are the height of Light 

Carrying the fruits of Might 

In a sharp sighted Eagle flight 

We do not hold back as 

We are in charge of the track 

Which gear, front or rear 

You can do anything, anytime 

The power of woman is made stronger here 

By you being right there 

I can do everything if I have Love 

This is the feed to be able to breed, indeed 

By being at my side you made this a wonder ride 

This is the dream of dreams and it is just like it seems… 

Perfect 
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I am not going to chase you away in the middle of the sway… 

Life is about living with someone that is giving 

So that you can relax to the max 

This is all about preparing the nest 

It is for the best 

Where we can be calm giving us some time for the balm 

As it is real important to have someone real close 

Someone you handpicked and chose 

I took my time and enjoyed water with lime 

As I breathed fresh air showing you that I really care 

 

Shikana-The Female Force 
 

 

 

 

Our Earthly Disc 
 

In making this disc we are 

Rocking and mocking the evil out of the way 

This includes the ones that do not like to sway 

But lead us astray in their very own way 

Rewind, this is the song of the kind 

Life is about having sex with a grin 

Without having to sin as you are moving to win 

You and me,  

Are you ready to See? 

Thinking about you is exciting me too 

We are alive and we allow ourselves to thrive 

No denial, no trial or holding back the coolest track  

I am a dizzy, daisy 

Dancing 

And I love this beat …of no ones defeat 

With you at the Navigator seat 

Move away the belief in a troop as we see that their faces droop 

These people have earned to be paid for to learn 

With peace and ease and with no dis-ease 

They want to honour their Nation   

In quite a studious revelation  

 

Hold me 

I know you told me to stay calm and praise the balm 
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Being sensual 

Sensational 

Vibrational and equational… 

What else do we need?  

In the help to feed 

The ones in need 

I am here for you 

When you are in need  

Indeed you are my steady steed 

Moving in with a deed with no greed 

You have been true to me 

And you helped me see  

I am heated up while not cheated on 

This is clearly the beginning of a life with no sinning 

We are winning the game against the lame 

Awakening  

With a man that is wide awake, sitting by a lake while 

People are tired of sinking while drinking 

The moment is right to be linking the right as 

We move away the fight with a lot of Light 

 

I am just giving you a taste of insight 

 

The Holy Ghost 

 
 

 

 

Our Heavenly Papa 
 

Our Heavenly Papa cannot be a rapper 

But you can if you are his fan 

He will speak through you 

And this is good for you 

For once it will be clear so that the People hear 

 

 

Ay Xist                                  Light 
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Ovation Oppressor 
 

I realize that I am real nice 

My words are sharp but they got sharper to reach the harder  

The ones with a big attitude in every latitude 

I have suffered a long time so when I speak about this book 

The youth have an excited look 

We are looking for magic in this world that is sad and sick 

With tears in my eyes they tell me to cry and not to hold it back  

In a lifetime of holding back the attacks 

It makes me sad to see how this worlds is so bad and mad 

That many young are on chemical drugs, too sensitive in a world ruled by slugs  

They want to feel good because they are good  

I am doing this for them 

Giving them hope to revolutionize without having to patronize 

The normal middle aged that staged this boring place  

In some stupid “ nothing fun is happening “ phase 

With arms reaching for the sky 

These kids are the Why… 

We rave and look for the Light because Love IS the power in sight 

 

Light 
 

 

 

 

 

P.S. It is Time to fasten your Sunbelt 
 

 

A man opens up my whole brainwave in an electric way of Ways 

As I am hearing that you can hear what I hear 

 

With me knowing that  

Your Kingdom is in You 

In a silent knowing of lots to be seen very soon 

Like every blue moon 

 

Remembering that you are doing a huge part  

This one could never break a rock apart 

You know about the whole show that comes around and 

This one will not come with a cracking sound  
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Of a shattering mirror that says that 

Someone is comparable to you 

Because it is not true 

 

Receive your moment of glory and bring it home 

You have made a homerun I would not shun 

Being proud of my Stead  

At a steady pace, steadily and readily 

Holding back his Miss Fire Crack 

He just loves  

So he deserves to take that curve 

Into another Time 

Of where I am right there 

In his immediate sphere 

 

Spinning and traveling 

In a special Time  

His flight is strong and he is doing nothing wrong 

Securely and secure he is fastening his Sunbelt 

He is a Sunfelt Rock with a lot of magnets in stock  

Navigating through a meteorite shower with Power 

Moving within his Love for her 

These are the Time of Times of excellent rhymes 

In a moving synchronizing with no coincidizing 

 

 

Saints and Jah 

 

 

Parrot Love 
 

 

Always together 

In all kinds of weather 

They fly the skies with no lies 

Making a nest in a free Tree 

They huddle through the trouble 

While surpassing a reptile they fly into the Sky 

Landing in a vast castle 

In a Kingdom of fruits he suits his wings to make hers shinier  

In a brighter dawn with a setting past they are way past 
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Worrying and scurrying around 

They revel in a real novel that is 

A novelty in a scented, seed fermented casualty 

In a haven within a Plant Heaven 

They have seven  

Ready to see 

The valley of the ups and downs 

In the knowing how to move around 

How everything they need is found as 

A graceful parrot is giving seeds of very good weeds 

He is feeding his needing and his heavenly chick 

As they stick together 

Forever 

 

 

Light 

 

 
 

 

Platinum Platter 

 
Born on a platinum platter surrounded by flatter 

In an extended catwalk while she talks, he balks 

On a sandbank with a Bank in a perfect dress with the perfect design  

…and her promise not to wear it again 

As the children stand naked in the rain 

This must be someone really vain 

She could become insane 

Not being very aware to share 

Not even trying to exit the mortal portal 

Pretending to be busy 

Seeming awfully sissy 

As her adviser advertizer sissles seriously dangerous details for dates 

Showing off a raving, waving chick that licks for you  

On a Platinum Plate of an excellent fate 

 

In a needing to know 

You can do it for the needing 
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In organizad by You Leader Feeding  

In the taking control of a teenager on an important role 

Not wagering war 

 

In the how to grow up real fast 

Faster while you fast 

 

It is an Alice in Wonderland and she is ready to land! 

 

Light… and some bananas… 
 

 

 

Post Depression 
 

This must be what they call post depression because there is no post… 

It is sort of like being married to The Holy Ghost 

I would feel more loved and lighter 

If you would be changing our babies diaper 

It was so nice to get fatter and smear myself with pancake batter 

This is how much a woman needs matter 

Touch me, you see… 

I want you to see that 

I need attention  

None of this apprehension 

My breasts need to be cared for 

That is for sure 

It is nice when they are squeezed 

What a feast! 

Milk shooting here and there 

It is too fun being a mother gun 

Feel so calm with a big smile 

To provide is the highest ride 

I wanting to show them that this healthy child that we created 

Is not overrated 

It is the coolest thing to have offspring 

Belonging to a team that glowingly beam 

They are often very sleepy and 

When you are relaxed they are not even weepy 

Giving them attention is the prevention 

Needing to know that you are doing your best, with no protest 
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Feeling sure that you will always be there   

Not being afraid to time share 

To them everything is new 

That is how I knew that 

This is a thing for me 

I am a mama bee 

It is so satisfying bringing forth a power so innocent and free 

 

Mama to Papa                 The Power behind the Force birthing our Mindchild 
 

 

 

 

 

 

Pro Christ or Anti Christ 
 

Every single one of you that do not accept the Petition of the People. 

The power of each and everyone, The Information that Enlightens the People, the information that 

by many have been called Christ, by being for it, Pro Christ, we assume must be ruled by Anti Christ. 

 

It is so simple and it is very True. 

 

Righteous, anyone good, from any path on this planet walk 

Live by honest Laws and partake in all of The Light. 

This is not a religion. This is Life. 

 

 

Light 
 

 

 

 

Quixotic Deeds 
 

Even if you eat everything that is right you just might  

Have a mental delete regardless of your physical beat or being neat 

This might become your fall of becoming unbalanced and all 

It depends on people and things 

Their mental debate to see if you will hyperventilate 

Oh, how they love to create a competitive tension state 

It does not matter if you are totally sure as this is the part that they abhor 

They will try their all to bring you back from the” world of adore “ 
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Since I came here five people told me you were everywhere 

I mean how much could they really care? 

They make me think that I should get a shrink 

Oh, my, I am sure all of what they say is a big lie… 

Anyone normal would assume that they wanted me to die 

-I am finally back and I am real happy!  

Oh, boy, are they snappy… 

Ready to bring you down into their poisonous underground  

All I need is to become defensive when someone is so obviously offensive 

I slip and slide into an acceptable glide 

-He is in a monastery relaxing from the weary 

  What about you? 

  Is it true…?  

It is hard to avoid to be hit by the flat of the sword 

But I praise the Lord! 

Of course they will never understand 

Sometimes people need a helping hand 

You know a help to stand but they concentrate on the aftershock 

The feeling that they expect, the shockwave mock 

It feels like a too much drama for nothing effect 

Comparable to joining a negative, twofaced sect 

In between all that they said you are light years ahead 

People sure help by fuelling an intrusion when you just found the solution 

What am I supposed to say? 

Hey… 

I gave them an ear but when they want you to tell them what they want to hear? 

As I stick to my honest story of reality  

You can hear this background frankfurter fatality 

That I revel in a novel and my consent to invent 

My private sensation is that I have a huge imagination 

Creating a mental and physical revelation! 

But People tend to thrive in a negative conceited dive 

You do not even have to be there for them to share  

Their thoughts about what they think  

They think that our lives are about scrubbing sinks… 

 

 

Lighten up! 
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RadioActive 
 

 

My voice carries the Power of Choice 

Rejoice 

I am a thorough thoroughbred and I do not behead 

Any vile shallow smile 

Will back off a mile 

In awe 

Because of the ones that followed the Law 

You should not fake it 

If you want to make it 

We cannot play the game of the lame 

Knowing if it is right on the spot or not 

I know it is easy to be confused on a bacon abuse 

By being clean it is clearly seen that what if 

I want to avoid living cheap? 

Quit the weep 

We are onto a quantum leap 

If the hollow will not follow or understand this grand stand 

Then we got to make sure they are filled and refilled  

We assure that 

The People will see our Will 

That we are against the kill 

We are talking about a few hours  

Until the world is covered by flowers 

We are free you see 

Not needing to convince anyone, since 

We are just doing it 

While being it 

It is never too late  

This is the hilarious return of believing in Gods fate 

We are the openers of a very special Gate 

 

Random Access Memory 

 

 
Rant and Rave 
 

Oh, how they like to rant and rave about having a private slave 
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And now all he does is stare without even being aware of this disturbance 

I give him another chance to snap out of the latinlike “religious” trance 

So that when I am not completely decent I will not have to repent in a rapid decent  

Has he been there every crescent moon? 

Should I run away real soon? 

Something will have to change here 

This is turning into something strange right there 

My desperate anger that will not help  

I am in a macho world where respecting a woman is absurd  

This feel of the throbbing sobbing rape that he was gobbling my shape… 

He must be a lustful devourer so now I make sure that I cover and I am forced to hover  

 

I feel harmed and disarmed… 

 

How I do not like to be without my man at my side with that one look in his eyes 

 

And this will not change until we change the way to look at our Nature  

As we use and abuse her pleasant fruits 

They could have been approaching the use of a silent machine that can do anything 

Instead of one person standing there with a sometime swing… boring… 

Like this we let the people acquire their own wings so that all of us may create and sing 

This is the thing… 

It becomes a different thing when you do not question everything 

Innocently in my prayer I was caught by a slayer 

By drinking water and doing yoga in a toga you are 

Baptized and wrapped up and realized 

After receiving some power in the shower 

When you breathe you will see… 

Seek The Light looking steadfastly and not too ghastly  

Two need to be gazing up into Heaven as  

Their love is raising their minds and connecting with their finds 

The Information shall come in reverse as a nurse 

Instead of going up he is coming down 

With one accord on a Saturdays journey and  

The woman was as the center point of a joint anointment when with Right 

Peter stood up and named one hundred and twenty or half on behalf of Light 

Saying that these scriptures needs must be fulfilled and  

You yourself must be willed and filled 

Those two where chosen and he is picking the eleven from Heaven 

Standing there with the same that once where able to save the lame 

With one accord in one place with a chord of a Sound   
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Coming in on a rushing mighty wind as too many sinned 

The Force is pouring his Spirit upon all flesh assuring that 

Your sons and daughters of every size shall prophesize  

With young men seeing visions and old men dreaming dreams it seems that 

You will hearJesus, this is the name of the Word that needs to be heard  

Knowing how they will be delivered by counsel given to a Madamsel and  

With the knowledge of the Higher Force that is not coarse 

And the fruits of his loins according to the flesh in the groins 

In raising his Christ for her to sit upon his Throne 

With uncorrupted flesh uncovered by mesh by the right hand of God exalted 

Making our foes our footstools 

By following the rules and avoiding the fools 

You will save yourself from this generation in a rotting degradation 

All that believed stuck together, forever 

Having things in common unlike the common  

Selling excessive possessions since every man has a real need to feed 

Daily decisions with one accord of what is offered by the Lord  

In the Temple it is so simple to be baking virtual bread and be ahead 

We are helping them by showing how to take a seat in your inner retreat 

 

 

Light in The New Testament 

 

 

 

Reaching for The Highest Laws. 
 

The laws of economy work like this… 

When people work for you  

At half of the price that anyone else will do 

You produce more matter and your bank account becomes fatter 

So it is mathematically convenient to suppress them, oppress them 

And thereby aggress them 

These are numbers and equations where 

Emotions are subtracted from solutions 

Economics versus a respected Humanity 

You could also call it humiliation insanity 

A little humbler life could help many lives 

We ask from you to be part of this too 

To reach the highest laws of humanity we need to let go of this greedy vanity 
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Alpha Omega 

 

 

 

 

Reptile Raptor 

 
Moving in with the serpent sermon 

It is the reactor factor 

Violent and devouring 

It is a souring power 

A falling tower of deceit of abundant wheat 

A defeat to a true feat 

Being an underlying force with a Troyan horse 

In a cheating and treating as the horse is not leaping 

He is draining the sap of the Tree in a psychological freefall 

To feel free to do what I care as I tear apart the nation 

Should I share this with my two-year old son? 

It is a Reptile Raptor on a quest of no protest 

Along with some winners of sinners moving off the opportunities 

In a moment to seize 

The horizon 

It is quite some intrusion solution 

An internal, infernal trap of crap 

As there is a gorgeous sacrilegious man in our futuristic van 

Teaching us how to arouse the fear in the near 

There is a pack, with a six-pack 

Way back in your skull you could be come dull 

 You have no tact, for a fact I am intact 

It is all quite an act 

It is time to enjoy some new convoy 

Moving away this skin peel feel under ice cold steel 

At a time to protect our Perfect  

There is  a solemn Salamander wandering into Sauvian Heights of Lights 

Licking the Son of a Gun 

In a gleaming forgotten Sun  

Covered by a drastic plastic 

In a sort of spastic, Jurassic classic 

Of something evil and medieval 
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A crusader with a radar 

Crushing a lush civilization on their last breath of radiation 

Shining it right back on us 

Is this not sad AND bad? 

 There is a a new experiment of some sort 

So millions abort in the crisis that arises 

 

You will survive, but surely you will not be alive for long 

Not if it continues like in this song... 

 

In an iguana sauna detaching of a fetching quote for a vote I note that 

The good could not understand the choice of the quite enlightened 

Maybe they were frightened 

The Will is a defense with no offense 

A conscious clearing of the tearing of the seething teeth of wrath 

It is a path that receives what it gets and this one wreck with red effects 

In a sprinkling of blood in a flood of crying and a loud dying 

 

I ask You to find a Higher Mind 

Find your Mission with some Vision 

Because as long as it is good you are part of the hood 

Be good, be good, be good 

A truthful Adaptor versus The Raptor 

It is a Turtle Equilibrator on the equator 

Soothing an invasive, evasive, luringly alluring holotropic scope 

Revealing that you can rest assured, insured and shortly 

In quite some solution for a desert destined for no dessert if you desert 

 

“ -If You make it, you will go home First Class!” 

 

...is this what they call Higher Mass...? 

 

Light 

 

 

 

Respected 
 

We need to see some respect 

In this respect 

This is the point of why people smoke and some do coke 
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Somewhere they pray 

That people stay away 

So that they will not get hurt  

When someone moves the dessert 

There is nothing worse than to be haunted by your own curse 

Do not live in the past 

The planet moves real fast 

I am your present in the present 

Born to give for as long as I live 

Be aware of how much you may care 

And take care 

I prefer to be sweet and I do not like to cheat 

As when you are lying you are also frying 

We were born to give love 

In a mission from above 

It is hard to believe 

But believe …it is quite a relieve 

There is nothing more  

Than to make sure that you are not sore 

They say I give too much 

But in my world it is such 

Pleasure 

To hoard us a treasure 

Treasure me… as you can see 

It is a once in a lifetime  

Experience 

Experiment… with me… and allow for this to be 

I open up our eyes so that we may see 

It is the respect that makes you perfect 

In honouring me, I treasure thee 

Then I give birth to this treasure and I try not to pressure 

Only by giving my all I make sure we will not fall 

And I am not giving up the candlelit sup 

Because I live to give…and 

Receive … and retrieve the dream where we ream together 

Across the skies exempt from lies 

You have got to say what you pray 

Or it will not make sense, hence 

Being one peaceful dove with the One force of Love… 

Since the beginnings of time as we raised up from the grime 

They chose you not to loose me 
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Open up and see 

This is what you are to me 

By my side there is no need to slide 

I have a lot of fire… in my honest desire 

We get up and go and let go  

This is ancient and new, the way of how we knew 

We remember the oath of our powerful growth  

It is easy to be lost in humane frost  

Looking for real heat in the Navigator seat 

If we fall, all the stars will fall and 

That would be all when we are on call 

I will always remember you promising me  

To save this planet for our little pea 

 

Your holy hummingbird bee… 

 

 

At the Height of Light 

 

 

Robbing while Sobbing 

 
With no education and no work 

How was this supposed to work? 

Now they are robbing while sobbing in a desperate attempt 

To quiet hungry children with very little rights 

Maybe they can sleep tonight… 

As the rich fight for bigger prisons, higher gates and heavier locks while throwing rocks 

With a louder alarm to turn away the harm  

Systemizing them as failures in their own system 

Railing as they have to be removed as they are consumed by consuming 

In a fuming eradicating way, every single day 

 

If someone is coming up 

They will throw them down 

 

As anarchy grows bigger within hierarchy 

Where one is thinking he is higher than another 
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It is a lame shame that he is stuffed and puffed up 

As they handle their puppets on strings by cutting their wings 

Really robbing the sobbing people of their loyalty to royalty 

 

So we cut the chain 

You have every right to complain 

Take back your rights 

It is an out of balance fight 

You stand on the ground and they recede 

It is a new and hopeful breed 

Bringing in a new thing by standing in a ring 

Something a little newer than the guys with the sewer 

Ready to read the feed and feel as they share their meal 

 

Some of these guys hardly seem to be reaching in all that preaching 

Now he says it is so complicated 

We ask how come he cannot deal with the earlier stated 

 

Divide the percentage as if all are together on the frontage 

Avoid a problem at the beginning in a firm winning 

If the countries could manage this 

Our World be a lot more powerful than his 

 

Plentiful are divided and undecided brought to desolation in their isolation 

Instead of a free land island that will land, not stranded, strangled and abandoned 

Overrun by their own people that run 

While all are sobbing about the robbing there is a lot of robbing going on 

 

Take a break from taking it all in in an arrogant raking it in and run 

Because no matter how you turn it around in this way Truth cannot be found 

Within a confusing lie saying that this IS how it is… 

If you miss the point that is 

Being unable to stable their instable 

Lifeguards moving them off to the side 

With them being able to hide 

So that we will not see that we are obviously free 

Should we choose a looser to tell you to choose to be a looser too? 

Or just say that we have had enough of contemptuous consumptive power of an overpowering sort as 

in the end everone seem stuck in court 

In a sort of insulting, intruding and protruding message massage 

Keeping it like this, in a too long stroll in a foggy mist 
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In a cloud of so called education to give our kids a false sensation of quite some reality 

 

Nothing will be taken away from Humanity 

We are bringing down the True Man 

He is a real He-Man 

 

 

Light 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Saturday Sanctuary of Mind 

 
A realizing of being little Red Ridinghood in the hood 

In your tower of power, the force comes right through 

Eating Macedonia with no telephonia,  

No machines that disturb our means of mind where I find 

The tubes of grooves that sound like a sound advice to me and to you, too 

I feel eclectic, ecliptic, ecstatic and rhythmic 

I jump up and down and when I do not sit, I fit into  

This scene of the wonder of the Wonder of it All 

The why we are on this Mission in this sphere 

It is clear 

That if you can fish for a good ocean solution  

An intrusión of a perturbed, disturbed game 

Inside an escapeless frame with no name that pertains to You 

As it has nothing to do with your glowing goal 

Another reason as not to partake in the reasoning with seasoning 

There is a way for everyday, I say, some sunday fish and bread and wine 

To celebrate and pensate the words I found for you to share  

It is a no repeat with searching for tact and ancient way of taking seat 

It is a feeling of being forgiven 

Time to move on livin’ 
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The Paradise that we all denied ourselves 

Putting our dreams on shelves 

Falling into the fear of the scare you had better  

Be good only cause its nicer, finding values beyond Pfizer 

A floral, rural event being spent with You in something like a true celebratory fair 

As my hair is growing in Leo power  

It does cover my head 

I am ahead, as I study what I read 

A no threat moment of a thruthful memento  

Of a possible future world of cemento 

And then this is how  to prevento  

To turn all our trees into paper 

The power of a slower recollection of affection of our dear, so near 

My amber of charged love onto a white rock with shock, I wear you daily 

A consciousness prize is on the rise  

Some real wise wisdom against the lies 

To have no fear while my dear are away I pray that they are in the Light 

While I shine with all my Might that I share his sight 

To face an Enlightened Race 

 

 

 

Friday sunset to Saturday sunset 

Absorbing the Words of Truth 

 

 
 

 

Savoury Saviour 

 

 
In a deed of bravery 

There is a Savoury Savior with his radar of Avatar 

He is landing on the landing strip 

Tired and humbled from the trip 

But it sure looks like a great place 

It has potential for an excellent race 

You could REALLY enjoy it here  

Now why is everyone down there staring at a grading of different shadings 

While a greedy group is stopping the feeding of the needing  

Thinking; 
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If you pretend not to see and or take drugs not to hear   

In a cooked Cain vein of animosity 

 

You might need some help to come back to sanity from the fair of vanity 

 

In a rare small scare of a rare event that is about to present a present for You 

 

OM 

 

A realizing of something real, a blue zeal, a true white light in sight 

 

Coming in on man rays in waves  

At the timing of receiving information about segregation in congregation 

It is about a radio station statement in quite a state of statistic ballistics 

Coming from the mouth of a Savory Saviour 

That is ready to taste the fruits of his labour and savour another Saviour 

So special and specialized 

Realized and actualized 

 

No more global heating, please 

It has been a long time dealing these  facts of uncontrollable waves  

In a tsunami craze haze 

As if we do not know what snow does when it is heated... 

It melts 

Into our farming belts 

 

It is a newborn Antarktis shooting up while going down 

Pick up your own crown! 

 

In a crazy democracy on a spacey demo of an old memo of memoirs  

Of what bananas are for  

Any Saviour suggest you savour it, because , it has got flavor to it... 

 

 

Light 

 
 

 

 

Sexual Force 
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The force of sex is underestimated  

In that we made it complicated 

You may create more, for sure 

If you enjoy your sexuality with a lot of sensuality 

 

It is clear that when you are mentally near 

I feel you after I come and glow with you  

These words flow right through 

 

So when we are apart we create as the look in your eyes lie in wait 

The contact is right there and like this we share 

We are un-separable in our parable 

Meeting in the heat to make life real sweet 

Like this we close the cycle of being an oracle 

While she rides, he provides 

And she adds to the will until fulfilled  

Feeling contented, revived and willed 

There is no time to hunt for feed as everyday she may birth his seed 

 

Bringing down the Light 

Shame 
 

The Saints are telling me that 

They are ashamed of what they have seen 

The disrespect of my monastery 

When in honour of the Lord 

We are working hard to afford  

To help a sanctified town that just might frown when 

The cruel forest keeper is ready to cut the villages funding  

By fondling a woman that has sold her soul for gold 

Defended by one that would greedily block a child from coming home in shock  

Your shame will burn in a flame and to me it is all the same 

 

In this book we catch each and every crook 

 

 Light 
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Sharing 

 
How come they eliminated the eggs and the fish from my dish? 

It is a bit too extreme for me, you see 

But it might help me to see 

As I am now a rabbit watching TV 

Some chica is kicking ass with her tight ass 

Then she cries reminding herself of her old fries 

Her mom says it all with a hairdo that surely won,t fall 

I am not sure that I care because she seems like she would rather talk about her hair 

She is pointing and shouting as someone is calm just across the room 

But you hardly look at her with a zoom 

There is a cute acute little thing in a miniskirt up his wing 

It seems a little cold as she is trying to say something with some sting 

Moving so brusquely by jerking her beef 

It has got to be jokingly 

As she is somewhat pretending to be defending the poor 

Oh, them? Offstage, they are on the other shore… 

What is she on?  

As she is going on and on 

Exempt us from violence whence when I think about it 

I think I want to sink into the sink 

Wondering why we are promoting a species with no spices 

Being lifeless and gray fainted out in the hay   

There is no true attraction or interaction 

You just buy it on a show that was wasting a lot of dough 

And it is quite low quality when it hits your reality 

A perfect face looking for gold 

That is so old! 

With a whole life time of thinking about yourself 

Putting the money where the mouth is could be real bliss and to an extent you are exempt 

But remember that nothing ventured is nothing gained 

Her expressions are like from the deep depressions 

So exaggerated she looks jagged 

While she is trying to share her stone all alone 

So many masterpieces are falling into useless pieces of fast masters 

Too soon you forget that acting could become overreacting 

Some of them seem like they are on coke, no joke 

Making the brain dribble like rain 

Ice cold she is trying to unfold 
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As we picked you apart we picked ourselves apart first 

Not being perfect but with a perfect thirst 

Searching as there is always evil lurching  

You ought to do something good with this  

Something powerful for every Sis 

 

Light 

 

 

 

Si Dios Quiere…If God wants it to happen…it will 
 

It is clear that you are a rare fare 

And if this land is supposed to be sold for gold 

Nothing could withhold this being a good hold 

In every discord matter there is a silent chatter 

Protecting the fact of a Mountain Lion from Zion coming in with a message from Orion 

In a serious move   

Good things fall in the groove 

On a path that will not fail  

Not with this kind of mail 

I left ahead of our Time coming in from my hot sanatorium 

Where we needed to replenish the glorium  

You where not here but you surely shot me out of there 

The moment had come in the atmosphere 

But not to be out and about and glare 

From a cute child named soul  

I caught a fever while reaching my goal  

I got lost in my study in too much of a hurry 

Moving ahead without loosing the thread 

I am alive and I thrive! 

In 40 days I pray for the hay and  

To come out and have something clearer to say 

Honest abundance is my choice of dance 

There is always a chance for a better chance as 

We are seeing the ending of the letter sending 

As I move into the song that for so long I longed 

I could have been shopping and endlessly dropping 

Into the bars with glossy cars 

Eggnogging with too much jogging and being groggy 
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Forgetting about it all and loosing my balance in many falls 

With people staring at one another across a room in gloom 

The problem with the pack is when they choose to backtrack 

A fake generation in degradation 

In a mental state of degeneration 

Seducing and loosing 

Oh, how they shake and snake 

When we can be awake 

So that we may create  

As REAL abundance is at stake 

It is clear that when I come out of this…so will you 

This is the only road that is honourably true 

If we want to enjoy… the real road to Joy 

With a Hood that is good and laugh with the staff 

I was there for you and you for me 

Moving towards the future in a way sometimes hard to see 

I was trying to make this story hopeful to thee 

It is the good ending of befriending  

I am happy to see you happy 

This will enable us to be stable 

It is about doing the right thing 

Not so that we seem like anything  

But remembering what we have been 

And beam what we are today 

Choosing a better way 

Look at this gift! 

We are choosing a shift…we are about to lift! 

Moving and saving the World and our future, The Children, You and Me 

This is the Power that The Force has given to us… you see 

It lies in finally closing the cycle of you and me 

The Force will groove with the right and righteous move 

The gate is opened on Time with a lick in the nick of time 

You may knock at the door with the right key and help the People see 

 

y  DIOS quiere... 
 

 

 

 

Slanderous Shopping 
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Why are they always playing on their lust 

With some fake vulgar “I must thrust” 

A pink plastic masking tape 

Preparing herself for anyone to rape 

As if it is not enough 

I think many have had enough 

We are going to bring you something that is very real 

And it is a deal 

A bigger deal  

Based upon a spinning life wheel 

The chicas are so done up 

From the bottom to the top 

You just cannot see the difference anymore  

Looking cheap seems to be the biggest leap 

The more you show the more he will grow 

Is she is now selling herself by wearing a weary cow? 

I think they are all sinking real low and how? 

The dead skins might just make her feel hopeless and lifeless 

How come everyone is looking to have that innocent look? 

That will make the fishy men cook 

-You had better look at me or I will make sure you see! 

By adding some fake gold to grab the attention  

In a daily prevention 

Giving pleasure is quite some treasure 

But life is not only about one wanting to acquire a new attire 

If we are supposedly free, it should be that easy to see that 

When I am with this one guy I let my hair out with no doubt 

And the same guy I look deeply in the eyes as he arise 

You are wise when you realize that there is no need for lies 

 

While shining we are arising  

In our bodily temples mixed with brain to avoid acid rain 

We carry that secret smile that will last for a LONG while 

 

 

Light 
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Snakes in Eden 

 
Understand that because of you being rare, prepare a joyful fare, as they all stare  

Augmenting a gawk from a sharp hawk 

Never ever do business again where your tears will fall as a deep rain, totally in vane 

Do sacrifice, but do not sacrifice your soul to arise, it does not seem wise 

There are no joys in a place with machine made toys 

Because they are empty and many that bring them are contemptible 

By avoiding the sugar highs and lows keep up the speed and row 

Snakes in Eden 

Do you lurch into a church? 

Searching for the Lights in the midst of endless fights 

Had a day of pressure and no leisure? 

Then I say… 

Before you go rushing away in any way 

Remember that faith is inside your heart to stay 

Go into your solemn body, our lit up comforting homelike monastery  

Make yourself cozy to avoid feeling cold and weary 

believing that this current life is harsh and hairy  

There are glimpses of hope if you climb the harmony rope 

Then go out and choose to share with humanity 

Let go of the verbal arms, the fake charms the sad and corrupt alarms 

Thanks to the Force you are left to unlock a lawful lock 

When you are nice to children left abandoned with lice 

Be ready to share your plantain picked on your mountain 

Make sure a small child gets inside the shower and  

Help them enhance their willpower 

When people behave like the common fly, it is okay to lie  

Sometimes you have to invent to prevent 

There is nothing like a slap in the face when you are trying to release the New Race 

 

Alpha Omega-the first shall be last and the last shall be first 

 
 

 

 

 

Sound Solutions 
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Sound is a solution to many intrusions 

When all the trumpets call 

The wall will fall 

In a calming round sound with a rapped chant  

That we implant in every single Power Plant 

While showering with affection there is a definite detection  

Of a protective detective detecting a sound that will lift the ground 

With the realization that lies in the combination of a harmonious voice with a choice 

Bringing in a divine revelation according to ancient traditions with visions 

For many Lightyears you decided right there to meet with me right here to see me Opening the channel 

of the solarpanel with a ray of Light in my breathly sight  

In my extatic scale tuned by a joyful ale we sound the solution against the Pollution 

By chanting and not ranting away while we play 

We keep it clear so that you can hear 

This is how you become a Messenger 

It begins in the wish to be Kissing ,er 

You choose a special sound  

So that we would reach every peach sweetened by sun and run 

While we are sunkissed and kissing 

Only snakes are hissing and  

NOW 

Nothing is missing 

 

Sound is a Solution 

Sound 

 

Light 

 
 

 

Speared and Feared 
 

In an extreme overwhelming dream 

She is lancing her spear out of fear 

That they will come too near 

There is no need to threaten your special fans as they are in a trance 

Maybe she should stop before she will drop or 

Slow down not to drown 

There is no need to be vile and low 

Or give anyone a violent show 
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Showing you that she could be true 

But by supporting her, help her out will you 

Give her a little space you do not have to rush and race 

They asked more of her than from any normal, not so formal,  

Teeming, beaming teenager giving her  

A more than a high wage for acting on stage 

It might be time to retire from the constant hire 

Move into something that makes you feel good 

To do some good in your neighbourhood 

By joining a higher Sisterhood 

Finalize the final fact in preventing a lowlier act 

When you respect yourself you may finally find yourself 

This kind of extreme built up fame could turn into a constant game 

Being stalked as you walked 

With you newfound love 

That saw that he is holding the handsaw 

That inside you shine when you feel fine 

And you have taken your time you align 

Hoping that you do not turn off the lights  

Loosing your own self in a daily fight 

It is when you choose a balanced height that your life becomes allright 

 

Light 
 

 

 

Spheres 

 
There are Rocks from Space gathered in this place 

Full of information in the retrieving of our sensations 

We are coming back alive with a really high vibe 

As I sit upon a rock that will help me gather the flock 

It is so appealing to be leaving the appalling 

Into a place with other ways than what they taught us about our space 

It is a disgrace to face the fact that we are choosing to be an ignorant race  

Trying to survive in space with no grace… 

 

You get a long way trying not to collide in anyones stride in a burning flame ride 

It is good to have somewhat an interest in your own inner conquest 

Releasing compacting matter of a dis-ease that might freeze 
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Healed by a bright ray with a smooth sway in a breathtaking breath 

 

On a Rock of dawn we move the pawn 

Check mate!  At the crossing of Fate 

 

 

Light 
 

 

 

 

 

Svag 
 

Det har varit väldigt svårt för dig 

Att hålla reda på det som är vårt 

För mig är det som är mitt är också ditt 

Min sfäriska hjälte 

Man får nästan ont i sin mjälte 

Det var nog inte lätt att saga att du gärna ville stå och heja 

Men att ett av dina barn verkade förstulet 

Och din nya fulla fru gärna tänkte på sig själv och där satt du vid en älv 

Hennes stora paranoia var att ditt arv kunde ju bli stulet  

Så i himlen var det mulet 

Farmor dog just som hon log 

Då hon var tvungen att stå och tjafsa med någon du var tvungen att tafsa på 

Så det har ju varit svårt for mig att förstå att du måste vara så tyst 

Det är ju inte riktigt sjysst 

Man kommer ju ihåg att du var full på vin 

Och uppträdde som ett svin 

Behandlade mamma illa 

Många gånger såg jag henne trilla 

Hon väntade länge på dina ändlösa, lösa journalist möten på jour 

Du min så kallat socialistiska pappa 

Synd att du aldrig kunde slappa 

Letade alltid efter en ny fru 

Nu har du ju din fjärde hustru… 

Har du tröttnat på att jaga? Eller att bli girigt jagad? 

Det är klart att många inte vet hur man behagar 

När man inte litar då kan saker och ting hända 

Men ljuset tvingar alltid mörkret att vända 
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Jag kommer ihåg när man låg på din mage 

Och ardennern gick runt i sin hage 

Du sa att det fanns lösningar på allt 

Även om det ibland känns kallt 

Du är förlåten men man är ju helt klart förgråten 

 

 

I MidsommarLjuset 

 
 

 

 

Thank You 
 

In this mock battle 

In a global rattle 

I thank you for being resistant and persistent 

As I vented this pain and all the thoughts in my brain 

It was important to me that someone would hear 

Thanking you for understanding and being there 

I have reached my calm 

With the balanced state of this psalm 

Finding out that I am fortunate 

But that I worked hard to get there too 

Just like You 

I have captured my shine 

I feel aligned and dignified 

Knowing that I have a lot to give and that I want to live 

 

Aya to You   Light 
 

 

 

The Ant Chant  

(The Ant Anthem) Ant Anthropology 
 

The Ant is quite a collector and a fierce protector of the Queen and her eggs in layers of warmth  

Moved if their rain cover is removed 

She takes care of her stingy ones and wingy ones 

Some are small and some are tall 

With their antennas they feel you out when they are out and about  

Several Leaf Cutter Ants are carrying colorful pieces while crossing little bridges 
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The Armadillo shows us boundaries in how to deal with mostly fairies 

Having certain limits to what we are willing to experience, in every sense 

A jumpy animal full of joy, she seems like a toy and cannot see very well 

As she dwells by wells and moves all the metallic cells if scared 

Jumping straight up in a cute scream that it is time to turn up the steam  

 

The Bear goes within his mind in winter and he is playfully kind with his cubs in the summer 

A powerful cuddly bear staking his territory in a roaring way to move out of his way because you are in 

his way so you do not run, you and him just become a ball in the fall 

Then you lay still, at will. 

 

The Beaver is a builder, he makes structures, making rooms for all the children and he is the Groom 

with his strong tail  he is setting sail to construct a constructive future at the border of the water  

He has many big teeth to fell the trees in case there are open spaces in certain places 

 

The Bee is quite free, humming the drumming, while sunning making sweet honey that is so hard to find 

even with money at the organic market with our midwife Honey especially the one that is colored sunny 

Bees are sipping nectar from the flowers to gather extraordinary powers 

 

Like our Colibri that is equally free, a small humming bird in a fluttery fall by a sweet tasting Waterfall  

 

The Deer is so gentle not veering from her centre, sensitively curious and pretty serious 

You get this delicate sensation by touching her vibration 

Insecure if you are not sure running fast away from the past 

She is the last to run in the sun as she enjoys the dawn with her fawn 

 

The Eagle has Spirit Power to soar the skies with no lies 

Seeing it all from high above at one with the Force on a true, higher course 

A messenger coming in Time to make sense out of a sound that is not round 

But a strong squeak that will tweak stronger than coming from any other beak 

 

The Elk runs at a pace to outrun any race with stamina as a trait he toots for her retreat 

A pacing family in a silent sanctuary 

On an open field he finds she yields 

 

The Fox is seen as sly and wily because he hides in the coop to steal the chickens from the troop. So 

for many years in some strange English game he is the game. 

 

The Grouse moves attracting his female in an impressive dance 

No one else gets a chance because he is showing off his wings of Kings while moving in  
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Spiraling rings 

 

The Horse is a sign of power of the Four Directions 

The North of Wisdom and the East of Seeding, the South of Ripening and the west of Realization  

He grazes on big fields and prosperous corn yields preferring to be free but he may come close to 

Thee 

He will fight for his mare in a rare battalion of a stallion and he loves his grain and stands strong out in 

the rain 

 

In spotting a spotted Jaguar, you can see she takes a chance in her leap in reaching a firm branch 

She prepares a soft den for her kittens 

With silky paws she stretches her silky jaws 

Early she takes her prey home to her four babies waiting in a soft bliss on soft mossy hay 

 

The Lynx keeps her secrets with a smile for a long while being a cat with points on her ears she has no 

fears 

She has a sharp sight and she absorbs the morning light 

 

The Monkey is so cute as she jumps without a parachute 

The mother with her baby on her back as if she is a small backpack 

Eating ripe bananas every day in a way to pray in a funny way 

 

The Bull is full of seeds and he gives the cow a show by putting his horns low and bow 

 

The Parrots meet, eat, they live together, forever and at sunset the whole family flies across the valley 

in happy chatter through a silent matter 

 

The Quetzalcoatl is a magical bird from the Jungle and he has feathers that are so beautiful and you 

will never forget a sight like that  

 

A Rooster struts his stuff amongst his feather fluff working hard at getting the work done 

It will dawn upon the neighborhood that he is up and on top of the hen at the pen 

They eat plenty of corn so that the chickens are healthy when born 

 

The Snake shows you the transformation of shedding old skin to be able to win 

Some with poisonous fangs that hang and others with fantastic stripes and lines that you cannot not 

wipe away, in any way, just let them pass if you see them hunting in the grass. 

 

The Squirrel gathers for the cold winter and he is a sprinter looking for nuts and seeds and special 

tasty weeds 
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The Turtle represent our old broken Mother Earth in need to be repaired and her knowledge shared 

She becomes very old, is very slow and she carefully digs holes in the sand to put all the eggs 

beforehand so that the many little ones shall find the sound of the Sea and not hit a Tree  

Her biggest worry is that when they hatch they are easily snatched 

They swim in fast currents that carry them far away, eating grasses and seaweeds with endlessly 

colorful seeds 

 

The Unicorn is reborn, a fable like horse outside the stable stables relying on his forceful head to get 

ahead  

 

The Vulture cleanses the Earth from dead carcasses 

He smells like dead meat but if he did not eat it the world would smell it and we would have to walk on 

top of it… and this would be yucky!  

I would say we are lucky 

 

The Weasel has stealth and a reputation of much sensation  

A pelt worn by many ancient Kings, by the table of The Ones of The Sacred Rings 

Her slender femininity is a calling for sanctity and we prefer her to be alive and thrive 

 

The Whale reminds us to sound our stories in a loud echo across the Seas for all to See  

 

The Zebra is an African horse with a wild print on his skin invented by our Creator showing us how  

easy it is  to be amazed by a different race. 

 

Spun with SpinSort , Diligent Lightning    …and Great Spirit, 

 Life , MedicineCards +   some Fantasy 
 

 

 

 

 

 

The Crown 
 

No one can take away the Fathers crown 

Although he was insulted in town 

He planted the seed for this child to feed as 

This Planet is urgently in need… 

The ones that sat in between as we have seen 

Should be careful that his crown shall not be replaced 

As the point was to help the Planetary Race 

But we can see they would like to erase this phase 
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There is one particular group that will give you the best bone soup 

Bringing you to a place to eat and then giving you a little meat 

Some champagne for a slave as they  

Laughingly rob him of the ultimate rave 

They do not believe in this child because he is mild 

As they are cruel and starvation in the world they fuel 

By believing that they belong to a higher race  

They think they can just move into outer space 

Many disciples did profess 

It is not easy to play chess 

As we are not from some distinguished tribe  

That descended from the sacred to lie making sure the rest will die 

As if this would be Gods intention?  

To leave half of the people in detention 

He never said to be presumptuous  

But to make sure that we stay virtuous 

They make people think you are low by giving you a dark show 

I want to see them that has respect for you  

Seeing this as an enormous new prospect, too 

One that was not ready to catapult into an insult 

It is not all the same to God 

But it is better for you to follow the Iron Rod 

Who follows the rules is the one who rules 

It is about being real with feel using your rod of steel 

The one showing us how to use our power is  

The One man honouring his woman in the shower 

We waited long to make this beautiful song 

Making sure not to get the prayers all wrong 

They had to be witty and sharp and played with harmonious harps 

At the altar are present the ones that would not falter 

She belongs to the very top  

There is much more to life than to only shop  

 

The Light 
 

 

 

 

 

 

The Dark Forces 
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Some people abstain from life 

They pretend to strive for The Light with all their might 

But they are in the dark and they bark 

They cause a lot of harm and alarm 

Have two faces and one erases 

Like their role of always being in control 

Take over your life and easily help you take your life 

Brings you to just the edge 

Bordering on mad 

Always making people sad 

They are shadows that that overshadows 

Are attracted to any light source because without you they have no force 

There is something very evil about this kind 

They postpone the saving of humankind 

When they speak it is so harmful that you fall 

Not alive at all 

You move them away by being warm and cold 

Then they will get no hold 

The less they know the more you grow 

They will take from the will and hide it on some account 

Just beside it 

Leave you in hunger while they linger   

Leaving you scarred and jarred 

 

Light 
 

The Despots and too much Pot 
 

There are many little despots on every little spot 

Makiing you want to use tons of pot 

Spotting our reasoning seriously avoiding being reasonable as it is seasonable to 

Tell them that we have had enough 

Life is more than tough 

It is too rough 

Child, your father would rather lather in lies  

Then giving you some values higher than the highs 

While a mother is sacrificed when she realize that she is wiser than the wise 

But no one wants to hear as they are turning a deaf ear 

The men are coming and they just want to come all over you 

That part was truly true  

Do not give up to plant a seed, to breed, lead with honour  
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But do not forget to use your sonar 

No one is governing anymore, many men just move up and down the shore 

Looking for another whore 

Oh, Lord! 

Who can afford to maintain the insanely lame and to feed men with greed? 

So try not to let them implant their seed  

If they belong to the thoughtless parasites that feed 

They will cut all the goods in half, sharing it with some future half 

How can we explain this to our future elf? 

Sorry, kid, your future is on the market, your life, well, we have to park it 

We split because there was a mayor consciousness split 

I ask you to weave all children inside the only true love 

That you may show them how to respectfully love 

Or these children are born awake at the stake 

They will be at the top where they know it is much cooler to stop and to give and let live 

I was looking for a man that was kind and it is good to make sure to find 

A Prince that do not wince 

A Lynx in synch 

A Saviour with an honest behaviour 

A guy that is not always crying and absolutely not one that is lying 

You will know, it depends on how he moved the world for you 

Loving you all the way through doing honourable movements with you 

 

This man is True. 

 

to my Children         With Light Love and plenty of Laughter 

 

The Eminent You 
 

That the parents do not want to hear anyone swear no more 

That is for sure… 

Now you may swear a blue streak that will make  

The whole old system tweak 

You may say the same thing with a sharper sting 

By spreading your majestic wings while I sing 

That many women are bitches that twitches is true 

But just do not touch them too and  have them smear their toxins all over you  

Forgive your heavenly wife 

She did not know what to do with her life 

Sure, if she would have been at your side  
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It would have been an easier glide 

But people sneak in between 

Wishing to be seen 

So you had a point in weaning , em 

And then shining ,em 

With a laser phraser 

As an instant abraser  

With a golden eraser 

There is no need to phrase them out with a shout 

They will back way off  

If they intrude and are being rude 

No one will disturb your turf and your heartfelt surf 

 

Inside you are good and funny 

Finally on the same track as your honey 

There is nothing worse than being lack 

She was like having a heart attack while 

Using and abusing the in betweens  

Not feeling appreciated as 

Your life was saturated 

In a constant state in some stupid debate 

People always played some lame game  

So it was all the same to him… some constant whim 

Who knew and who cared 

But You were careful not to get your dick sick as 

It was standing in a standing ovation 

Looking for a good relation that was never found 

As there is only one woman, Man 

When you realize this do not get into a crisis analysis 

As a monk that is on a hump being left the next day at the dump 

Stomping with your feet as it was another deceit 

Do not be lying to yourself 

You do not want to loose your elf 

Realize your sadness led you onto a mission 

A solemn circumcision 

Looking to find sincerity and spread charity 

This world is full of vanity and insanity 

You are a rarity and are a key to inspire more charity 

But try to find your happiness in the middle of your snappiness 

As we laugh face to face 

This phase will be hard to erase 
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Giving the good people some serious space 

There is no need to chase any other women in some race as 

It is futile and a waste of time to be revelling in dirty slime 

There is certainly a worldly need to help children feed 

Inspire them to avoid to be rapping in grimy saddle trappings 

 

We may pick up where we left off being much better off 

 

 

The Force 

  

 

 

 

The Milky Mob 
 

Some are so sweet 

Especially the older with a baked treat 

It is surely good to know a good Bro 

That is direct and perfect 

Who does not fall and is real tall 

And can see the facts from above with true love 

It seems as if many have already given up and 

This is all because of the Top 

Running them over by a train  

In an endless strained rain 

When they leave we are like their sieve 

People become so unsatisfied and by being cold they hide 

They are envious and hopeless and what is worse 

Is that they enjoy to be hard and cruel pretending to desperately rule  

After they where already fooled and overruled 

They could not care less if someone wants to profess 

These are the sheepfold and there is a manifold 

Chained and trained 

They all say the same thing walking around in a ring 

The ones that act and this is a fact, are intact 

 

Alpha Omega                                 
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The One and Only Father 
 

OH! 

There is no reason in debating who is the Father 

I would say 

That I pray 

The thought was to give to someone that was ready to live 

Whose life was not easy and his moves where not totally sleazy 

As you are most probably innocent, you have no need to repent 

Everything is Heavensent 

Inspired by my man 

I threw the words into a fast flowing fan 

We needed to start with one pioneering man 

That was impressive and world obsessive 

Being fussy and not too obsessed with pussy 

When we gave you a taste of the first chance 

I could not wait to not see all the people dance 

They lost the election because of me being late  

In my love inspired song selection date 

We where ahead a year of working near 

I was sure they thought my song was strange  

But I was living on small change 

Many middlemen where not being very humble so they let me tumble 

Let her model  

She will change it all in regards what is a role model 

It is better she sell her body before lowly Presidents will turn into nobody 

Now the delivery is over 

This will be all over 

It is never too late 

To really change the state 

This is your mission of a visionary mission 

To alleviate the oppression through this joint session 

Inspired by the nurturing of my man in my mind 

My beloveds letters that where so kind 

His relentless love that is hard to find 

As he has been the calm voice of my choice 

This helped me give birth 

To save our precious Earth 
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 Alpha Omega 
 

 

 

 

Thrive 
 

It is easily said that it would be easier to be dead 

But thank God I am aliva 

And that I know how to thriva…with my fruity saliva 

 

 

Alive and Kicking 
 

 

 

 

To My Children 
 

The horror to have been separated from my children  

And the sorrow… 

That the evil would stop every step wherever I would step 

I took this time to show them from the bottom of my heart  

Since we where so far apart to show them what a mother is about 

She cares about their whole atmosphere, this is how a woman shares 

By creating prosperity with Gods sincerity 

So that she may finish the nursing and by this erasing these years 

Where my children feared that the world was sold by the cruelly cold 

We are recreating Paradise while assuring we All arise! 

 

To Noah and Elijah Hawk        The Higher Force       

Town by Town 
 

Make sure to keep your crown and you will not drown 

This you do by helping town by town 

What you have sown you shall reap so 

It is good to avoid being cheap 

And it is better not to sow discord as 

All that you want you can afford 

Imagine abundance in a sunrise dance 

By opening up a worldly trail  

Thou shall not fail 

You will sail into your dream 
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With a Knight that will ream  

In a saintly boat through the steam 

By avoiding the lame herds of nerds   

In a famous rebirth around Easter 

Being scented by mirth facing east 

We have reached the final Feast 

Clad in a new fad on a mule on fuel 

There are flowers strewn on the grounds 

And far in the distance there is a pack of hounds 

As it is time for them to cleanse and rearrange 

Because the ruling rules are about to change 

With a whole planet full of Delight 

We managed to move away the fight with Light 

The flock is released from their individuality freeze 

Becoming their own King in their Kingdom 

In a respected dome that they own 

Every town is now on their own 

Taking charge without having to barge into something too large 

Preparing many roads and schools where the future rules 

I am happy because now there is no need to be snappy and unhappy 

We are in control of our final role 

Being on our Mission with no need for a prison 

As every child will be protected before any harm is detected 

A family having food to eat and work they love 

Can move into the realms of being high above 

We must remember the Love 

And that trust is a must 

What you want you may create 

There is no need to grab and hate 

Being ready you will meet your fate 

In joining with the Ultimate Mate 

Without any need to sit in some debate 

You may freely give without taking their soul 

And then throwing them into some deep hole 

It is good to be aware  

By not being a hare 

When the children need to see that a Man has the power to see their needs in the World  

As the Women have the wish to be heard 

 

God is Good 
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U-turn me On 
 

You touched my u-wear 

I made a U-turn wanting to wear U inside me too 

When you moved your hand down 

To see my lower crown 

I shivered and delivered 

 

When there is something wrong 

God always move my things along 

You can transmute anything 

This is an Indian thing 

Let it go from your mind  

Then there is no find 

 

I blend my body with you soul 

We are about to reach our final goal 

 

When I think of us making love 

It is such a big pleasure to sit upon your golden treasure 

 

I need to do this for real because I have this strong feel 

That this feels slightly detrimental as I am becoming too mental 

 

There is no balance in this…just a  deep long longing for a kiss 

 

Light 
 

 

 

 

 

Vast Vanilla 
 

 

Leaving the vast depressing past 

I passed out in your strong hold of a bold way to show the way 

In the hay, you are not fooling me  

As we fool around to a sounding of a grounding of electricity from the city 
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My persistent Temple trembled as I assembled my crown that I lit up in town 

I had happily fallen down. 

Noticing the moment of excitement in the sowing of a growing seed 

I hope that you will not recede 

I will not retire the wire of Light touching my Sun as my inner diamond shines bright 

Opening my vigorous wave of leaves as we heave 

In a sentence of something so strongly rippling and tense 

As I am sipping your lips, slowly moving my hips in a choice not to hold my voice 

I am deeply breathing as you lift me to the ceiling 

Will you willingly seep for hours of no sleeping? 

You might want to be aware of The Time of fruitful lime 

Relax, don, t tax your mind, just read your kind in 

The Heavenly connection of a reflection of the creating of a little heaven sent friend 

In a special place in a Palace of a palate on a plate of a great fate 

Then add no hate and hopefully not being late in some tasteless debate 

We all chill as there is plenty of will 

Going with the flow following the trace of a real base 

A phase with faith 

A giving your all for the future IS all 

You should not be with your eyes far away from the skies but 

Avoiding dreaming the scheming by using a violent destructive, obstructive steel wire 

That will burn like fire  being out of contact  with some phony baloney 

Taking time to shine in our Light without draining the pertaining force 

There is no need to look for acceptance, just work to enhance 

As it is useless to raise hell with a shell 

Staying connected with our lifelines to the perfected we will not have to age  

Now this is something for people on stage  

Waging a raging sore war 

On a sweet beloved with a treat 

Waiting on a vanilla pillow seat waiting to be treated, seated, 

I repeat:   -Oh baby, I really would like to enjoy this now, you know… 

                 It has been a long time waiting, is it too soon, following the Moon…? 

 

So you are at the wheel… 

When you are on fire do not hire a choir but pray and sway 

As there is a sound of me dancing longing for your answering  

And as I move with a soothing groove, I move…dreaming and visualizing 

 

An arising King in my Kin Dome, my daily dome, my home in the Om 

In this painting there is a fainting whisper of a name.  

This  is what I call fame 
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The Great Force 
 

 

 

 

Venomous Vulva 
 

It is the time to channel the channel of water  

Splashing her waves onto a delicate guitar riff on a cliff 

As a sulfide sylph she inspires to read and feed a bright light fast in a week of past 

Hiding away a poisoned food of emotional brood 

She cuddles and huddles to mediate the state of how to meditate awake 

There are lives at stake!  

She is wide awake! 

With her Cinderella pumpkin that propels her to swell she says 

 

You might have to leave me alone… while I am a Venomous Vulva 

 

I need to think, I got to do, move and remove 

Feel and soothe my loving self  

Breathing in the letters of awareness, I harness 

Some fruity vitamin C to be able to See  

It should bring me up because I am up and down  

And you do not want to drown in my emotional lotions 

In my moon time of a moon 

Our Mother Earth is eased and released 

Making sure her little are near, living in no fear  

She is nursing them all as 

Soon a new seed is born, shorn from the wall in a long fall  

Of a wealthy healthy me  

Reborn cells, new wells of pure water creating a satiating feel 

Of recreation of body and mind, you find… 

A thought that is materialized with the love of your High Above Love 

Weaving a future with no suture in an effort  

To receive the relieve we are all looking for  

Before the fact of them hiding the fact that they knew way ahead 

That there would be missing bread and we would be almost dead 

 

Feed the People! Rock the Flock! 

 

Time is ticking and it is our moon ruling in a rhythm with no cataclysm 
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All aware and beware of the Light in the Night of a Shining Armour 

The blood is shed by her, monthly and willingly  

To cleanse the sins of all making sure we will not fall 

As her head touched the skies 

She bleeds onto her Earth the hidden lies 

Beware of her strength to a sincere length of understanding the branding  

Of those on a radioactive bus that kills and gives them the chills 

Avoid becoming a snaky, fake Venomous Vulva on Pills  

On a spiral that will block the Vinal  

Since then the powerful message is final 

As any Wonderful Wonder Woman ready to tell her tale 

She seeks a prize with a price that will help the world arise  

Making sure not to fail with her righteous mail 

There is a well thought matter to be saving a shatter  

Of a deranged distorted mirror of a person called a sinner 

She receives the help of how to be of help and being in contact with the Source of Force 

Wherein we receive so that we will not grieve 

By retrieving it on your Own 

You have grown and thereby sown so 

 

I wish you the best of the best 

I know that you are doing your best! 

 

Aya with the Shikana- the Female Force 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Viscosity in the City 
 

 

I am back to the rhythm 

As we are moving away from a cataclysm 

I am giving away my gifts as we lift in the shift 

Cooking up a storm in my closest families dorm 

I am listening to some cool percussion 

It is quite a session 

Here 
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There is no oppression 

Excited from shrimps 

Heating up my limbs 

I am full of glee 

Climbing the tree with thee 

Having fun I am ready to stun 

I will soon enough look for the weed that helps me seed 

It is real hard to be silent, for sure as 

I am singing I am swinging 

After I walked and talked 

The timing is on Time 

On a parallel blue streak 

Where we prefer to help the weak that are growing up left in the slum 

“Guided” by a leader that is clearly numb 

With a lasso I caught you 

Because it is since forever that I thought of you 

As my aunt tells me 

Listen to me, you are free 

If you are not happy 

You will spend your whole life being snappy 

When young are come together it should be 

Had it not been for these vulgar ways 

We would all already have been together, since forever 

Without passionate love you can never become that peaceful dove 

She says, look at you mother and me, you see 

Martirizing ourselves and torturing a manly generation that know nothing about celebration 

Gliding through their precious life thinking  

There is no need for strife 

What other people think  

Has nothing to do with what you are about to do 

 

And I thought to myself… 

 

We tried harder 

While you are thinking about these trifle showers 

We are giving our planet many more hours 

What more could we do? 

As others think too much about what we are doing 

We just do it 

We are shoeing our horse onto a global course 

What are you doing? 
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Unhappy and snappy? 

Lost by having no trust? 

 

As I put my children in the Light 

I know that they will always be all right 

None of this was ever our fault 

It is about the older generations limits in the vault 

 

Now set yourself free 

Allow yourself just to be 

It is useless to wander in slander and 

Positively preferable to choose to be letting yourselves loose 

No one can replace thee 

Because of all that you suffered before you found me 

 

-It is convenient you find your own man that is your forever fan 

Or you will eventually be left in a right handed theft 

 

enLIGHTened? 
 

 

 

 

Vodka Vogue Viscount  

 
He is inside his Power  

He is a Vodka Vogue Viscount 

He won,t go for no discounts 

And he can be cold with an incense sense 

Count on him to be very warm when hot and tense 

Loving it to prance while he dance 

With a chilly cube of ice he is not into rice 

But he is absolutely into vodka 

 And he, s got grain on his brain 

It is in vogue, some new and old drogue 

A drink or two in a night with no fight 

No need to be always right and charge and barge   

Into some full bull that sings with swings 

Alone, tuning into the tunes of thongs 

All the wrongs of the dipthongs as an amazing grazing deer with no fear comes near 

Communicating something real with feel 
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-No one steals your throne because it is yours alone 

 No clone will do it is yours alone 

 I assure that my kind is kind 

 I enjoy the Joy of a delightful convoy 

 

Hilariously delirious, he left our the furious 

The cunningly stunning passed right by the point of the joint effort 

Of how to stand upright without being uptight with fright of someone being different, 

In the difference of having a real seal at the wheel  

Open up that seal we got to deal with a balance of talents in their role on the dole 

Realice that to materialize we have to create the crate that lift up the hate 

Do not take away the bait and do not make them wait 

Soon it will be too late 

They are desperate to run and have fun and to work with a perk with no jerk  

 

In an abundance sundance in a toga while doing yoga 

All these viscounts that will not go for discounts 

The best of the best, no regrets 

Wetting vodka, setting Son 

He will not run nor shun a Shogun with no gun 

 

With this very big fan in a van that is not vain nor insane 

 

He is saying; 

 

I will not chain them nor drain them of possibilities to enhance 

The fact is that I give everyone a chance 

Prance at the dance 

You can count on these Vodka Vogue Viscounts 

Some are still alive as the Time is ticking 

 

He is licking his lips and sipping on a future without sinking 

Just a little thinking while drinking… 

 

 

….with The Great Force again….. 
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Voyage 

 
My voyage to find you and then align with you too 

To and fro with a fro, hello? 

Frolicking and licking your face in the haze 

 

A platonic peter can be quite the opposite of salpeter 

We never met in the waters in the conjunction of rivers in endless shivers 

In opening the gate of our special fate at the rate of the highest speed 

To be able to feed the ones in need 

Wearing a beaded seed of Tears of Saint Peter 

 

With tears of joy I gathered a wild convoy 

 

A group with a fearless troup in a mad fad that will help all the sad 

 

In an awakening of the senses she lifts up her jewel 

To match His attention 

With him in sight she lifts him up into the Light 

He cathes her attention in a sharp cutting the crap 

Snapping back at anyone that will interrupt his electric socket in his pocket 

A focus on the locusts coming in and they sting 

Eating the crop so that we will be thankful for what we got and stop 

 

Plugging into the vibe of a Sativa Lady Godiva 

An alive female flower in her oil from a delicate soil 

With quite a feel, for real she wants him to open her seal 

A galactic generation in a sensual partaking wetting her lips 

Her water he sips as both of them trip 

In a slowly moving slip she slips with her glossy lips 

 

She thinks it is time they meet and roll around in swedish wheat 

She cannot wait much longer as she is longing to be singing 

Ready to sing with a rounded sound and a filled up forceful force 

Being rounder and sounder 

Surrounding and tasting it all as it is soo sexy we fall 

He is tall and on call 

A heavy weight histrionics keeping his feather light half 

Grounded on the ground in a powerful sound 

Keeping the balance 

While she evens out these eventful dives erasing the resentful 
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With as smooth conversation that is quite a sensation in a vibrational way to pray 

 

I have to go because you happen to be there for me to see 

 

And all I want is to see you completely free 

So I walk myself free under a branch of a giant tree 

 

I am ready to go and see you 

 

Now is a great day as a gropingly gregorian new year started out with no fear 

I am trying to stop nuclear warfare and wanting to declare that  

 

I am this near to touch you 

 

As I could not believe that you would not believe 

This could have happened any day 

 

But we choose today 

 

I had to say it and then cry it 

Mysteriously surviving in an everyday miracle 

Within the galactic obstacle of someone taking away my popsicle 

Someone was eating thinking the other was cheating 

 

I am doing all this for you too 

Moving a remorseful decisión with precision 

Following the ONLY WAY in Respecting The Way 

 

 

Light 

 

 

Wanna see my PVC? 

 
What is so fantastic about plastic? 

The burned smell is drastic and it makes me spastic 

As we enjoy to be elastic  

A not too tight top is preferable 
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It is sort of more comfortable and more desirable 

I love the smallest bikinis from the islands of Teeny  

But then I might as well be hedonistic and avoid hanging with the lustfully sadistic 

Being within your dream in the middle of a stream 

As Adam and Eve in the beginnings of time in Paradise as he arise 

When people where more innocent and had a stronger sense 

They were aware if someone was coming near  

You had time to cover up from the bottom to the top 

It is this in between that is more common to be seen. 

So why use a rubber to cover  

If you respect in your loving, then your thing 

Should not be diseased when released 

Sure if you are not sure about the fall and absolutely have to try them all 

I would suggest that you use it with zest but you might feel suppressed 

As it is hard to enjoy a plastic toy 

They say we could not do without it, but I doubt it 

You don, t want to die by anyone giving you a lie 

There are people that happen to inject with something like that of an insect 

Then you have that big factory made thing that seems nothing like the real thing 

What is the thing? 

Is there another way, you say? 

 

Stay healthy and regenerate with certain food 

To make sure you are still good 

We are more affected than expected  

This is part of the possible doom of diseased gloom 

Add that there might be something wrong with the water I have right here  

The one that flows real near 

It seems weird to sell water from a well but direct is better if you want to do well 

 

But if it comes in a famous bottle of plastic this will not make it more fantastic 

After many days of flying and hot steaming, you must be dreaming… 

Water is so abundant and this seems sort of redundant 

I mean why poison it first when it is the primary product for thirst? 

A formerly clear source that could be part of why we are making wars 

Add a heavy metal here and there and it will settle in our slag  

This could become a big drag 

When we water our gardens how can me make sure that our tubing is not emanating molecules according 

to lawless rules? 

Today, no one has a chance in trying to avoid accumulating any toxic substance 

And since the men do not bleed this can affect their seed, indeed 
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It is real hard to nurse when the waterflow is cursed 

You cannot create milk, of course 

If you do not eat like a horse 

 

That is when they give them secondary formula in a bottle made by Dracula 

 

Enlightened 

 

 

 

We Believed vs. Cityweavers 

 
We did it! 

As I slipped with my lip 

You said the truth  

That we might be dead if there is no solution so 

We have to be giving out bread in a heartfelt revolution 

While reading the news 

I realized that we are all confused, overwhelmed and abused 

Many being lost in superficial glamour 

While the world is in tremor 

All this matter in a blown up shatter 

What is the matter? 

Pretending shallowness is true 

Being attached to gold is making you old 

While wearing silver will bring the children closer 

The longer it went 

The more we had to repent 

To scan a winner you may choose to start out as a sinner in a solemn shiver 

Or a breaker that is a crusher and a snaker 

But while there is starvation 

Keep up with the narration 

So that the rulers will understand 

Where the People stand 

We should be falling back into a straighter track 

Wanting corrections in the current re- elections 

There is a lot of talk about taking a walk 

To talk about no important thing is quite a sting 

 

The connection with You is what made all of this come true 
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I got sick, my enemy, did not show up and they all thought that I was deceived in a trick 

He was keeping my work but they thought that this would not work 

They where saying that nowadays there is no trust in any thrust 

As they did not transmit any hope they might as well hand you the rope 

Not wanting to see the truth 

To follow your dream is the only route 

Money is what makes them follow through 

So for a few bucks they smile at you 

In the city the people are looking for gold so my godly life was left on hold 

I know for a fact that it is worshiping money that makes you cold 

 

If they knew that it was about loving you all the way through 

That was the solution to a laughable revolution 

 

 

 

AlphaOmega 

 

 
 

We choose not to be deceived  

 
There is nothing worse than to try and nurse 

When a vain and conceited man is afraid to be a real man 

Escaping the honor that lies in honoring 

Being afraid of a straight governing 

Scared to steer and real ready to sneer 

Any powerful man cannot be cheap 

But has to be ready for a leap 

The fact is that this world is unfair 

And that each and every one of us women are really rare 

A knight is not struck with terrorizing fright and move overnight 

He should know that his mission is NOW 

Move the flock if you want to rock 

 

Insulted and catapulted into understanding  

That few men are really standing 

With fluffed up words 

They are blowing up the herds 
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But I shall laugh even louder since they like to use make-up powder 

With an intolerant jargon 

It is getting real hard to get along 

Ready to kill any mother in a constant cold chill 

Needless to say he escaped the manhood drill 

By trying to take over his firstborns will 

Out of shame, he was really lame 

Just by saying something saucy and seemingly cool 

It does not give you the right to rule 

You have to do it to be it 

And we want to see it 

We women have the instinct to save our world 

But every single one of your acts are so absurd 

Therefore you are now condemned to be the common day nerd 

You are just not able to guide the herd 

With a glorious name of fame 

Hoping to be heard 

Praising commercial crap with a dirty saddle trap 

Remember that you are humiliating and stunning the future race 

To humanity what you do is careless insanity based on utter vanity 

It is a blowfish that does not deserve a blowjob 

Blowing up on the job causing a nerveful sob 

If this is this our potential rulers 

I am afraid the earth will fall before they get the point of it all 

There is a world outside your big but empty head 

Some people are actually starving for bread and too many are already dead 

Children and women with no meat on their bones 

While the men are hiding and deciding 

Making sure that it seems as if they are shining 

 

This is the golden calf  

That we will cut in half 

You just cannot rely on someone that considers himself so highfly 

He will most certainly leave you to die 

Pretending to be above and putting you below as he is trapped in his trappings  

Holding onto the dough being more than contemptibly low 

 

 

The Higher Force 
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White Solaar Wind 

 
She enters the wind 

Walking a cube in a Warriors Tube 

She moves through the Towers and the Powers 

Learning about yearning for a Light to come down and enlighten 

In a strong wish to stay, to pray with her body while empowering her buddy 

Her partner in resolving a real big crime 

Lifting her up from the thought of them that are not giving a dime 

Real resolution to the solution 

In the how to capture the Wind 

Winding up an ancient clock that is about to Rock 

How to enter your man by turning off the fan and turning him on 

From afar and near with no fear to be rejected or ejected  

This is a contact that gives me a smile 

A mindful sucking of fruits in a mindful fruiting suiting as he is scanning the traffic jamming and saying 

something while laying down on the down 

As he is thinking about how she is avoiding fluffing her feathers like those of the plumes of a mighty 

plump plum on too much rum in a wet room with a big mouth down south 

 

This woman chooses a while of silence, of contact with tact 

 

In a ; 

 –If I am real you will feel it! 

 

She will not become prey to erratic say 

Where if you want to make a point there has got to be a point to it all 

In a sharpened point she points to the south to study a grouse  

In a dizzy spin of a sacred win  

In a shaven haven, a spacey woman from outer space  

Is transforming the race from the secretive phase 

Of someone phasing out the fact that we came from the stars to prevent the wars 

To show an evolution in a flash of a fast solution 

In shifting a grade to graduate to Understanding  

By standing up as Humanity in avoiding the insanity 

While not comparing us to any of these anonymous animals and other mammals 

With a big brain, that they do not drain 
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So do not refrain from thinking…it is about the genepool linking 

 

 

Light 
 

 

 

 

 

Wonder Woman Wanderings 
 

I have twisted my arm but at least I am not twisted 

My back hurts but I am back 

Happy to be alive and have the opportunity to thrive 

Being healthy while making the world, my children 

My man and myself wealthy 

In that order I become a selfless hoarder 

As we are One 

One body of water 

After many years of womanly struggle  

Where everyone where carrying the beast of burden 

It is time for a worldly feast, at least! 

As certain only hunt for money it is not funny 

Grabbing and backstabbing 

I really want to help 

It is overwhelming… 

I want to give…but first I need to live 

Let me feed my small 

Before you add your wish list at the mall… 

Let me move on because then I can give more 

There is hope in the horizon 

If you do not eat too much venison and listen to George Harrison 

There is no time to think too much about yourself 

Nor pull down only novels from the shelf 

In a short while others might disappear in the slime so  

To just sit and eat candy does not comes in handy 

You will be wired and tired 

Real worn out and all you will do is shout 

Seeing too many drawn out fights 

In endless dreamy nights 

And all we want is to finally have some calm 

A pampering luscious balm coming in with a cool psalm 
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With a loopy, snoopy OM 

When it is hard for you to see 

Continue to drink your herb tea, you see 

Something new will pop up 

It just bubbles over the top 

You cannot be sitting in a glass jar 

Looking out seeing all from afar 

 

Light and The Love of The World 
 

 

 

 

 

 

Your Headlines are more Confusing than Confucius 

-Lead in the Head 
 

We are really confused to the point where we are feeling used 

How should we know what to do with ourselves? 

With all these useless papers on the shelves 

We are wondering what we are waiting to see 

We believe that we are waiting for something with glee 

How far will you go for me? 

Don, t you understand where you stand 

If you want to be at the newsstand? 

 

We are worried about this state 

This endless debate 

On a jawbone intoxication in an endless anticipation 

Always late, wrestling hate 

You are pulled here and there while we would like you to be clear 

We need to know if you are ready to show how to let go of the low 

You should be more drawn towards the Children of the Dawn 

As the people cannot decide whether to go or to hide 

Can you make sure to be clear by removing our fears? 

With time you will learn that the knowledge you earn 

You seem, like cloudy, coming out from a drunken daze 

Why is it all in such a maze? 

Everyone seem tired and wired, fed up and locked up 

Are you sure you are moving with us? 

We do not need more time to adjust 
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It feels like this imaginary trust 

Being with Buddha, Muhammad and Christ is so much better than any Pope with no hope 

We want to see love from above and a happy kids story with some glory 

Working ideas that make you jump out of the bed  

Instead of trying to get out of that room with gloom 

As we want to be laughing more, for sure 

When we see your head letter  

It should make us feel better 

Something to share at lunch while we talk a bunch 

 

Alpha Omega 
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COSTA RICA- UN PAIS PACIFICO ECOLOGICO 
                           

                                  

                                UNA VISION GLOBAL 
 

                               Pureza y transparencia 
 

 

 

AVIONES, AUTOS y BARCOS- LIMPIOS Y SILENCIOSOS 

                                                        

1) biodiesel +++  usados con aceites de vegetales no comestibles como manteca( 

aceite de palma) con un pequeño cambio en el 

     carburador de un motor diesel ,esta listo. 

 

2) etanol +++ para autos con motor para gasolina --- patentado y limitado 

                                                          

3) CONCENTRACION en el motor eléctrico, solar, plasma, antigravidad 

 

Sistema Satellitaria para un Pueblo 

 

EXPORTE: 

 

Plantas medicinales secas y en capsulas 

Textiles de telas de plantas, por ejemplo la tela de algodón, cabuya,  

Empaques nacionales hechos de maíz fermentado ( desaparece en 2 meses, 

biodegradable) 

Productos hechos de la naturaleza. 

Alta tecnología (sistemas, ideas) 

Tabaco Orgánico 

Alcohol medicinal (cervezas con mas sabor y nutrientes para que la gente tome 

menos), bebidas tradicionales 

Orgánico: sin chimicos ni pesticidas 
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Lo natural es legal –todo, hasta la comida se enseña a usar en moderación 

Sintéticos serán cuestionados y probados para uso en casos de emergencia 

 

IMPORTE: 

 

Productos limpios y biodegradables 

Productos saludables 

Alta tecnología 

 

ENERGIA NACIONAL : SOLAR con pilas para la vida  

LEY= RESPECTO  
 

Ensenado por educación en SUPER ESCUELAS nacionales  

(teoría, arte, cultura, paz, celebraciones), estilo Montessori. 

Ayudar y hospedar a niños incapacitados y abandonados en nuestras ciudades 

 

Construir una Civilización basada en ética y moral, inteligencia de seres sofisticados. 

 

AGUA; 

 

Jabones Biodegradables para lavadoras (castile, jaboncillo, semillas de Guanacaste) 

La Bolsa con Piedras Redondas (electrolisis) para lavadoras usada con aceites 

esenciales 

Aseos Incineradores Eléctricos, Solares o Plasma = menos enfermedades. 

Anticonceptivos y otros farmacéuticos hormonales botados en el agua por la orina 

esta afectando y transformando la vida en el mar 

 

EXPLORAR CONSTRUCCIONES CONSCIENTES ( CON 

LA TIERRA) 

Altura 2 pisos. Máx. 3 

 así definiendo una cultura arquitectónica de una alta civilización ambiental, 

preservando y protegiendo nuestra Tierra y nuestras cosechas. 
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HOSPITAL: 

 

Preventivo: Clínica Holistica: Ejercicio, Yoga, Dieta, Higiene y Ambiente 

Emergencia 

Clínica Publica  pequeñas bien equipadas en pueblos del tamaño Cobano 

Homeopathy para prevenir el Dengue y Malaria 

 

LIBRERÍA: 

 

Educación es La Llave 

 

 

DEPORTES: 

 

Salud  ( Flexibilidad en el cuerpo da agilidad en la mente) 

Yoga, fútbol, deportes acuáticos, baile 

 

 

INVERSIONISTAS TENDRIAN QUE INVOLUCRARSE EN 

TEMAS SOCIALES DEL PAIS 

 

con MUCHO CORAZON y mucha ACCION! 

 

Preparado por : 

Aya-Karin Thorgren   

Fundadora  de ADICA 
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A Pacific, Ecological Country…anywhere 
 

Vehicles – Clean and Quiet 

                    1. Bio-diesel      with a small change in the current made carburator of  a 

                       car with  a diesel engine one can use non edible vegetable oils as fuel. 

                       (palmoil ) 

 Fuelstations could be more quaint style, run by a family. 

 

We should focus on science made for peaceful purposes, like that of the usage of the 

People. Plasma,cars,solar, fuelcell, electric and antigravity ships for travel within this 

atmosphere. 

 

Village Satellite 

Export    medicinal plants 

                  textiles weaved from all kinds of vegetable fibres 

                  fermented corn starch biodegradable packaging as a substitute for  

       plastic. 

                  plant derived products 

                  high-tech 

                  organic tobacco 

                  medicinal, traditional alcoholic brews with more nutricion and satisfying  

  flavor, this will in turn lead to less drinking. 

 

Import  only  clean & healthy products 

 High-tech 

 Products will need to be packaged in starch packaging as not to pollute countries 

 

Energy – Solar with lifetime batteries 
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Law  = Respect 

 

Respectful and good acts will be explored in global 

SUPERSCHOOLS, (inpired by Montessori for example) 

where time is art, culture is peace and we explore ethics and moral, 

share our powerful selves and creations in celebrations and festivals. 

 

Help abandoned children that are have disabilities. 

 

Water     Biodegradable soaps for laundry and body 

                 Electrolysis ceramic balls in laundry baggie for laundry 

                 Soundless engines for sanity of sensory marine life. 

                  Hormonal AntiContraceptives damage and transform 

                  not only us but also our marine life, physically . 

Homeopathy to prevent Malaria and Dengue 

Explore EarthConscious Constructions 

                 max. 2-3 stories not to cover views of surrounding 

                 nature 

 

Hospitals/ Clinics 

 

1. Preventative, holistic, diet, yoga, hygiene and exercise, yoga , 

meditation and finding calm through breath. 

2. Emergency reception and attention in smaller towns. 

3.PEOPLE Clinics should be HIGH LUX with excellent 

service and attention.  
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Libraries – Education IS the KEY 
 

This is a global plan of creating a sophisticated society based on merging with  

Higher Intelligence in EVERY move 

 

Everything natural is legal, we give thanks to God, Our Universe, for all our 

harvests. 

All natural things, food s etc will be taught to be used in moderation and to be 

appreciated. 

 

Synthetics are tested, questioned and proved before usage. 

These are used ONLY in emergencies. 

 

To avoid black water and sewage, use INCINERATED TOILETS or 

Green septic systems.  

      We will have less diseases like this. 

 

 Aya-Karin Thorgren 

Founder of ADICA. 2007 Costa Rica 

 

 

Biography 
 

I studies Natural Sciences at Ostra Real in Stockholm Sweden 

Biology and chemistry being my favourites.  

Quantum Physic was studied later on while travelling. 

I modelled professionally with Eileen Ford and IMG in Stockholm, Paris, Milano, 

New York. I worked with the best, Armani, Chanel, Fendi, Kenzo, Issey Miyake, 

Vogue, Marie-Claire, Elle, Glamour, Allure and many, many more. 

I was lucky to work with artists, like Richard Avedon, Carl Bengtsson, Aldo Fallai. 

and Fabrizio Ferri. 
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My languages are swedish, english, spanish, french and italian. 

I am a mother of two wonderful sons, Elijah Hawk and Noah. 

Live in Paradise, Costa Rica. 

I helped to inspire to start the Asociación de Desarrollo de Cabuya (ADICA) in 

2004 and also work closely with the mayor of Cobano, Sr Eladio Cortez, 

counselling his country on environmental and other matters that he forwards to Oscar 

Arias. I have also initially sent many inspiring  letters to his foundation. 

I am also involved in the artistic and creative department of extensive local school 

projects. Own a small organic cosmetics company named “ Aya” by Inspiracion Piedra 

Paz S.A. 

I bought a farm with bulls on it and then let the  wild species from the rainforest grow 

back, leaving only some terrasses open for buildings and gardens for my future 

generations. 

I produce my own music and write poems and lyrics, inspired and manifested in Light. I 

have written several books that I will publish soon. 

I wake up at Dawn, work at my dream, smother my Children with Love, from near and 

afar.I give thanks for my food.Yoga is my day.  

Telepathy worked while our telephonesystem did not. 

 

 

I want to give SPECIAL thanks to my Children,  Inspirerers and helpers Bob, 

Terry, Juan and Nova. Grateful appreciation of the work of Leo Fanfan and 

Patrice Meiner at Splitpoint Studio that produced the songs on my first album  ” 

House of Noah” To Beat About The Bush- The Album, editing Disc Disciples 

that was made by me. Reymundo Vargas Escalante from Cuba who did the great 

work of percussion! It is house and trance music.  

Lightworkers Steve McGruder, The Englishman that ”appeared” in the river,Will, 

Dutch Crystalwoman, Honey The Midwife. 

 

 

 

 

Thank you enemies! I would not have been what I am today without you. 
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We met  in 1996 g in Woodstock, me and M.N.  

It was definitely Love at first sight. 

Separated by  making the wrong choices, we subconsciously kept in contact. 

Weaving our unconditional Love in an immaculate conception I wrote these particular 

verses for The Script 144 starting in the year 2003. The older ones are from 97 and 

on… 

I have many more verses that I will a short future put together in another book. 

This is the most important. 

 

Remembering… 

Remembering True Love 

 

We just found one another again thanks to a very special buddhist, Tenzin, in a 

peaceful Temple! 

It is more than fantastic It is crazy. 

Same dream, same destiny 

One Love 

 

 

We wish you the best, living in Enlightenment and 

Respect! 
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Brick and Mercury – a short story 
 

Once upon a time there was a small monarchy in an enchanted valley 

You could say this was a real Kingdom 

 

It was ruled with plenty of Love 

Thereby you could feel and see Love everywhere 

His family was blessed with fortunes and hir companion beings were equally powerful 

in their own mysterious ways… 

 

Wherever you walked upon its blessed trails 

Joy was always making the trip short over endless laughter 

 

In one of the Monarchies spiraling gardens  

A lost Brick was sprawled in the sunrise 

Helplessly trying to find his balance 

 

He knew, deep inside how powerful and strong he was 

But the density of his particles made this knowledge come to him… slowly 

 

In another part of this very little Kingdom 

A drop of Quicksilver fell out of the mold of The Alchemist and she kept running forever… 

 

In fact she was happy not to have to resign into being too close to other Quicksilvers 

Having to stick together like a moving Mass… 

 

…just the thought made her shiver 

As she continued her voyage into the Unknown 

Alone 

Free… 
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After a while Brick felt like he would not be able to continue like this 

He was bored, bored of being in the same position 

Seeing everything from the same angle 

 

He needed to change something. 

But to do that he needed to move… 

 

A Brick cannot right itself unless and outer force moves it 

So he started to think about all kinds of powerful forces 

To see if the energy he needed would connect with him 

 

At that very moment Quicksilver had a strong Thought run through her head 

She was ready to settle down into something beautiful  

like that of one of The Divine Terraces in honor of the Dawn where she could shine 

Set into one of the powerful rocks that belonged to the cherished Bracelet of powerful Love… 

 

This was her dream. 

 

Since Quicksilver had traveled for so long she had gathered quite some Speed and Strenght. 

 

She had traveled through the environs not attaching herself to sticky grounds but flowing steadily 

forwards 

Keeping the same speed without loosin g  concentration, in complete enjoyment. 

 

All of a sudden she runs into Brick with such force that she cannot help but turning him completely 

around and help him fly up on a Throne of Quartz! 

 

He was incredibly surprised 

Miraculously he could See… 

Most of his life had been turned into the mire and here he was overlooking  

this Enchanted Valley pulsating with Love! 

 

As he looks around he cannot help but notice Quicksilver set into her own cushioning rose colored 

stone, shivering by his side. 

 

They were happy, as the King wished with all of his Heart 

The knowledge that they all carried within them,  

That there is a Kingdom within each Kingdom remains still to this day… 

 

Aya 
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    LOVE 
This message, Jesus, is about experiencing true love, at first sight, being separated, the suffering, the 

power of fourth dimensional telepathy and this profound inner  hope of rejoining again. 

These verses are written for all of us to remember, laugh and heal. 

To help you manifest your innermost dreams. 

We make clear the problems of this Planet by revealing the simple Truth. 

This book challenges overpopulation, HIV, war, weapons, the pharmaceutical experiments on interns, 

mentally delicate people, delicate people and the army, global warming, harmful industries, 

environmental and educational problems, clean, balanced foods, true love versus manipulation, the 

morally corrupt humans within the games of a morally corrupt society, the distortion of truth in most of 

the media.  

We also present One immediate solution. 

It is time for a profund change in humanity. 

Just a small shift in our personal self-confidence. 

Realize the power of One human.  

That You are connected to everything that is around You. 

That everyday is like one life. 

That You are able to have a peaceful relation to everything that is around You. 

That you came here on an important and goodnatured Mission. 

Law = Respect. 

One human, You, are always in contact with the sources of Light. 

You are made in the image of God and thereby perfect and naturally carry an inner power that is 

peaceful and good. 

Consistency, flexibility, transparency and honesty will clear the confusion in our minds. 

Detach for a minute from your body, thoughts and emotions, be it with breath, yoga or chanting. 

This is You. Immortal. 

The Scriptures 144  came about from years and years of diving through a mental tunnel, in meditation, 

head pointing south ,protected by any negativity by the blue-white Light  and meeting with a beloved in 

a higher place, thanking God , Jesus and Mary (all of you) for our ability to recuperate lost 

information. 

No dogma, no religión, but lots of Love and revelations. 

 

It is Like Little Red Ridinghood in the hood leaving the Wolf in a pitiful pit of wit  

                                                         aya 
 


